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Features In This Issue.
Making a High -Tension Battery
Eliminator.

Cape Town Calling.
Aerial Design.

Dr. Lee de Forest, the inventor of the three electrode valve, is shown, in our cover

photograph, experimenting with his new

loud speaker. It involves entirely original
principles and was designed to handle great
volume without introducing distortion.
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Sfor

2 -volt accumulators

The correct type of Marconi Valve in each
holder of your set will ensure the faithful

General purpose dull

rendering of broadcast music, song and

emitter valve which may

speech.

be used with satisfaction in any position on
a receiving set.

14/u

Marconi Valves are supreme by repute and
actual test. For power and purity of reception, economy in current consumption and
for long life they are invariably chosen by
discriminating radio enthusiasts everywhere.
Table, showing recommended combinations
for Marconi Valves for 2 -volt Accumulators

TYPE D.E.6

Type

Particularly suitable

Position

Grid
Bias
Volts

Hi5h
Tension
Volts

for use in the last stage

of a L.F. amplifier

2 -Valve Set

using D.E.R. or D.E.z
in the initial stages.

One H.F. and
Detector

( DER
-I DER

I DE 2 H.F.
I DE 2 H.F,
I DER
I DER

18/6

2 -Valve Set

Detector and
one L.F.

J DE 2 H.F.
I DE 2 L.F.
S DER
1 DE 6

i DE 2 H.F.
I DE 6

( DER

TYPE D.E.2
H.P.

3 -Valve Set

H.F. Detector and
L.F.

The Marconi D.E.2 is

( DE 2 H.F.

DE 2 H.F.

r'17 6
i IJioR

- DER
i DE 6

sumption is very low

15/6

( DER
1

an imports nt advance in
the design of valves for
use with 2 -volt accumulators, the filament con-

without detriment to its
other characteristics.

.. DER

3 -valve Set

Detector and
2 L.F.

( DE 2 H.F.
. DE 2 L.F.
I DE 6
( DER
-: DE 6
I DE 6

( DE 2 H.F.
,' DE 6

DE 6

0
H.F.
+2
DET
H.F.
0
DET
+2
DET
+2
L.F.
-3
DET
+2
L.F.
-4.5
DET
+2
L.F.
-9
DET
+2
L.F.
-9
H.F.
o
DET
+2
L.F.
-3
H.F.
o
DET
+2
L.F.
_9
DET
+2
I L F. -4.5
2 L.F.
-9
DET
+2
1 L.F.
-3
2 L.F.
-6
DET
+2
1 L.F.
-9
2 L.F.
-9
+2
DET
-9
1 L F.
2 L.F.
-9

40
40
6o
6o
40
8o
6o
80
40
120
8o
120
40
40
8o
6o
6o
120
40
120
120
6o
8o
8o

40
120
120
60
120
120

For other recommended Marconi Valve Combinations, write tor
Publication KT 443

THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY, LIMITED
Registered Office: Marconi House, Strand, London, W.C.2
Head Office : 210-212 Tottenham Court Road, London, W.'
Er.=.ter : Aberdeen, Bristol, Birmingham, Belfast, Cardiff, Cheltenham, Dublin, Glasgow, Leeds,
Liverpool, Manche.ster, Newcastle, Nottingham, Southampton, Swansea,

MARCONI
The name that guarantees Cie
supremacy of Mareoniph9ne

Products-Receiving Sets,
Transformers and COMP0148,09;
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Qualit 61)istmetion
The remarkable clarity and delightfully
natural Tone of the World famous

AMPLION Loud Speaker when associated
with a suitable Receiving Set render

wireless reproduction comparable with
the original performance.
With an AMPLION, the unseen speaker,
vocalist or orchestra, as the case may be,

is brought right into the Home and the
advantages of Radio Broadcast may be
enjoyed to the full.
Of

I8

the

Arnplion

models

available from 38/- a number
are now obtainable at reduced
prices.

Demonstrations gladly
given during business

hours at the AMPLION
Showrooms

2 5 -26, Savite Row,
London, W.1

79-82, High Street.
Clapham, S.W.4

in, Whitworth St.

West, Manchester.
Dm, St. Vincent St.,
Glasgow.

Announcement of 'ALFRED GRAHAM &. GO. (E. A. Grah2m),

Andrew's

}Vor!::3,

Crofto;s Park, London, S.E.1
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GUIDES FOR WIRELESS CONSTRUCTORS
ittess
en
Gut.
§114 §

The Two Latest Numbers
Now On Sale Everywhere

This Year's

6 Circule:;

CRYSTAL SETS
This new addition to the popular "Best
Way " series of Guides for the Wireless
Constructor contains the latest and most
authentic information on the best Crystal
Sets of the Year. A special feature of the
book is the clear constructional photographs illustrating the assembling of each

All of the circuits described have
been carefully tested, so that amateur
set.

constructors can be certain of good results.
The Sets described are as follows ::-A One -Control All -Range Set ; Building a
"D" Coil Receiver; The Universal Crystal
Set ; A Quick -Change 2 LO -5 XX Re-

ceiver ; A Main Stations Ultra and The
Half -Crown Crystal Set.

Three Famous

VALVE SETS
This book describes and illustrates in

photographic detail three absolutely reliable circuits. All have been most carefully

.tested under normal broadcasting conditions and will give the utmost satisfaction.

The sets concerned are "A Trinadyne

Two-Valver," "The ' Chaos ' One -Valve
Set," and "The One -Valve Unidyne Receiver," and the directions given in this book

make the assembling of each set exceedingly straightforward and easy to follow.

Price
Al all Newsagents and Bookstalls.
CONSTRUCTORS USING THESE BOOKS CANNOT GO WRONG
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ACCURACY

GUARANTEED

Value absolutely constant

You know where you are

with

Dubilier Condensers*

TRADE

umuERCONDENSER CO (1925) LTD
ADVERT. OF THE DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD., DIXON WORKS,
VICTORIA ROAD, NORTH ACTON, W.3.
'PHONE: CHISWICK 2241-2-3,
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True it is Nature hider
Her -treasures less and less. Man now
presides
In power where once he trembled in his
weakness.
Science advances wills gigantic strides.
WORDSWORTH

"Science advances
with gi antic strides"
'THE Middle Ages present us with few
more romantic figures than the Alchemist.
Feared for his magic, more than one suffered
the penalty of the stake as a grim reward for
his reputed dealings with the Evil One. And
yet to these pioneers - these persistent
searchers for the Philosopher's Stonecivilization owes much. They were the
world's first scientists.

lower temperature ? And so the idea of the
dull emitter valve was born.

But now, after slumbering for so many
centuries, Science advances with gigantic
strides." The fallacy of Alchemy is exposed-

With its electron -retaining hood -shaped Grid

sensible men no longer seek the magic formula
for the transmutation of base metals into gold.
The Alchemist has become the Chemist.

For sensitivity, rare mellowness of tone and lack

Wireless
Chemist.

owes much to the
It was a Chemist

who reasoned that as the whole
object of a heated filament is to
produce electrons, why not so

treat the filament that it gives
off a more prolific stream at a

To the wizardry of the Chemist we owe the
Wuncell-the wonderful Cossor Valve which
functions with a filament glow almost invisible.

It was his skill which rendered possible its
triple -coated filament. Just as the first Dull
Emitter was a mile -stone in the progress of
Radio, so the Wuncell to -day represents the
high-water mark in the evolution of the Valve.

and Anode-made famous by Cossor-it sets
a new and higher standard of performance.

of microphonic noises, the Wuncell is unsurpassed. Whilst, freed from the destructive
influence of excessive heat, its
Types and Prices :
sturdy and robust filament
°W.r. For Detector and L.F. use - 14/ ensures an exceptionally long
Consumption: 3 amps.
life. Couple with these facts its
*N.2. (With red top) far H.F.use
14/ -

Consumption 3 amps.
W.3. The Loud Speaker Valve - 18/6
Consumption
amps.
*Also in special base with resistance
to suit a, -4 -or 6 -volt Accumulator 161.

iesit of A. C. Cossor, Ltd., Hightury Grose, N.

low maintenance costs and you'll
understand the secret of the great

wave of popularity now being
enjoyed by this remarkable Valve

GiMert Ad. 47,-13
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RADIO NOTES AND NEWS.
Control Dials for Nothing-Concert Party for B.B.C.-An Interesting Memorial-The

Best Wire to Use -Transatlantic Telephony-" P.W.'s" Broadcast from America.
Who Told You That ?
(despairingly indicating a
TEACHER
map of Europe) : " Jones ' Minor,
have you any idea, where Prague is ? " .

Jones Minor :

Well,

sir -not on the

map ; but " (more hopefully) " I can get
him on the loudspeaker with the aerial condenser at 39, sir."
-

Featuring John Henry.
WILL John Henry become a film -star,
He and
Blossom have been screened by
Challis Sanderson for the Gaumont Film
Company, and the
result is hailed by the

tion of which appeared in " P.W.," October 10th, 1925), an Aberdeenshire reader
says:

" I have had it working here now for
about three months, and the results are
perfectly splendid. We receive Radio -Berne

every night about as loud as our local
station, and stations come in by the barrow load."

I have often heard of a " dial -full " of
stations, and of " a condenser crowded with
'em." ; but I must admit that one valve

bagging a " barrow -load " is new in my
experience.

A London Memorial.

WRITING with reference to the " Talk
on Clerk -Maxwell," by Sir Oliver
Lodge, F.R.S. (published in " P.W.,"
February 13th), Capt. D. A. F. Needham, a
Kensington' reader, informs me 03 folloWs :

" It may interest readers to know that a

blue tablet is fixed to the front of the house
at No. 16, Palace Gardens Terrace, Kensington, which bears the f011owing inscription :JAMES CLERK MAXWELL
.
1831-1879
PHYSICIST
Lived here,
Tuning Coil Tests.
THE _latest report
upon Tuning.
Coils by the
American Bureau of

critics as being highly
successful. The latest

idea is to find some
British talent for all-

Bri tis h films, and
early in the search

Standards is something of a bombshell.
[t has established

John Henry has

shown signs of becoming a very pro-

several facts about

the efficiency of the
various kinds of coil
in use, and it proves
the old-fashioned
solenoid coil wants

mising film comedian.
All listeners will wish

him well in the new
venture.

a lot of beating.

Control Dials for
Nothing.

Another point which

TT is extremely

has been shown is

radio apparatus
into China, because
the Government re-

the led -away -by -a-

that encasing a coil
with a binder is not
half so dreadful as

1 difficult to get

t heor y merchants

gards .all wireless

would have us
believe-in fact, the
naked coils are

goods as contraband,

and terms them
" Munitions of War "!

But the Wily Chinee

has discovered that

The B.B.C.'s new Radio Dance Band, which under the leadership of Mr. Sidney Firmin, has recently
been broadcasting from London.

he can get good knobs

and dials for his set from ink and gum

Concert Party for B.B.C.

facturers, Henry C. Stephens, Ltd., a customer says : Firm I belong to uses 30
bottles of gum a year, so do not lack for
knobs. We get knobs for nothing, and our

HAVING made a success of its own
military band, symphony orchestra,
revue party, and radio dance band,
the B.B.C. is now engaged in forming its
own concert party. The nucleus of this

bottles ! In a letter to the famous ink manu-

radio sets are covered with knobs."
Knobby idea, isn't it ?
The Ultra-Audion Unidyne.

RECOUNTING his experiences with the
" Ulta-Audion Unidyne " (a descrip-

will be formed by the enlistment of several

leading variety artistes, and I hear that a
healthy competition will be introduced
into their efforts by the relaying of other
concert parties from the various seaside
resorts.

hardly a whit better
than their decently clothed brethren.

The Best Wire to Use.
THE most interesting disclosure made in
this highly important review of coils is
in connection with the wire used. As
our older readers will remember, Sir Oliver

Lodge said long ago in " P.W." that thin

wire did not necessarily mean inefficiency,
and this journal has never subscribed to the
widely -held fallacy that a good coil must
invariably look like a Cross between a spring
mattress and a chair spring.
(Continued on flex/ page.,
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NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from previous page.)
Praise for No. 24 D.C.C.

THIS latest analysis shows that for most
broadcast work No. 24 D.C.C. wire is

suitable ; and that large wire like
16 D.C.C. has a higher resistance than even
No. 28 on the lower waves ! If you look back
at old " P.W.'s " you'll find we have always
recommended that 24 D.C.C.-now officially
recognised and blesied !
Ether Police Patrol.

IT is reported that a closed -in motor -ear,

I

fitted with a portable wireless set,

frame aerial and all the latest direction finding dodges, is being put on street patrol
by the Post Office. Its purpose will be to
track down oscillators in areas where interference has been specially noticeable. Good
luck to it !

The learned judge thought otherwise,
and granted an order for delivery of all
infringing coils,

damages. Defendants were ,ordered to pay
plaintiffs' costs, up to and including
judgment.
Transatlantic Telephone Tests.
AFINCHLEY (Nor thLondon) reader had
an interesting experience a Sunday or

two ago, when experimenting with a
super -het.

Tests, they have started an " I-won'tbloop " club.
Candidates are asked :

Human Static," and the aim is the total
elimination and abolition from the ether
- of everything in the whistle, crash, squeal,
zuupp, bong, or bloop line !
Broadcasting Committee's Report.

AT the time of writing it is expected
that -the Government Broadcasting

Committee's report will be issued

early in March. Several " inspired " accounts of the recommendations likely to be
made have appeared in the Press. But the

source of the information is lacking, so that

it is extremely doubtful if they amount to
much more than guesswork.

There is a persistent rumour that the

existing licence fee of 10/- per annum will

not be lowered-if it isn't, public esteem

of the Committee will be !

Sir Harry Lauder.

QOMETHING has gone wrong with
you, your liver is out of order, or

Johnny Jones has been giving you a

bill on the nose," said Sir Harry Lauder

to the little patients at the Cheyne Hospital

for Children, when he handed over the

installation provided by the
" Wireless for Hospitals Fund."
Then he made the interesting announcement that he himself would be broadcasting
wireless

again on Saturday, March 6th, and the
matron had to promise to let the children

keep awake to hear him-the big ones,
anyhow.

THE Standard Telephones and Cables
Ltd. (formerly Western Electric Co.,
Ltd.) recently brought an action in
the High Court, regarding the infringement of the De Forest patents by the sale
and manufacture of Crown Coils. The
defendants claimed that in so far as the
Igranic coil (made under the patent)
differed radically in structure and appearInce from. the 'Crown Coil, the latter could

not be an infringement.

cases will be dealt with more severely.

'

What's In a Name ?
I'M interested to see that wireless receivers
-like race -horses, or prize pussies-are
now being christened with fancy
names.

Recently there was the " Tally -Ho Two,"
or some such pseudonym, and now a master-

piece entitled the " Kitten," or the " Tom
Cat Three," has made its appearance.

mediate amplifier, which was tuned to about
7,000 metres. To his surprise he presently

when queries come in, saying, " I've

heard a reply, and was then able to listen
in to America quite clearly. It was midday
here, but the distant speaker was announcing that out there it was 7 a.m., and he sure
wanted his breakfast after the night's
successful tests !
The Rendezvous.

WHILST searching the ether with my

2 -valve set (H.F.;' C, and LE.);
I hit a spot where four programmes

appeared to meet," says an Eastbourne
reader. " There was (1) Band, (2) Violin and

SHORT WAVES.
"Jazz to my mind, represents the optimist ;1
E in musici'-Jack Hylton, writing in the 1-E " Radio Times."
*
" Wireless is prac..ically debarred from all E
serious public debate of the many grave _E
E problems that perplex our age-political, social, E.
= religious and moral.' That is a veto which E
cannot be perpetuated."-Harold Spender, =
--71

= writing in " The Contempoiary Review."

If this idea spreads, won't it be ft

your Dual Dog set, but it won't
howling," or " I made up. the Flying

but it's not stable." Other names that lea

to the mind are " The Rat Trap Four,"
The 0 K 99," and the " One Over the
Eight " for a nine -valve super.
Irish Long Distance Feat.

AN Irish experimenter, Mr. Frank Neill,
of Whitehead, Co. Antriin, recently
succeeded in getting into direct touch
with Melbourne, Australia. The distance
covered was approximately 12,000 miles, but

to Mr. Neill's surprise the reply was not in
Morse, but telephony. The Australian,
Mr. Howden, of Melbourne, succeeded in
transmitting clear speech for about a

quarter of an hour, after which signals

faded away into indistinctness.

London's Wireless Exhibition.

THIS year's Wireless Exhibition, to be
promoted by the National Association
of Wireless Manufacturers and Traders

" It; does not any longer pay the B.B.C. to
= try to attract new subscribers; because' under E
E the present arrangement they will not see one
halfpenny of their licence fees."-A writer in =

(N.A.R.M.A.T.), will be held in the New
Hall, Olympia, from the 4th to the 18th of
September, both dates inclusive.
The Exhibition will be open to the trade

7,1111111111111111111H1111111111111111111111111111111filiiiIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIA

as a whole, so it should be a record -breaking
one, thoroughly representative of the British

orchestra, (3) Soprano, and (4) Man talking

Radio Industry.

=

the " Evening News."

then on the same spot a clear
voice rang out, ' Dublin. Calling . . .' and
(foreign) ;

We had the Volga Boatmen's Song on top
of the others."
If he hadn't got Selectivity, he certainly
had Variety upon those two valves and the
crystal !
Englishman Wins.

ONE of the leading American radio
journals, " Radio News," recently

held a " 370 -dollar Radio Play Contest " to find a good play for broadcasting.

The winning item was broadcast from
WRNY (theRadio
News' " own station),
"
and of the seven winners the First Prize
goes to Mr. Brian Holloway, 51, Arnold
Road, Woking, England. Well done, the
Old Country.
Nearly Two Millions Now.

NEARLY two million broadcast receiving
Crown Coils.

magistrate points out that a fine of a guinea
or so is merely a warning, and subsequent

nals being picked up direct on his inter,

" Are you a Blooper, and if so, why ? "
and then they have to sign a pledge -card
saying, " I pledge myself to operate my
radio set to reduce radiation, or blooping."
The slogan of the club is " Stop Bloops and

He happened to hear Rugby

testing (telephony) with America, the sig-

Please Don't Bloop.

BECAUSE the Americans Were badly
interfered with by howls and oscillation during the International Radio

and an inquiry as to

cumstances, but in nearly every case the

licences are now in force in Great

Britain, the exact number on January 31st

being officially estimated at 1,841,000. This
number is still increasing rapidly, and there -

is no doubt that the two -million mark

wilt soon be reached. The rate of increase

in the number of licences issued has risen
during the past three months, due no doubt
to the fact that prosecutions for the nonpayment of the fees are taking place every
week all over the country. The amount of
the fine imposed varies according to cir-

" P.W.'s " Broadcast from the U.S.A.
WAS the Aurora Borealis to blame for the

poor reception during International
Radio'Week ? This was one of the

points dealt with by Mr. Lawrence W.

Corbett, " P.W.'s " special correspondent
in New York-in a final speech to American

and British listeners, broadcast from the
" World's Playground Station, New York."

The speaker acquitted the aurora of all
blame, on the testimony of -Donald B.
MacMillan, the explorer. This expert has
stated, " When up in the Arctic we even
passed through the aurora belt, and it did
hot trouble the radio waves in the least"
Licences for Unused Sets.

WHAT is the law regarding unused
wireless receivers ? According to a
Press report a man at Hull was fined
half a guinea, with 31s. 6d. costs, for having

an unlicensed crystal receiver ; and the
stipendary magistrate said that the licence
must be obtained before the various parts
were put together, and whether the results
were good or bad.
A correspondent raises the question as to
whether possession of an unlicensed,

unused set invariably breaks the law ?
Probably it does, but a line to the Post

Office would soon disclose their attitude, in
cases of doubt.
ARIEL.
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TWELVE years ago I was in London

Mr. Hylton, who hails from Lancashire, is our foremost exponent

I played at clubs and cinemas, and
one day a famous musician remarked to

Rhythm is an essential part of human

nature. Away back in the world's history,
men and women danced to the rhythmic
heats of the tom-tom. Human nature is
the same to -day. But when jazz first came

to Britain, there was a loud protest by

many people against what they called the
" invasion of barbarous music. Recently,
a fresh attack has been made against our
modern syncopated music ; and it is surprising to find that even eminent authorities on matters musical confuse the terms
" classical," " jazz," and " syncopation."
Origia of the Famous Band.

Years ago, I toured the country with

various theatrical companies, during which

time I was a pierrot-and many other

I even beCame a member of the
Queen's Hall orchestra in London ! A
Lancashire friend who heard that I was
things.

engaged at the Queen's Hall, MIA who also

knew of my band venture, went to the

Queen's Hall to see me.
I believe he had dined rather well, for he
connected the two ideas. He strolled about

until he came upon Sir Henry Wooer re-

hearsing an orchestra of 150 strong.
" Ba goom," he whispered, " Jack's
certainly got a whale of a band togither ! "
Jazz originated during the War. People's

minds were then, so to speak, on edge.
Everybody wanted noise, colour-anything to sooth their tortured nerves. There

was something in that savage rhythm of
jazz which haunted me ; something to
which my inmost nature responded.
I have studied the psychology of British
people all my life, and I predicted that the
jazz spirit would sweep the country. People
sneered at me. Yet within six months my_
prophecy came true. I recognised, however, that the original jazz or nigger music,

as it has been called, was lacking in harmony, an essential element without which
any musical endeavour cannot succeed.
Weird effects were obtained by breaking
all the usual rules. These were novel and
interesting the first few times you heard
them. But they could not live.
Was it not possible, I pondered, to combine the colour and rhythm of jazz with

has been applied at different times to

* 4.- 41.- 000 .0. 00-411.-A-41. .4..

with less than sixpence in my pocket.

me how thin English dance bands sounded
in comparison with those in America.
Before 1 knew what had happened, I had
taken on a bet for considerably more money
than I possessed to write better music
than the Americans. I had to win that
bet. It led to the formation of my band.

51

almost every kind of music. And it is con-

ceivable, and very possible, that in the

of symphonic syncopation, and

near future some of our modern symphonic
syncopation will merit the name.

scored a great success with his recent broadcast. In this article he

One of the principal reasons, I think,

makes a vigorous defence of

f
f

modern music.

+

* 0000-0-0 ...... 0...0...0-0-0*
that element of harmony so deeply planted
in our British natures ?
I gathered round me a band, a group of
six ex -servicemen. They are still with me.

And now my band consists of thirteen

players, every one being an expert soloist.
The term " classical " as applied to music

originally referred to the trumpeter who
summon e d

the various

tainments

the in

ancient

well-known musicians to decry our modern
music.

Syncopation is by no means new. You

can find many examples in the work of
Liszt, Beethoven, and other classical
giants. In essence, syncopation is a

Cheerful Music Required.

Rome.
It
is curious,

The old-time jazz, and all the trash

associated with it, has now disappeared.

therefore,

that the

The music -loving public would not stand it ;
but modern symphonic syncopation is
beautiful music. Why is it so popular ?

word is now

used to indicate any-

The explanation is, I fancy, that it is the

first really successful combination of those

thing that

really
good, a conception,

elusive

is

which, in
my opinion,
is wrong.

what is really syncopated music. Nowadays, any band with plenty of percussion
instruments is called a " Jazz
band.
This, again, is wrong ; and it leads even

mally weak place in a bar. The cross accentuation which results has a definitely
stimulating effect upon a listener. But it is
only now that the -tremendous potentialities of syncopation are being realised fully.

t h e enter-

Forum

jazz is that the term is used to describe

temporary alteration of accent, brought
about by prolonging a sound from a nor-

classes of
people to

at

why many uninformed folk declaim against

Mr. Jack Hylton, the famous
conductor.

music, as generally understood.
is something that is necessarily dull and
not suited to the popular or people's taste.
" Curiouser and curiouser," as Alice in
Classical

Wonderland said, there is considerable
difference of opinion, even among famods
authorities, as to what music can rightly be
labelled " classical." The operas of Gilbert

and Sullivan, for instance, although extremely popular, are often referred to as
classics of light opera. "Carmen" and

" Faust " are not like the orthodox classics,
yet are called classics of their kind.
What is Classical Music ?

,

Many people say that Schumann's work
is classical, yet I suppose that Dr. Coward

would place him among the romantics !

Then where shall we.place Wagner ? Some
say he is the greatest classic. Other

authorites maintain that his work is the
very opposite to classicism.

.

The fact is that the term " classical "

elements rhythm and harmony.

There are some people who love harmony
and have no ear for rhythm. Others prefer
rhythm but cannot appreciate harmony.
In combination represented by modern
symphonic syncopation we have arrived

at a form of musical expression which

satisfies all the musical needs of the normal
human being. It is for this reason that
syncopation will live, although, of course,
it will evolve continually into new forms.
It will flourish in this country particularly

because British dance orchestras are now
the finest in the world. We have already
reached a quality of expression equal to
that of the best American bands, which,
a few years ago, were well ahead of us.

To receive many hundreds of appreciative letters in one post is a thing to gladden
any man's heart. After my recent broadcast these mountains of messages appeared,
telling me that my music had made millions
happy.
British musical enterprise has produced
a People's Music, and there can be no doubt
that it will find a larger and larger place in
broadcaSt programmes. Our modern synco-

pation carries with it a message of cheer.
And that is what every listener wants.
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fused zinc

oxide rectify-

ing or oscillating crystal
own
account, unless, of course,
he is fortunate
on

his

enough to
possess some
eleotrical or
other means

of obtaining a

high temperature.

By J. F. CORRIGAN, M.Sc., A.I.C,

No. II.

REALLY good and sensitive specimens

of natural zincite are so, comparatively scarce, and the dethand for

them is so great at the present time, that it
is not surprising that within recent years
many attempts have been made to produce an artificial' substitute for zincite.
Fortunately, a considerable number of

menter who is specially interested in the
use of these crystals for oscillation or
amplifying purposes is strongly recom-

mended to carry out the operation for
himself, and to note the improved results
which will follow.

The photograph (Fig. 2) indicates the
appearance of two typical spechnens of
synthetic zincite.- They have a very close -

grained structure not unlike the shiny
surface of rock sulphur..
A Stable Detector.
For rectification

purposes, synthetic
zineite can be employed with any con

If you take
a qhantity of

that works with natural zineite.

commodity,

being efficient in use over a ten -mile radius

A

lurium-synthetic zincite crystal combinati

zinc oxide
(which is a
very cheap

forms an excellent rectifier for all-roun
purposes. Although this combination has
not a good distance -sensitivity (it rarely

costing some-

from the transmitting station), it will give
extremely strong signals when employed in
a set situated within shorter distances than
this. Moreover, the tellurium -synthetic

thing like Is.
4d. a pound)

SYNTHETIC ZINCITE.

'

and heat it on
a shovel or an

iron tray over a fire, you will note that as
soon as the oxide becomes red-hot it turns
yellow and cakes together. If, now, the
mass is allowed to cool down, the oxide
returns to its original white colour, and the

zincite combination will work under a

contact -pressure of something like one or
two pounds. Thus a detector employing
these rectifying elements is exceedingly
stable, and it will retain its sensitive adjust-

In order to render the oxide radio -sensi-

ment for many weeks on end.
Bornite, copper pyrites, iron pyrites, and
silicon will give good results when used in
conjunction with synthetic zincite. Also, a
brass or copper rod which has been slightly
oxidised by heating in the fire for a moment

allowed to cool down very slowly. This
operation is best carried out in an electric

with an artificial zincite crystal, the contact
pressure in this case, however, being critical.

caked lumps possess no rectifying properties whatever.

these attempts at the commercial manufacture of artificial zineite have proved to

Glazing the Crystal.

be entirely successful, and, in some instances,

tive it must be actually fused and then

or two will very often give strong signals

furnace, although doubtless small quantities
of the sensitive material could be produced

If the end of the copper or brass rod is

the artificially obtained product has even

surpassed the natural mineral in many
respects.

Artificial, or " synthetic," zincite is now

to be obtained commercially under the

earthenware crucible in the hottest flame of
a blowpipe.

.........
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by heating the zinc oxide contained in an

.

,

F/G I.
WOO' Oxide Crplat

names of " Arzenite," " Ghanite," " Gilvium," " Synthetic Yellow Oxide," and so
forth, all of which proprietary products
comprise excellent material for both rectifying and oscillating purposes.
Preparation a Difficult Matter.

It will, of course, be readily understood
that each manufacturer of synthetic zincite

has his own special (and often secret)
method of producing the material, -hilt

In appearance, most specimens of synthetic zincite are yellow, and they have a
horny look about them. Sometimes the
specimens are entirely opaque ; at other

times the crystals may be translucentthat is to say, they may be semi -transparent.

The crystals are very hard, and they are
not brittle. In this respect they possess a
decided advantage over the natural zincite.
Like natural zincite, yellow oxide crystals

may, be heated up to any temperature
without any fear of harm being done to
them, and thus they can be attached to
their cups by means of ordinary solder,
which gives a more efficient contact than
that afforded by the more usual Wood's

metal: '
Fer rectifying purposes, pure and simple,
a synthetic zincite crystal will give excellent
results. However, if the crystal is intended
to be used -as an oscillator or amplifier, the
-

results obtained from it are often enormously improved if the crystal is treated
to a local fusing operation after it has been

nevertheless this fact -does not preclude us fixed in' its cup.
from gaining an insight into the nature and
In order to carry out' this operation, a
composition of this increasingly used
carbon point is allowed to make contact
mineral product
with the surface of the crystal, and a current
- All forms of synthetic zincites,- yellow ' of about 100-120 volts E.M.F. is passed
oxides, and similar materials are nothing through the contact.. Oh manipulating the
more or less than fused zinc oxide. It may, carbon -point, a, miniature arc will be struck
perhaps, seem a simple matter to get hold at the point of contact, and this will effect
of some zinc oxide and fuse it up until it a local fusing of the erkstal surface. This
forms' one homogeneous mass ; but theoreoperation is often known as "glazing,
tical simplicity is not always borne 'out in
filming," " smelting," and so on.
practice, and it is definitely not an easy
The circuit employed for the process is
matter for the experimenter to make a given in diagram at Fig. 1, and any experi-

dipped in molten sulphur and then gently
heated in order to burn the sulphur off, the
rod will be given a sulphide coating which
will enable it to be used in conjunction with

a synthetic zincite crystal and under a

contact -pressure of at least 1 lb.
Synthetic zincite, therefore, is a new

product which is greatly to be welcomed

by the amateur crystal set user and the
more serious experimentalist alike.

An

efficient rectifier, oscillator, and amplifier,
artificial zincite is one of .the most useful
radio -sensitive minerals known, and its
all-round utility is still further enhanced by

the fact that it can be subjected to almost

any amount of rough handling without

losing any of its sensitive properties.
Some Useful Data.

Chemical Composition.-Zinc oxide. ZnOAppearance.-Light yellow. Horny or
vitreous.

Characteristics.-Very hard.

Non -brittle.
Extremely
by alkalies.
constant sensitivity. Works under
heavy contact -pressure.
Dissolved

Most Suitable Contacts.-Tellurium, copper

pyrites, hornite, silicon, iron pyrites.

Also oxidised and sulphurised metals.
Current Price.-Varies considerably. About
3s. per oz.

Fig. 2.

Specimens of syntlietic'zincite.
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A4VALVE UNI DYNE.
RECEIVER
V

and, until these three Circuits are in' re-

sonance, it cannot. be hoped to receive any
really distant transmission.
The three
circuits are not abnormally sharp, so that,
while the receiver is quite selective enough
0

qP

r

The Set designed, constructed and described by the " P.W." Technical Staff.
SINCE the publication of the details of
the 3 -valve Unidyne of December 12th

we have had numerous letters asking
for particulars for adding an H.F. valve to
the circuit. Apparently the DX results
obtained with the 3 -valve set have been
very gratifying, so that it has been decided,
for the benefit of those interested in longrange reception, to add that extra stage of
H.F. and incorporate it in a complete set.

The operation of the set is quite straight-

forward, although there are three tuning
controls besides reaction. This being the

case, a certain amount of practice will have
to be obtained before the best is got out of

E

the receiver and, in the resolving of extremely

weak carrier waves, it will be found that the
filament control of the first and third valves
will be fairly critical and will make all the
difference between good and poor reception.
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(Peto-Scott),
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cabinet

and baseboard .. .. ..
1 '0005 variable condenser

(Peto-Scott) .. .. .. ..
:=- 2 .0003 variable condensers
(Peto-Scott) .. .. .. ..
E 4 5 -pin valve holders, base-

board mounting (Peto-Scott)
Ei 2 Bretwood valve holders

..

1 Lotus 2 -way coil holder (extended handle) .. .. ..
4 Precision rheostats
.. ..
E- 1 R.I. L.F. transformer
..
1 Bretwood variable grid leak
E 1 S.P.D.T. switch .. .. ..
1 Lissen fixed condenser, '0002
1 Lissen fixed condenser, '001..
6 W.O. type terminals .. ..
E Wire, transfers, screws, etc. ..
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for all ordinary purposes, it does not need a
wave -meter before the operator can pick up
any very close stations.
-0005

0

Need [or Filament Control.
ST,

Fig. I.

Tkomticat Circuit

A glance at Fig. 1, which is a theoretical
diagram of the circuit, shows that a similar

vls=nmEamem
usircriummew

5C1131311

This does not mean to say that the

December 12th has been employed, with the
exception of the double reaction which was

receiver is a tricky one to handle. All the
operations required are quite normal and it
is only in the matter of handling that any
trouble may be encountered.

this double reaction, which gave exceedingly

each controlling a separately tuned circuit,

circuit to that appearing in our issue of

included in the 3 -valuer, and it has been
found, in the case of the 4 -valve set, that
fine reaction control, is unnecessary and
only adds to the multiplicity of controls.

Tuning must be carried out extremely
cleverly, as there. are three dials to vary,

When practice has been obtained in the
handling of the receiver it will be found

quite easy to go through the various broadcast wave -lengths and pick up one station
after another, using the filament control as a

final .adjustment in each case. Stress is
laid upon this point because it is felt that
even in H.T. receivers not nearly enough
use is made of the filament rheostat,
which provides, in most cases-and espe-

cially in the case of Unidyne sets, where, of
course, no H.T. battery is required, a very
(Continued on next page.)

Operation of the Set.
In the 4 -valve set, therefore, the first two
valves act as H.F. amplifiers, being coupled
together and to the detector valve by means

of plug-in H.F. transformers. Reaction is
carried out by means of coupling- the usual
coil in the plate circuit of the detector to the
aerial coil, while, for the purpose of increas-

ing the strength of weak signals, an L.F.

stage is incorporated, this latter being controlled by a switch so th'at it can be used or
_
.
loft out, as desired.
Unlike many H.T. receivers employing
niore than one stage of H.F. amplification,
this set does not necessitate a potentiometer
_

or, other stabilising control, for it is not
prone to self -oscillation. This is -a great

advantage when one is searching for weak
transmissions.

This view o the set should be used in conjunction with the wiring diagram when connecting up the components.
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A 4 -VALVE UN1DYNE I
t
RECEIVER:
;
*

(Continued from previous page.)

*

fine reaction adjustment, and may make all
the difference between resolving the carrier
wave into intelligible speech or missing it
altogether.
For the construction of the 4 -valve
Unidyne the components mentioned in
the list are necessary, though it is not

essential that the exact makes specified
therein should be adhered to. It is important, however, that all components that
play a vital part in the receiver should be of
reliable manufacture and good design.
Silent Background.

For instance, perhaps the most important
of all the components are the three variable
condensers, which must be capable of even

variation and which must provide really
good contacts between the moving plates
and the external part of the circuit. The
condensers with mountings liable to become
loose will be perfectly useless and will pro -

This phbtograph shows the interior of the set with coils and H.F. transformers in position.

of this hole, as given in Fig. 2, is correct
if a Lotus two-way coil holder with long

set may just as well have never been built,
for it will be hopeless to attempt the reception of any of the nearest stations.

spindle is employed.

Other makes of holder

may vary in height, so that, unless this

The drilling of the panel is carried out
in accordance with the diagram below,
and this should be
done with care. No
difficulty should, be

particular type is to be used, the constructor
would have to find the position of that hole .

for himself by mounting the panel on the

baseboard, and actually trying the

coil

holder in its required position behind the

experienced if the
measurements given

panel.

are adhered to.

It must, of course, be

Mounting the Components.

remembered that the

Another point that may require watching
concerns the positions of the four holes for
the filament rheostat. Those euiployed in
the original set were of the precision type,
and measure just over 11-, in. in total width.
The holes, as shown in Fig. 2, leave ample -

shown

dimensions

only hold good

for those com-

ponents used in the
actual set built by

the Technical Staff,

clearance at the back of the panel for the
rheostat, but if larger ones, such as those
made by the Burndept Company, are em-

and if other components are employed

by the constructor he

A general view of the interior of the four -valve Unidyne.

bably cause, sooner or later, complete failure

to get the set to function and, in any event,
will give rise to annoying scratchy noises

which may defy the operator's efforts to
Unidyne receiver is its silent background,
and if this is in any way impaired by inefficient components or faulty contacts, the

have to increase the distance between the
holes, in order to allow space at the back of
the panel for the resistances.

quirements.

After the panel has been drilled and
mounted in position on the baseboard,

Fixing the Coil Holder.

trace them for a considerable time.

One of the greatest advantages of the

ployed, the constructor will find that he will

may have to modify
those measurements to suit his own re-

which operation is best done with the base-

Especially is this the case with regard to

board inside the cabinet, the components
can be mounted, care being taken that the

the coil holder which is mounted on the base-

board but whose spindle protrudes through
the panel near the bottom of it between the
first two variable condensers. The position

(Continued on next page.)
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The next task is to
mount the compo-
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constructor Will krid
the photographs of
great assistance. There-.
are only two points at
which the constructor

c cio,r

... -4.- .
mounting screws of the variable condensers
are not tightened up sufficiently to cause the
main spindle to shift, for it may be found in
some makes.that this will result in the fixed
and moving vanes shorting.

may go wrong in thi;
section of -the building

of the set, :and those
are in the positions of
the coil holder and the

-

The accessibility of the controls is clearly seen in ibis
photograph of the complete receiver

POINT-TO-POINT CONNECTIONS.

In the Vt, case
care must be taken that the coil holder
two H.F. transformers.

Aerial terminal to moving plates of 0005 variable condenser, main grid socket of first
valve holder, and to plug of fixed coil holder. Earth terminal to fixed plates of '0005
variable condenser, socket of fixed coil holder and to Battery negative.
Battery negative is also connected to one filament socket of each of the valve holders. The
other filament socket of each valve holder is connected to one terminal of its respective
rheostat. The other rheostat terminals are connected together and taken to Battery positive.
Plate socket of first valve holder to O.P. (Filament) connection of first H.F. transformer,
and fixed plates of first 00O3 variable condenser. LS. (grid) of first H.F. transformer

is so placed that there is ample room for the

I.P. (filament) to Battery positive.
Plate socket of second valve holder to O.P. of second H.F. transformer and fixed plates
of 11003 variable condenser. I.S. of second H.F. transformer to one side of grid leak and
condenser, the other side of which is connected to main grid socket of 3rd valve holder.
O.S. and I.P. of second H.F. transformer to Battery positive.
The moving plates of both
-0003 variable condensers are connected together and to Battery positive.
Plate socket of third valve holder is connected by a flex lead to plug of moving coil holder.
A flex lead also connects the socket of the moving coil holder to the centre contact of
the S.P.D.T. switch.
Left-hand contact of S.P.D.T. switch to 0.P. of L.F. transformer, O.S. of L.F. transformer
to main grid socket of fourth valve holder. Plate socket of fourth valve holder to bottom
'phone terminal and right-hand contact of S.P.D.T. switch. Top 'phone terminal to Battery
positive. I.S. of L.F. transformer to one side of variable grid leak and condenser, the other
side of which is connected to B itery negative. I.P. of L.T. transformer to Battery positive.

these must not be placed too close together,
and space must be allowed so that they can
be inserted or removed without difficulty,
care being taken that they are not in such a

reaction coil to swing out and that both
coils can be inserted without their touching either the A.T.C. or the first H.F. condenser.
Wiring Up.

With regard to the H.F. transformers

to main grid of second valve. 0.S. (plate) of 1st H.F. transformer to Battery negative,

position that the moving vanes of the
second H.F. condenser will touch them
when the eofidenser approaches zero position. The L.F. transformer is placed so that
its secondary side is towards, the centre of
the set.
The wiring.up of the components should

gauge squared tinned copper wire, and it is
advisable to solder every connection except

The inner gtfdsockets of the four valve holders are connected together and to Battery positive.

(Continited on pagc 91.)
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Were shown, amongst them a single valve
receiver employing a 5 -electrode valve, and

an electrically heated thermopile for the
supplying of filament current. It will be
remembered that some articles were written
for this journal by the present writer on the
subject of the thermopile about a year ago,

and it is interesting to note that although
this instrument has not yet found its way

on to the English market, it has now
appeared on the German market.

Conducted by our Staff Consultant, J. H. T. ROBERTS, D.Sc., F.Inst,P.

THERE is such a bewildering array of
valves on the mart et at the present
time that it is not s. uprising that the

frequency amplification of the resistance.
coupled type. Opinions differ considerably

beginner, or even, for that matter, the

as to the relative advantages of high impedance and low impedance valves for

amateur, should sometimes
find himself at a loss to know which valve

detecting purposes, and although any valve,

experienced

to choose fora particular purpose.

A

knowledge of the more stereotyped charac-

teristics of the valves is frequently not of
very 'great help, since the performance of the
valve depends very largely upon the

idiosyncrasies, so to speak, of the circuit
with which the valve is to be used. Moreover, since individual specimens of a given
make or type of valve vary very considerably
amongst themselves, the difficulty of pre-

scribing a particular valve for a particular
purpose with any degree of certainty is still
further increased.

Of course, the primary, characteristics
of filament voltage and filament current
are readily appreciated, for it is evident
that the field for choice is at once limited
by the voltage of the battery which you
propose to use and by the normal current

output which the battery is capable of

supplying. For example, with dry cells you
would in general prefer a valve with a fila-

ment voltage rating of about 1 volt or 24

volts (to operate from a l -volt dry cell or a
3 -volt dry -cell battery), and a filament
consumption rating of perhaps 0'06 or 0.08,
so that the drain on the batteries should not
be unduly great.
Amplification Factors.

But the filament voltage and the filament
current specifications are comparatively
straightforward. What are a little more
difficult to interpret in relation to the conditions in which the valve is to be used are the impedances of the valve and its amplification ratio (oramplification factor, as it
is sometimes called). I have referred again

to this point owing to the fact that the.
mention which I recently made, in these

notes- of the - method of -determining the
amplification factor has brought . me a
considerable number of letters from readers.
on various points connected with the matter.

1 t may be mentioned in 'passing that the
terms " amplification ratio " and " ampli-

fication factor" are used more or' less
indiscriminately, although some

writers

prefer to retain the term " amplification
ratio" for the voltage amplifying property
of the valve, and the term " amplification
factor " for the overall resultant voltage
amplification of the amplifier as a whole,

if operated on the right part of its characteristic curve, will act as a detector, nevertheless it will be found, in spite of frequent

statements to the contrary, that -a high
impedance valve will act as an excellent
detector.
The

low -impedance

valves

are more

The

thermopile described by me in my articles
in POPULAR WraFaarss was a gas -heated

instrument, and this is a very importai
point, for it means that the running cost'

fuel is only a very small fraction" of

running cost for electricity in the case of
Readers

electrically -heated thermopile.

will be interested to know that certain
applications for patents in connection with
the gas -heated thermopile have been made,
and arrangements are now in progress for
the placing of an instrument of this type on
the English market.
A New Dull Emitter.

A somewhat new type of valve, or, at

particularly suited for loud -speaker work,
but it should always be borne in mind that
the amplification factor should also be low.

any rate, a valve employing a new type -of

An average value for the amplification factor
for a power valve would be about 6 or 7. The

however, of tungsten, but of another metal

voltage amplification ratio or factor is the
variation in the anode

filament, is reported ;roin Vienna. The
filament is of the thoriated type ; it is net,

whose nature is not diselosel.

What is

voltage divided by the

variation in the grid
voltage which
duces it.

pro-

Self -Capacity.

Inter -electrode

ca-

pacity in a receiving
valve is always objectionable, and becomes
more so the shorter the
wave -lengths w h i c h
are dealt with. In fact,

as is well-known, for
short - wave - lengt h
work it is practically
essential to employ
special valves in which

the leads are spaced
very widely apart, or
brought

out

from

opposite ends of the
glass bulb. Even in

A short-wave receiver designed by Senators Marconi's personal engineer,
Mr. Mathieu.

ordinary receiving

valves for broadcast frequencies it is very
desirable to reduce the inter -electrode
capacity as much as possible, and different
valve manufacturers have different -methods
of doing this-the Cossor valve, for example,

claimed for this new metal-which, incidentally, is of much lower melting -point

between the pins.
It is for reasons such as these that many

cent, whereas the, above -mentioned metal
will carry up to 10 per cent of thorium. The
fact that the new metal has a much lower

has the well-known hollow base, almost
without any of the moulding composition

constructors prefer to employ the metal
valve sockets instead of the conventional

than tungsten-is that it is able to carry
incorporated with it a much larger percentage of thorium than is the case with
tungsten. The latter metal may be alloyed
with thorium to the extent of about 2- per

melting -point means that it allows the

ebonite or composition valve holders. This,

necessary diffusion of the thorium contained

the valve pins, which to the amateur

perature-at any rate, it is claimed that
this is what actually happens-and con-

however, necessitates the drilling of four
holes in the panel in the exact spacing for

at a correspondingly lower filament tem-

including the subsidiary parts of the circuit.

constructor is sometimes rather a difficult
matter. This may be overcome, however,

sequently, the valves are said to maintain

High or Low Impedance?

by the use of a new valve holder in which the
four exposed valve sockets are secured into

The impedance of the valve would be
considered to be fairly high if it ranged
between 20,000 and, say, 40,000 ohms, and

a high -impedance valve of this kind is,

generally speaking, more particularly -suited
to high -frequency amplification and to low -

a disc only.

In this way, the trouble of

their useful emission for a very much longer

time than the ordinary thoriated tungsten
valves.

accurately spacing the drillings in the panel

An Interesting Patent.

separate sockets are retained.
At a recent Wireless Exhibition at

for a valve employing a filament of the

is overcome and the advantages of the
Cologne a number of interesting exhibits

In this connection it is also interesting to
note that a patent has recently been issued
(Continual on page 92.)
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A Substantial

_._._.-_._._._._.
I

Reduction in
cAlc) Prices.

GOOD VALUE

A.J.S. Receivers and the two Cabinet Loud Speakers haVe been

reduced in price from March xst. At the newtrices the apparatus
concerned represents the maximum radio value, and will therefore
appeal to the enthusiast who is satisfied only with the best obtainable.
Instrument.
Old Price. New Price.
Two -Valve Standard, complete
Two -Valve Standard, receiver only ..
Three -Valve Standard, complete
Three -Valve Standard, receiver only
Four -Valve Standard, complete ..
Four -Valve. Standard, receiver only ..
T.M. r, complete
T.M. x, receiver only ..
T.M. 2, complete ..
T.M. 2, receiver only
P. r, complete

P. I, receiver only ..

£ s.
x6 17
.

.

.

P. 2, complete .

P. 2, receiver only ..
S. r, Console Receiver, complete
S. 1, Console Receiver, receiver only
Concert Amplifier ..
One -Valve Amplifier
Two -Valve Amplifier

This illustration shows the T.M. 2 model, being
SU 15 0
a 4 -Valve Receiver, Price ..
This

receiver may be ordered in a

sloping

cabinet similar to that illustrated below.
4 -Valve Standard Receiver, in sloping cabinet,
£13 15 0.
2 -Valve Standard Receiver (t H.F. and Det.) as
.
.. £810 0
illustrated ..

..

11.

E s.

6

IL 10 0

13 17
8 10

21 53
14 57

6
6

15 17
9 16

26 55
18 10

o

o

o

75 O
65 15
19

0
O

22 O
13 15
29 17
21 12
26 15
18 10
52 10
44 5
45 O
36 15
62 10
54 5
11 15

'2
2

6
6

4 2
6 10

35

25 15
30 10
21

5

65 O
55 15

-52

O

42 15

0
0

0
0
0
o
0
o
0

d.
6
0
6
6
0
0
6
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0

ALL INCLUDING ROYALTIES.
Cabinet Loud Speaker
..
4

55
0
3 15 0
.. 22 ro o 19 19 0.
Pedestal Loud Speaker
Send for Publication No. z zo, which illustratis and fully describes

the complete range.

HIRE
PURCHASE
Messrs. H. Taylor

& Co., Ltd., 49-

53, Sussex Place,
South Kensington,
S.14'.7 (near South
Kensington Station), are prepared

to arrange for the
sale of A.J.S.
Receivers

and
Loud Speakers on
easy payments.

A. J. STEVENS & CO. (1914), LTD.,

A. J. STEVENS & CO. (1914), LTD.,

RADIO BRANCH, WOLVERHAMPTON

Please send Publication No. 120.

TelePhon: : 1741 (7 lines).

Telegrams: "Reception, Wolverhampton."

RADIO BRANCH, WOLVERHAMPTON,

London Showrooms: 122/124, Charing Cross Road, W.C.2

Marne

Telephone: Regent 7161-a.

Address

Telegrams: " Ajayessco, Westeent, London."

Glasgow Showrooms : 223, St. George's Road, Glasgow.
Telephone: Douglas 3449.

Telegrams: "Reception, Glasgow."

ISSUED BY THE PUBLICITY DEPT., A.J.S.

P.W. 6'3'26.
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Improved Dull Emitter
2 volt.

Type 206.

06 amp.

Less initial cost
Less frequent

charging

accumulator

An equally good companion

P.V. is our type 234 P.V.
2 volt, .34 amp.

::

::

NOTE OUR PRICES.
Type :

206. H.F.
206. L.F.

Invaluable to
EVERY Amateur
and Constructor.
The "POPULAR WIRELESS"

234. H.F.
234. L.F.

BLUE PRINTS

234. P.V.
306. H.F.

306. L.F.
312. P.V.
4.V.

of TESTED Circuits.

B.E.

606. P.V.
634. P.V.

Send P.C. for Catalogue A.

Valve
S

Valve Repair Service

en

It costs you nothing in postage or
poundage' to send your repairs to
us and you get guaranteed satisfaction. From the prices shown de-

.

Every wireless amateur and every wireless constructor
will find these " POPULAR WIRELESS " Blue Prints
absolutely reliable. They have been most accurately
drawn, and every circuit has been tested under normal
broadcasting conditions by the technical staff of
" Popular Wireless." It will he seen from the complete
list given below that the series covers a very wide field.

Pair

.ghtEii/Ce
4/6rnitt ers

duct postage and poundage on P.O's.

Dun

Agents Wanted Everywhere.
Showcsrds & Li!erature Fre-.

tinitte

rs

er

The veriest tyro will find each print most straight-

Rowe
j 0 Valves

LUSTROLUX LTD.

r.

Lower House Mills,

forward to follow and the receivers most easy to construct.

okev

WEST BOLLINGTON, Cheshire

P. W, BLUE PRINT
Number
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

DETECTOR VALVE WITH REACTION.
UNIDYNE DETECTOR VALVE WITH REACTION.
1 -VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER.
CRYSTAL DETECTOR WITH L.F. AMPLIFIER.
H.F. (Tuned Anode) AND CRYSTAL, WITH REACTION.

H.F. AND CRYSTAL. (Transformer Coupled, Without
Reaction).
1 -VALVE REFLEX WITH CRYSTAL DETECTOR (Tuned
Anode).

a

BRITISH

7.
8.

1 -VALVE

GOODS

9.

IQ

(Employing H.F. Transformer, without Reaction).
H.F. AND DETECTOR (Tuned Anode Coupling, with
Reaction on Anode).

[6]
[6]

Its]
ItSl

[6]

THE H.T.C. "E MPIRE" 7/6
Its]

Guaranteed Distortionless Standard

dissatisfied.

Ratios 4-I.

Its]

WHY BUY A FOREIGNER ?

[6]
[6]

If your dealer cannot supply send direct to the

[CA

[6]

VA

transformer makes an
71 efficient Choke when P.O. and
S.I. are short circuited between
the terminals. P.I. and S.O. are

CI This

then connections o: a choke
of

2,000

ohms

resistance.

H.T.C. ELECTRICAL CO., LTD.,
a THE
2, Boundaries Road, BALHAM, S.W.12.
N
KA

EA
VA

Reaction).
DETECTOR AND L.F.

13.
14.

16.
17.

manufacturers.

a
a
a

11.

15.
[6]
[6]
[6]

ItS]

H.F. AND DETECTOR (Transformer Coupled, with

12.

POSTAGE 3d.

MONTHS GUARANTEE and money back if

10.

(With Switch to Cut Out L.F.

Valve).

L.F. TRANSFORMER Price
ItS]

REFLEX AND CRYSTAL DETECTOR

Telephone: BATTERSEA 374.

HEEEEEZEEZZEEZZEZEEESEEEZEETZEZZZE

18.

DETECTOR AND L.F. UNIDYNE (With Switch to Cut
Out L.F. Valve).
2 -VALVE REFLEX (Employing Valve Detector).
2 -VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER (Transformer Coupled with
Switch to Cut Out Last Valve).

2 -VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER (Transformer -Resistance
Coupled with Switch for Cutting Out Last Valve).
H.F. (Tuned Anode), CRYSTAL DETECTOR AND L.F.
(with Switch for Last Valve).
CRYSTAL DETECTOR WITH TWO L.F. AMPLIFIERS

(with Switching).
1 -VALVE REFLEX AND CRYSTAL DETECTOR, with
1 -VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER, Controlled by Switch.

19.

H,F., DETECTOR AND L.F. (with Switch to Cut Out

20.

the Last Valve).
DETECTOR AND 2 L.F. AMPLIFIERS (with Switches
for 1, 2, or 3 Valves).

ALL " POPULAR WIRELESS "

BLUE PRINTS- -6d. EACH
All orders for these Blue Prints should be sent direct to the "Popular
Wireless Queries Department, Fleetway House, F arringdon Street,
E.C.4, enclosing a stamped addressed envelope and a postal order for
6d. for each Blue Print Ordered.

Pd°
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ar=

Tilt

SNOINTS
SE
TT

GLORY

COLL GI

CORNER
This

is the

Glory Corner
at the Bennett
College. We give it that
name because It contains in
bundles about One Hundredweight

of letters which we nave received nom

Grateful and Successful Students. We keep
all these thousands of unsolicited testimonials

as a fountain of inspiration and because we are really

proud of them. Having helped thousands of others to achieve
success and advancement, it may be possible that we can help YOU.

I am assisted by a large and expnt staff and the advice we give is sound.
If we cannot help you we will say so ; if we can we will tell you how.
We have FREE booklets setting out the possibilities in connection with each
of the subjects shown in the lists; send for the one in which you are interested.
or ask for MY PRIVATE ADVICE, which also is free. You incur no obligation.

Have You ANY Ambition?
We guarantee tuition until successful. Most moderate charges, payable
monthly. All text books free. No extra fees.

EXPERT TUTORS FOR EVERY DEPARTMENT

VALVES

8/. and 9/.
(4 -VOLT.)

(6-VOLT.1
0.1

..

Filament Volts

4.5 to 5

Filament Amps...

0,4

Filament Amps.
Anode Volts,

40 to 80

FER 1 for Detection andL.F. Amplification

..

Aiiode Volts

..

TECHNICAL (contd.)

Accountancy
Advert. Writing
Salesmanship
Army Certfct. Courses
Auctioneering and
Estate Agency
Auditing
Banking
Book-keeping
Commercial Arithmetic
Commercial Law
Company Law

tavit Engineering
Concrete and Steel
Draughtsmanship
Electricity
Engineering
Foundry Work
Internal Combustion
Engines

Marine Erg. B.O.T.
Mathematics
Matriculation
Metallurgy
Mining
Mine Surveying
Motor Engineering
Naval Architecture

Costing
Economics

BRIGHT EMITTERS DULL EMITTERS

4/6

COMMERCIAL

40 to 80

Each made in two Types :

Made in two Typ'es
Fl (Plain Lduden) for Detection and
L.F. AmplifiCaiidn.

FER 2 for H.F. Amplification.
N.B.-These valves constant, only one
seventh of the current taken -by ordinary
bright emitters. They will work straight
oft a 4-v. or 6-v. accumulator without
alterations to filament resistances or sot

F2 (Blue Louden) for H.F. Amplification.

the type and voltage required.

When ordering please state clearly

20. STORE STREET. TOTTENHAM
Branches : _LONDON
: ROAD.
(Phone. Museum 92010.
COURT
W.C.

30. BRIDLESMITH GATE.
NOTTINGHAM :
CARDIFF: DOMINIONS ARCADE, QUEEN STREET.

English and French
Executorship Law
Foreign Exchange
Modern Business

week.

During that period I have been working my Loud Speaker for 276 hours.
Louderis every time for
B.

Structural Engineering
Surveying and Levelling

yssrt eincerelp .

Telegraphy

and
Telephone
Town Planning
Wireless Telegraphy
Works Managers'

Applied Mechanics
Architectural Drawing
Building Construction

Clerk of Works' Duties
Boiler Engineering
Boiler Making

Course

Chemistry

ENGINEERING DICTIONARY Part One
Free. To extend the name of The Bennett
College we are publishing an Illustrated .."'
Eneyelopsadic Dictionary of Engineer....,
leg, divtl, Motor, Elect.. Weil..
eto. You may have Part

FREE. Send for Part 1
to -day;

1

You arc undo

no oWigation.

liote Address
the Bennett cone:,
Dent 10e Sheffield

WE

TEACH
BY POST.

COMICIAL

Yours faithfully,

J. H.

Shipbuilding

Secretaryship
Workshop Organisation

TECHNICAL

IS FURTHER PROOF NEEDED ?

Messrs. Fellows Magneto Co., Ltd.
Deer Sirs,
Having taken advantage of your offer in " Radio Times," I purchased two Louden
Dull Emitters.
Previously my accumulator (4 volt 60 amp) needed charging every 14 days, at a cost
of 9d. per charge.
Now, I am pleased to say, it only needs charging every 6 weeka, amounting to lid. per

Pattern Making
Quantity Surveying
Sanitation

Methods

(Wednesbury).

Dept. le

Is it not time you had Loudens in your Set?
They are British throughout ; capital, labour, and materials t. their performance is equal
to that of any other valve on the 'market ; they are most economical in current ; and they
are extremely low in price. owing to the fact that we sell them direct to you through the post.
When you buy Loudens you may be buying something cheap-you are most assuredly
buying something good. Fill in this coupon to -day.

WRITE FOR 40 pp, ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, FREE,

To THE FELLOWS MAGNETO CO., LTD.

CUMBERLAND

AVENUE, PARK ROYAL,

WILLESDEN,

N.W.10

Name
Address

Herewith Remittance Value
Louden Valve(s) Type
Please forward me

on conditions as per your advertisement.
Please write clearly in Block Letters, enclose postage (4d. for each valve),
and register Cash or Treasury Notes.
E.P.S.79.
P.W. 6.3.25

SAVE 25%
Get your COIL PLUGS for
5/6 per doz. (4/6 gross lots).
Made of best tested materials throughout, these plugs offer the advantages of
nickel -plated side plate contacts, having
patent lip: Send 6d. to cover posing:
upon sample dozen orders.

CECIL RIDLEY
35 & 37 DUNDAS MEWS

MIDDLESBROUGH
'Phone: 111'brO. 1365
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egornig-morn
flourished in the palmy days
of the sailing ship, when the

ft/

handling of capstan, windlass or sails depended on the

lusty arm of the seaman.
His duty it was to sing the

shanty which kept the hands

heaving or hauling in time,
while the latter took up the
refrain, and the great ships
were warped to their berths
or headed for the open sea
to the strains of `Away,Rio,'

III
4-40
X144

20 for 11d.
1111

.74-4

10 for 51(1.

'Reuben Ranzo,"Shenandoab.," The Hog -eye Man,'
and many another of these
curious and attractive airs.
Alas! the stately Indiaman
and the graceful clipper ship

have vanished from the sea,
-and the Shanty -man sings
no more.

Player's

WHITE LABEL
NAVY CUT CIGARETTES I,Lz-zifl
-'41

7/1

'NA WEIFINNAWRIMISMI helgrAFEKS ai 94-11 i I (I.

IVA
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IN the previous article on this subject,
.I.
a general account was given of the
purpose and operation of battery
eliminators in:general.

MAKING A HIGHTENSION BATTERY
ELIMINATOR.

The.preeent article-.

gives instructions. for the making of a

particular fOrm of battery eliminator for
providing the. H.T;_ supply_ to the. plate of
.will be
the valve. At the, same
understood that there arejl:414y variations
that may be made in circuit of this H.T.
eliminator, -just as there are -various types

By

Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.
(Staff Consultant.)

'

This is the second article of a short
series in which our consultant
gives an interesting and informative

of rectifier . which niay be need, and thus
the diagrains. given -in this article should
be taken merely as 'indicating representative
circuits.
As already explained, an H.T. eliminator
for use on the alternating -current electric supply mains consists essentially' cif a
rectifying device, fix'. converting the alternating current into direct current, and then
a system of, choke coils and large -capacity
.

condensers for the purpose of smoothing

out the ripple which remains after the
rectification of the current.

In Fig. 1, a transformer is shown connected to the electric -supply mains, this.

61

survey of practical methods of
battery elimination.

*

that there is no nee( Lity for me to go
into any further details at this stage.

A much superior rectifying cell which

.can be made. even smaller, and which has

every possible adiantage that an electro-

lytic cell can have, may be made by means
of eleetrodesof lead and tantalum or rectalley in ti dilute sulphuric acid solution.
It will be found that if lead and aluminium
electrodes are used, the cell will not rectify
properly when the current' is: first -switched
on, as it takes a.few hours for the aluminium
plates to be properly " formed."

It is not advisable to allow more than

about 30 volts of back E.M.F. to be applied

primary and secondary -may fairly be

against a rectifying cell of this type, and
consequently it is desirable to employ
several of these cells in series, the total

assumed to be the ratio of the turns.

E.M.E. being thus broken up.

The transformer coils May be wound
upon a spool, 2 in. long, and having a
cross. -sectional iron -space of about one
square inch. With the number of turns.
mentioned and an iron core of this crosssectional area, the transformer will be,

Constructing the " Smoother."

all practical purpOses, " wattlees
when. no current is being' drawn from the

for

The primary shpuld be first
wound on to the spool, care being taken
to introduce an occasional - sheet of dry
secondary.

tissue paper and finally, when the primary
winding is completed, it should be carefully
bound over with empire tape, so that there
is no possibility of the secondary coil

getting into contact with it at any point.
The secondary is then wound on in the
same way.

The Rectifier.

We now come to the question of the
rectifying elements. As explained in the:
previous article, these usually take the
form either of electrolytic rectifiers (or

Instead of using - lead and aluminium
electrodes in a porcelain or glass jar, a small

" tin " vessel may be used, such as any
of the small " tins " used for various commercial purposes. In this case, the vessel

itself takes the place of the iron or lead
electrode, and all that is necessary is to
introduce the aluminium rod through the
lid, a suitable insulating bush of ebonite.
rubber, or other' similar material being

employed for the purpose. The exterior
of the tin container is then connected to
the aluminium electrode Of the next cell,
exactly as batteries are connected together
in series.

The choke coil is the next item and this
may be made in precisely the same way
as 'the transformer. A total of T;000 to
10,000 turns of No. 36 enamelled wire may

chemical rectifiers) or of valve rectifiers.
The simplest and most inexpensive type

F;61.

17 RN cer
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cascnto

transformer being either a step-up or
a step-down transformer, according to

whether the H.T. voltage required is to
be higher or lower than that of the mains.

In any case; even if the transformer is
an equal ratio transformer, it is very impor-

tant to have this transformer between the
mains and the eliminator circuit, as it is
then possible to earth any part of the elimi-

nator circuit as may be required, without
any danger of complications.
Winding the Transformer.

The transformer is very easily made
and as the current which it is required to
handle is extremely small, the gauge of
wire can be .fairly fine-No. 30-36 gauge
enamelled wire on both primary and second-

ary will be quite suitable. The primary
winding may consist of 2,000 turns for
110 -volts circuit or 4,000 turns for 200250 -volt circuit, and the secondary winding
will consist of more or less than this number
according as output voltage is to be higher
or lower than that -of the mains. Owing

to the extremely small output, if the trans,

former is made as explained presently,
the regulation should be very good and,
therefore, the ratio of the voltages in the

of rectifier is, of course, the electrolytic
or chemical type. The commonest form
of such rectifiers consists of a small jar or
other suitable Ves*I, containing a solution

of borai or amniuhium phosphate, in which
are immersed the .two electrodes, one.being
of lead or iron and the other being of aluminium, of as great purity as possible.

(60)MMT51_

.

The electrodes may take the form of

strip or rod, and it is customary to assume

that for every 30 or 40 milliamperes of
current which is to be passed through
the cell, a surface area of the electrode
of 1 square inch should be exposed to
the liquid. Thus, if the cell is to carry

a maximum of, say, 20 milliamperes, it is
only necessary to have an area of
square
inch of the electrode exposed to the liquid.

For the purpose of an H.T. eliminator,
it is sufficient to use quite small jars or
vessels for these rectifying cells, a jar
2 in. in height and 11 in. in diameter

1762.

being ample.

okwer:BY

An Efficient Combination.

The solution is made in the usual way,
simply by dissolving the boraN or ammonium

phosphate (the latter is preferable) in pure

water (preferably rain water or distilled
water) until no more can be dissolved

the solution should then be allowed to stand

until all the sediment has. settled, and the '

clear liquid should be poured off into a separate vessel and used for the rectifying
cells. The making and operation of these
cells, however, is probably so well known

D

CHM": By

SiA:N°

A.664

be used on the choke. There is, of course,

only one winding on the choke and, consequently only two terminals, as compared
to the four terminals of the transformer.
The main components consist of a number
of" large -capacity fixed condensers which
are usually of the paper condenser variety.
The positions of these condensers will be
apparent from the circuit diagram given
!Continued on nevi page.)
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set the neutrodyne condenser at minimum
capacity and search for signals. When a
station is heard, tune to maximum strength
and then turn off the filament rheostat of
the H.F. valve. Signals will still be heard,

A SIMPLE

NEUTRODYNE CONDENSER

owing to the presence of the inter -electrode
valve capacity ; they will be much weaker,
and should be strengthened by retuning.

By OSWALD J. RANKIN.
*140.-1114-11 -4-1-4-10-4-4-1-4-1-4.14-4-4-1-.4.- 414-40-1

-1-1-40-

conjunction with an H.F. valve coupled

the opposite end, the terminal shank being
cut off and the base Of the terminal body

on the neutrodyne principle is essen-

Soldered to the strip.

THE small stabilising condenser used in
.

-

tially variable; since the correct neutralising

capacity is very. critical, and can only be

Neuttodyning a Set.
When
under the nut of the bush
efficiently.'clamped

found by carefully adjusting the instrument

Until the H.F. stage functions

'

this forms the connection to the movable

Readers who makes point of Constrneting

FIG.

C.

I

plate, an ordinary spring washer E keeping
,

the spindle in good rubbing contact with
the bush. The spindle F should be at least
3 in. long in Order to minimise hand capacity effects when making adjiistnents,

and it should revolve in the bush with as
little side play as posSible,"and with no end

A

thrust whatever. There should be a space
of
in. between the fixed and moving
.114-

plates:

The general arrangement of the parts is
shown in Fig. 2, where the connecting strip
C has been omitted for

E

D

pit

After doing this carefully adjust the

neutrodyne eondeniser until no signals are

heard; or until they become as weak as
possible. The inter -electrode capacity of the'
valve is then balanced, and when the

rheostat Is again turned on the valve will
function as efficiently as possible, without
bursting into self -oscillation every time
reasonable adjustments are made to the
coils and condensers.

the sake of clearness
The position of this is

F
1111110

.111111111111M11:
d

0I

Ill

as much of their apparatus as possible will
find the simple device to be deScribed to give

entire satisfaction ; moreover, it is very
easily made, costs practically nothing, and
can be fitted to the receiver panel in a most
convenient manner.
Constructional Details.

17111 main parts of the. instrument are
represented in Fig. 1. A' is.the flied plate
and B the moving plate, theie being 1 in. in

diameter and cut from thin sheet brass.
The integral extension piece on the fixed
plate is 1 in. long by in. wide, this being
bent at the dotted lines to form a supporting

bracket which is clamped to the panel, a
small terminal being made to serve the
double purpose of fixing bolt and connecting
point.

The top portion of the plate is cut away

as shown to clear the two nuts which clamp

shown in Fig. 3, whieh
represents an end view
of the condenser.
This little instrument
has been used. in many
different experimental
circuits and has always
given excellent results.
It was embodied in the
receiver recently made

up by the writer for

experimental DX work
and proved very satisfaCtory:

Readers new to this
method la controlling
H.F. stages, May find
the following hints
helpful : When trying
out the new circuit

-

A section of the battery room at the Durban Broadcasting Station.

4114-

.0-

*

light batteries will be found useful as a

MAKING A

quarter -amp. fuse or, if necessary, two may

HIGH-TENSION BATTERY
ELIMINATOR.

working. efficiently, a single pea -lamp
should be ample.
The whole of the eliminator components

(Continued from previous page.)

be used in parallel, but if the system is

may be mounted together upon a suitable
baseboard, or preferably in a small cabinet,

which may be transported by means of a
irlhIMMI1411. .

in Fig. 2. As to the capacity of each of the
condensers, this cannot be stated with
exactness, as the purpose of the condensers
is purely to help to smooth out irregularities
in the current as already mentioned. Speak-

ing generally, the greater the capacity of
the condensers the better ; it is not advisable

to use condensers of less than about 2
microfarads capacity.
ContFolling the Voltage,

The voltage at the output side may be
tapped by means of a potentiometer. The

the moving plate B to the end of the brass
spindle.

C is a strip of thin sheet brass,

2 in. long by 9 in. wide, which is drilled at
one end to pass over the shank of the brass
bush D, and fitted with a small terminal at

resistance can be employed if desired instead,
having a maximum value of 100,000 ohms.

A fuse should be introduced in the input

side of the transformer, and for this purpose one of the pea -lamps used with flash -

handle placed at the top, danger of spilling

the liquid in the rectifying cells being in
It is not a bad plan to
have the cabinet shielded, and the shield
connected to earth. When using the eliminator it may be found necessary to keep it
a few feet away from the receiving set in
order to avoid inductive effects, but if it
be properly constructed and working efficiently, there should be no appreciable
trace of_" hum" in the receiving set when
the plates are receiving their supply from

this way avoided.

this device.

Variations on the circuit will be seen
from the other diagram given herewith,
and the general modifications which are
necessary in using valve rectifiers will also
be evident from the diagrams.
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in a deep

armchair in Sir Gerald du Maurier's
handsome dressing -rooms at the St.

James' Theatre, I could hear, at the end
of the long corridor leading to the stage,
the rapturous applause that greeted the
end of the final act of " The Last of Mrs.
Cheyney.'r

It was fully five minutes before Sir

His admirers were not
satisfied with giving him the honour of
Gerald arrived.

" Of course, I am all in favour of mnsical

THE LURE OF
THE ETHER

Sir Gerald du Maurier, who had recently
undergone an operation, never looked fitter.
He was brimming over with good spirits

-those good spirits roused by a full and
enthusiastic house and a wonderful part in
a wonderful play.
He handed me a glass.
he queried.
" Please," I murmured.

" Soda ?

So we drank our " soda " and lit cigar-

ettes, and then he told me all about his
experience of wireless.

on their acting to put over' their parts,

as it happens in so many plays. They have
the, lively music -and the tuneful ,aongs
help them, and music is always agreeable
to listen to."

Sir Gerald du Maurier

r4.11tictses Broadcasting:.

half a dozen -curtain calls for what is probably one of the. greatest roles he has ever
played.

plays and revues being broadcast. Here
the cast have not to rely almost entirely

Sir Gerald du Maurier went on to say

that he thought at present that broadcasting programmes were far from perfect.

By " ARIEL."

The Popularity of Celebrities.

" Recently I was asked to broadcast," he
told me. " I was astonished. I could not

A famous actor, in an interview
with " Ariel," expresses some
candid opinions which will interest
every listener.

visualise that anything I might say before
the microphone would be of any interest.
I was informed that my subject might be
How Plays Are Produced,' but I replied

that I considered this would be a very
boring subject indeed, and so I refused."
He is of the opinion that more discrimina-

Supposing a well-known speaker, for instance, was broadcasting a talk on economics, or agriculture, or politics, or ,some
other dry subject, and supposing that he
switched off suddenly and said ' I strongly

tion should be used in the choice of the

items for broadcasting programmes. He
remarked on the fact that some of the talks
by famous people are so dull.

advise you to. use Blank's soap' or perhaps

Why they are so popular is because of
the public's curiosity to hear the voice of a
distinguished person: To some, what they
are talking about does not really matter, so

Quite a " Fan."

" I first took up wireless," said Sir
Gerald du Maurier, gazing meditatively st
the glowing coals, " when the young child

long as they can hear the great man or

of a friend of mine constructed a small

woman speaking.

receiving set fir a few shillings. He invited

"But there is a majority of people who
would like to hear livelier talks with more
humour and less dryness. Many famous
people are quite incapable of humour. I,
for one, could never listen to those wireless

me to ttsten-in, and I did. I was so struck
at the time by the novelty ofthis rieW kind
of entertainment that I decided to. have a
set myself:

" Consequently I bought one, and , installed it in my hoMe at Hampstead. - It
cost me a hundred rounds, and I can get

speeches."

It is the musical part of the wireless programmes that interest Sir Gerald du Manlier,

China as easily as Daventry..
" Within a
days I 'picked up e cry thing wanted. t-Wben. I heard a band I
didn't care .whetber at ;a -as from Peru or
Pimlico, The hobby lost its novelty.. Now,
as a whele; it ratherboros,me. Sometimes,
howevk, there Are,moinepts when the ether
still has its charin.?!.
Sir Gerald du Mangier is more interested
in wirOess as a- science than as a hobby.He
fellows its slevekopments with, the
greatest ,of interest, kaisd when a aiei and
important discovery. has been made he is

who believes that the better kind of music
should be concentrated upon.
Like so many others, he is of the opinion
that jazz has been overdone.
" There is too much dance music in the
wireless programmes of to -day," he continued, lighting another cigarette, " but 1

always enjoy any kind of music on the
wireless, and the pianoforte playing best of
the full orchestra or more spectacular entertainment. The tone and beauty of the piece

just as keen to 'know about it as the most

ardent radio " fan.','
I was about to ask a question, when there
was an interruption.
" Good-bye,' said Mr. Frederick Lonsdale,'the famous playwright, author of " The
Last of Mrs. Cheyney " and " Spring
Cleaning," who had dropped in. Sir Gerald

rose arid they spoke together for a few
seconds, while I had the opportunity of
glancing around the delightful dressing rooms.

" Well," said Sir Gerald, " I am afraid

That and the violin and the gramophone, to my mind, broadcast better than

all.
.

gets over better and is more enjoyable Jc,
listen to:"
Unexpected Thrills.

Sir Gerald likes to listen to the imprompt

Sir Gerald du Maurier.

Clean your teeth with Smith -Jones' dentifrice,' I am sure the beneficial result to these
two products would be overwhelming.
Wireless Plays.

you will find me very uninteresting for the .
" If, again, he said that most wonderful
purposes of an interview. However, I will
play, X, which I saw 132 times,' the boxtell you What you want to know."
office would naturally reap the benefit.
I asked him what he thought of the But I am firmly convinced that the broadbroadcasting of excerpts of plays and
casting of a play does not increase its
theatre entertainments.
popularity or heighten its success. Nor is
it, I think, particularly cared for by listeners,
Advertising Possibilities.
who would rather go to the pit and see the
" Frankly, I think the broadcasting of play in comfort.
excerpts of plays quite pointless. In my
It is. like having a -play read to one.
mind I do' not see the value from the boxAnd the effect is much the same as if it
office angle. I do not regard it as a good
were read by a very indifferent reader. I,
publicity stunt,' and I fail to see its
personally, prefer to read myself undisturbed
advertising value.
by anyone. I don't know whether everyone
" Of course, I realise that the advertising
is the same, but I cannot bear being read to.
possibilities of wireless could be tremendous.
Wireless plays seern like that to me,

part of the wireless programmes that is
usually taken up by messages from the:
Commissioner o'f Police and the S 0 S calls.
" There I find a thrill. The unexpected in

wireless is so much more fascinating than
what one knows is about to happen."

At this moment Miss Gladys Cooper

looked in to say au revoir. The charming
unexpected.

'

'

" In conclusion, I would say that , in
wireless the spoken word means nothing,

and the broadcasting of plays is like a
blind man going, to the theatre. No, I
think that the future of wireless lies in the
beauty of sound, and that is music.
:" Kreisler playing his violin will alwayi
be more appreciated .than a survey of the
housing problem. in Hong Kong.- And as
for myself, whenever I hear a voice on the

loud speaker, I say

band."

Let's wait for the

And, with that attractive smile everyone
knows so well, Sir Gerald du Maurier
started to remove his make-up.

*
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Mr. Milne derides the suggestion of the

value which the publicity of the broadcasting of his work might afford him. In

CURRENT TOPICS.
By THE EDITOR.
Captain Eckersley's Slogan -The Committee's Report --Broadcasting :n the
" House "-The Question of Authors' Fees-Radio in Germany.

this he makes a great mistake. In these days
publicity, and especially the publicity

offered by the B.B.C., offers great oppor

tunities, and if we were in Mr. Milne's place,

t

4---4.-10-0-1-4-4,----4-0----4.4-4-4..

THE t one has arrived when we must

have a

slogan

basic

in

broad-

casting, and that slogan should be,
' Fewer stations, higher power.' "

Thus Captain Eckersley at a recent

lecture given in London. Captain Eckersley
went on to say that the slogan represented
the ideal for which the B.B.C. were working,

and he stated that by combining wire and
wireless it would be possible tO . link up
Why," ho asked,

national systems.

" should not the King's speech on such an
occasion as the opening of Wembley be
heard all over the Empire ? "

It is good news to hear that the Chief
Engineer of the B.B.C. believes in the

policy of fewer qtations and higher power.
We have good reasons to believe that the
report of the Committee on Broadcasting,

to deal with other branches of broadcasting,
such as music, education, etc., and, in fact,
there will be'a general tightening up of many

points in the broadcasting scheme, which

will react very favourably on the listener.
*

*

*

justice by remembering that their fees, low

of

listeners in this country who buy wireless

a discussion on the Supplementary

Estimates, the programmes were somewhat
freely criticised. One member of Parliament, for instance, -referred to the B.B.C.
programmes as : " Innocuous inanities,

suitable only for invalids and imbeciles."
This is a euphonious, but at the same time

erroneous criticism. In fact, there have
been of late many exaggerated criticisms of
the B.B.C. programmes, and of the methods
of the B.B.C. in general.

For instance, that well-known author,

report that most of the stations at present

casting, might at least do the B.B.C. the
as they may seem to him, are as good as

Mr. A. A. Milne, has had something to say
about the raison d'elre for the low standard
of the literary side of the work of the B.B.C.

It will possibly be suggested in the

B.B.C. with the function of an editor. We
have explained this difference many times
in" P.W.," and we do not propose wearying
our readers by reiterating those differences
but we suggest that Mr. Milne, if he is such
an expensive person to engage for broad-

Broadcasting was discussed in the House
of Commons the other day, and, arising out

sation of the transmitting stations' of the
B.B.C.

own works.

Mr. Milne confuses the function of the

set up by the Prime Minister, will, when
published, recommend the entire reorgani-

we should feel it well worth while paying
the B.B.0 £50 to let us broadcast one of our

they can make them, in view of the fact that

licences, pay something less than id. per day
for the entertainment which they receive.
Writing of Mr. Milne and the B.B.C., we
think it will be of interest to our readers if
we mention that the Society of Authors and
the B.B.C. have come to an agreement with
regard to the payment of minimum fees for.
broadcasting of literary and dramatic
matter.
Broadcasting Fees.

The minimum fee will be two guineas for

broadcasting a single work, per canto ;

working should be dismantled and a compre-

1.0s 6d. per perforthance of each 100 lines of
a single poem ; 10s. 6d. being the minimum

erection of ten or more high-powered
stations in different parts of the country, as

for any poem. One guinea is the minimum
for a single performance of excerpts, monologues, etc., not exceeding 200. lines.

hensive plan will be suggested for the

alternatives to the present B.B.C. stations.

Excerpts from books in prose, or serial
matter, at the rate of one guinea per 1000
words.

Fewer Stations.

It is well known that this policy has been

very much in the minds of the B.B.C.

But the whole question of B.B.C. payments to authors, poets, etc., must neces-

Executive for some time, but the schenie

sarily bristle with difficulties. The B.B.C:

has been temporarily shelved untjl the

up to recently had no standard by which

publication of the Committee's report.
If the new stations are built they will not

to judge what was and what was not a
reasonable payment in connection with

be erected on the town system-that is,

certain items of broadcasting, and we de
not envy the- officials their task of satis-

building stations in .certain towns to serve
certain pOpulous districts ; but they will
probably be built on the area plan, which
means that the country will be divided into
ten,- eleven, or possibly twelve areas, with a
special high-powered station serving in each
area.: If sudh a plan were adopted, each

station would ensure perfectly satisfactory
crystal reception_ throughout its entire area,
and would, possibly, be capable of being
received in other areas ; ; thus giving

listeners an opportunity of hearing alternative programmes.

.

It can be almost taken for granted that
the Coinmittee's report will recommend that

broadcasting shall continue to remain in
the hands of the B.B.C. fOr another three
years, at' the end of which period; if occasion

demands, the Whole question of the company's monopoly will again be brought up
for consideration.
When the B,B.C. is reorganised after the
publication of the Broadcasting Committee's

Report, listeners will find that the Executive Board of Control will be entirely rearranged, and [that representatives of the
Postmaster -General, the listener, and many

other classes affected by wireless broadcasting, will be represented on the Committee. There- will also be sub -committees

A 15-100 metre short-wave receiver designed by
one et Marconi's personal engineers.

Mr. Milne sums all this trouble up in a
nutshell, and says that, from the author's
point of view, it is due to the fact that the
B.B.C. do not pay enough money. Mr.
Milne relates the story of some of his experiences. He was offered two guineas to read
one act of one of his own plays. On another
occasion he was offered five guineas to read

something in the Children's Hour, and on
another occasion he was asked to write an
original one -act play for the B.B.C., for
which he could, possibly, have obtained a
fee of £50.

Mr. Milne says, " Now, what on

fying everybody.
Radio In Germany.

German broadcasting, says the " Daily
Express," although only two years old,
has already made astonishing progress.
This month's statistics. show that there are
now in Germany 1,108,845 licensed listeners -

in, the Berlin area alone accounting for
half a million. Each licence costs 24s. a

year, and so far the public has not grumbled
at the charge.

It was found advisable in organising
broadcasting to divide up the Reich into
nine separate areas, corresponding to the

earth do they (the B.B.C.) think Shaw has
made from How He Lied to Her Husband ';
or Barrie from ' The Twelve -Pound Look' ;
or for that matter, Gertrude Jennings from
' Five Birds in a Cage'-£50 ! "

intellectual peculiarities and different dialects of the various federal States. There
are independent sending stations at Berlin,

Valuable Publicity.

house and its own university contribute.
This sounds :almost too good to be true ;
yet true it is. Gerniany has " gone in "

-

Well, comparisons are always invidious.
Mr. Bernard Shaw has already allowed two
of his- plays to be broadcast, one of which

he read himself, and We happen to know
that a by no means exorbitant fee was paid.
to this great dramatist.

Munich, Leipzig,

Frankfort -on -the -Main,

Hamburg, Muenster, Stuttgart, Breslau,
and Koenigsberg. Each of these nine cities
has a programme- to which its own opera

for broadcasting with some thoroughness ;
let us hope the future state of broadcasting
in this country, when the " area system
is adopted, will go one better.
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Applicants applying on Trade or Private printed Notepaper (Leaflets for Postcards) will be sent post free
80 page Illustrated Booklet entitled-Photography tells the Story of the
The Paste by Machinery isj
Rivetted in
the

Lead

and

No Wood Separators used
between Plates or in Cells.

through

Grid or Plate.

No Celluloid

or

Ebonite

Containers used.

No
Sediment space is
required or provided in
Acid
Proof
Container.

Each Plate fixed firmly and
independently in the acid
resisting container.

Metal Container Lids not

High Pressure Die Cast
Plates cannot buckle or

Sealed. No outside creeping.
sweating or spraying of acid.

short - circuit

Entirely of British Origin and Workmanship.

in

service,

ROBUST MACHINE MADE PLATES PERMIT CHARGE AND DISCHARGE AT
CONTINUOUS HIGH RATES WITH SAFETY.
NO BUCKLING OF PLATES.
NO FIRE OR EXPLOSION RISKS WHEN CHARGING ABOVE NORMAL RATES.

2 Volt L.T. Cells Interchangeable for Use on Car or Wireless.

NO FROTHING, FOAMING, OR HEAT.

Can always be Recharged on Car.

The First Grid or Plate in the World to be entirely Machine made and Pasted by Machinery.
Tungstone Container (patented) Die Cast in one piece, Seamless Leakproof Indestructible
Acid and Heat Resisting, Creates a World's Record in High Pressure Die Casting.
THE ONLY ALL METAL PORTABLE LEAD ACID BATTERY

IN THE WORLD WITHOUT WOOD

OR

CELLULOID.

TUNGSTONE 60 volt 3 a.h. HIGH TENSION for WIRELESS
or PARASITICAL NOISES on WIRELESS HONES or LOUD SPEAKER.

NO CRACKLING

NO SUDDEN VOLTAGE DROPS.

TUNGSTONE (PATENTED) TAPPING - OFF CELL -CONNECTOR and LID.
By the Wander Plug supplied free, Tappings off can be taken as required at any two -volt Cell, or any
series or groups of varying voltages with each series independent and simultaneous.

TUNGSTONE at £5 ISs.

Carriage Paid in U.K.

Includes a free first partial charge, Polished Teak Box.
Indestructible

acid -resisting

Metal

Filler

and

patented

Tapping Off Lid.

Only I/II a volt.
A SELECTOR SWITCH COSTING
AND SAVES COST OF FIRST CHARGE.

SAVES BUYING
I7s. 6d.

OTHER MAKES of equal amperage usually sold at 3 3
per volt.

Weight very excessive.

TUNGSTONE CREATES WORLD'S RECORD
for lowest price, minimum weight (only 23 lbs.) portability,
accessibility, standardization and interchangeability of all parts,
compactness, perfect rubber insulation, long periods

between recharges. No self -discharge nor sudden drop
of voltage. Ideal for Hot Climates, and can be sent
Overseas with first free partial charge, without acid.
Under normal working conditions the calculated life of Plate is
at

least Six Years.

All

other parts are commercially indestructible.

No Wood or Celluloid used gn
any Tungstone Accumulators.

T2

Please address all communications to the Distributors Offices and Showrooms:

TUNGSTONE ACCUMULATOR CO., LTD., 3, ST. BRIDE'S HOUSE, SALISBURY SQUARE, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.
Series of Patents Designs and Trade Mark Issued
Telegrams: "TYPIFY, FLEET, LONDON."
Applied for in the Chief Countries of the World. Entirely of British origin and manufacture.
Telephone: CENTRAL 8157 (3 lines).

On Sale throughout the U.K. at all Garages, Wireless, Ironmongers and Leading Stores,
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"Just listen to the difference
this LEWCOS COIL makes!"
Pure ard ClearaktfountainAir
11111101lI'li

1140
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CLEAR as a bell the typical French Orchestra
came through as the listener tuned in with
his LEWCOS Coil. Coil after coil had been tried
and discarded in an endeavour to realise that rare
selectivity and fine tuning so essential to complete
radio enjoyment.

THE distinctive features of the
Ericsson Super Tone that strike

Test this new coil yourself. Each LEWCOS Coil
is tested in our laboratory. It is then boxed and

the critical listener most are its

clarity and its wonderful tonethe freedom from muffling and total

sealed up, and reaches you in perfect condition.
Be sure the LEW seal is unbroken. Ask your

absence of " tin " that

jars.

Its full, rich, round tones are a tribute to
the telephone experience of a generation
(Ericsson's have been making telephones
since they were invented).

radio dealer for a demonstration.
CONSTRUCTORS:

18 -ins. high in gunmetal,
gracefully shaped and
mounted on a polished

/-

Send for wood base.
PRICE
our illustrated
A
worthy
junior-the
JUNIOR
SUPER TONE
Lists of Com15 -ins.
rooms.

Inductance Coil
3 LEWCOS advantages.
I.
2.
3.

High electrical efficiency with
great mechanical strength.
Great selectivity resulting in
extremely sharp tuning.
Exceptionally low
- Irequency resistance with increased
signal strength.

THE
LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE

CO. AND SMITHS LTD.
Manufacturers of Giazite.

Playhouse

Yard,

Golden

Lane, London, E.C.I.

ponents, Sets,
Super -

Sensitive
Headphones,

hr small and medium sized
high 9 -ins. flare.

Complete with lead

32/6

AT ALL DEALERS.

etc
Write to -day for Lists.
PRICES ALL The BRITISH L. M. ERICSSON Mig.,
LATELY
REDUCED. Co., Ltd., :: 67-73, Kingsway, C 2.

SUPER TONE
LOUDSPEA KERS
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FROM Re SOUTH AFRICAN CORRESPONDENT.

THE Cape Town Broadcasting Station

was the second installation to be

erected in the Union of South Africa,
the first being the well:known Johannesburg
station (.113) which came unto- being it ;Jew
months.. earlier. " Cape Town
no
.

less abbreviated call sign-came on the air
on September 15th, 1924, aea, result of a
bold step tradertaken by the Cape Peninsula

Publicity Association, who now skin the
concern.

Prior to that date there was much con-

troversy in the Cape as to who were the best

people to run broadcasting. Many thought
it should be a municipal venture, and when ,
a wealthy merchant of the city in the person
of Sir David de Villiers Graaff came forward
with a proposal to -present the City Council

with a complete.; Marconi installation, it

was then the general opinion that the
" city fathers

entfrprise,.74',

,shr.ffild take over the new
-,

where broadcasting is
a municipal concern,
it is thought our
councillors were wise.
Time passed. That
broadcasting
must
come eventually was

a sure thing, but no
private company appeared to be attracted

by the scheme. To
them there was in-

sufficient
guarantee
that wireless conducted from Cape
Town would be a
success. " We can

guarantee

nothing

until we have tried it
out," said the experts.
Suddenly there ap-

peared on the scene

The studio at the Durban station

the Publicity Associ-

Commenceinint.

1$ut, in spitfkakso 'generous an offer, the
Co4ncil declined with thanks. Private enter-

prise or nothingow their contention. Such
a navel experiment in a new country should
never be implicated- with rates and taxes,
they argued. And in the -light of experience
here, and more particularly iti Dtiibart;

ation, and, with an
eye to business, they saw scope in the

is modelled on tilt: lines of the
British studios.'

radio suggestion.

station, and particularly so in this...case,
where the scarcity of talent, .to fill pro-

mately to take to broadcasting may be

obstacles to success.

The factors which prompted them ulti-

summarised as follows :
(a) The fact that they, were -the guardians

of the city or4estra, a choice asset for any

grammes would be one of the greatest

(b) Advertising was to be a part of the
prpposed.,,uudertalting, and they, ,as the
publicity boosters of the " Gtprious,cape,"
tealiAed eat- litYssibilifies in the mystic
," Cape` To'n Calling." They
pictnreflithousarids answering, the "call"
and spending their holidays in the mother

city and the peninsula-the one great
object of their existence.
f,70,:r
(c) Posing as publicity folk Whose atettii-

ties indirectly benefited the whole &the
business life: in the city, it - was thou ht
that a considerable amount of voluntary
support from artistes would be forthcoming, and that people would be only too
pleased to offer their services for nothing.
Artiste's Services Free.

Here it might be stated that, at a time
when the Cape Town station had been
operating for over a year, 11a :remuneration

had ever been made to any artiste for services rendered

before

the

microphone.

Whether this is a wise policy, and one
calculated to get the best of South Africa's
handful of talentrika point of considerable
controversy in thikeduhtry at the moment.
The -likening pithlie' of Soittli- Africa are
South AfricaOs wa imayt..1Wbut it

is the peculiarity of every white man to

" hark back " to his own " home " or homeland when comparison-: are called- for. In

other words, there are Dutch and English.
A phot.sgraph of the Casa Town station taken shortly aitn its ere2tion.

'

(Continued on -next page.)
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CAPE TOWN CALLING.
(Continued from

prerious page.)
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Lion's Head and Signal Hill
on the other side doing the

same thing there for sub-

urban dwellers residing beyond. Fortunately, there is
little habitation `-` behind "
Table Mountain itself, arhich

residents in the Cape Colony who, when

asked, are quite prepared to admit this
place to be their " home "-they love South

Africa-but when it comes to entertain-

ments or even an expression of opinion as
to the abilities of a radio artiste, neither can
ever be a patch on " What we used to get
in London."
The South African by birth who has never

left this country is forever getting the

alleged inferiority of his own local civilisation pushed down his throat. British
listeners who perhaps haVe never left their
own firesides in England may find it difficult
to appreciate this fact, but it is true, never-

starts the chain of heights
to the Cape of Good Hope
-Cape Point.
Bad F.e:eening.

So it will be readily seen
that a broadcasting station
in the city of Cape Town
itself has many detrimental
screening features to face.
Whether the station should
be on the Flats, away from
the mountains, or not, was
the first technical problem
to be decided.

The cost of an " open "

theless.

site, however, was considered

A Suddsn Start.

consideration, so the only
alternative had to be

And so we proceed. Cape Town came on
the air with a rush in September, 1924. I
say " rush " because it was so, as the official
opening took place some weeks before the
statiou. was in proper working order, and in

some quarters the bad impression then
created is still remembered.

The broadcasting installation at Cape
Town may be described in a few words, for

it follows after the pattern of most of the
English stations. " 6 kw. Type Q '-MarToni " conveys everything as far as the

equipment itself is concerned. The lay -out
of the station, however, requires more
detailed explanation, for, as we all know, it
is difficult to find two stations in the Whole
world having an identical site and functioning alike.
To explain the site of Cape Town's station

one must first visualise the geographical

far too great to warrant its

accepted, and into the city
came the station, with the
promoters

determined

to

chance their arm with re-

sults, like many other centres
have been forced to do.
The transmitter is accom-

modated at the. top of a
seven -storeyed

building in

the centre of the city's main

The position of the aerial can be seen from his photograph of the station.

thoroughfare - Adder I e y

Steel lattice masts of conventional
design 'tower 70 feet above this imposing
block of shop -buildings and support an
aerial of the well-known " inverted ' L'
Street.

cage -type."

It was only natural that at such a height

above ground considerable difficulty would
be experienced in finding the most.suitable
" earth," but, after
many experiments, this

last found by
t;- g to the buried
copper plate method.
was,

Even a, counterpoise
did not satisfy the
engineers. Then there

the programmes, the announcer being, of
course, a thormighlytilingual man. Licence
fees for private houses are £2 per annum to

the broadCasters and 5s. to the P.M.G.
Hotels, boarding-houses, etc., have to pay

been

Small Chance of Hearing Cape Town.

as good to -day as
ever may be expected

the same as the Manchester station, so
that it is difficult to conceive of any

is

from the station.

Scarcity of Artiste;.

The studio is located
little distance
away-about 500 yards
some

-in the top storey of

Frowning o'er the city, and immediately at
the back of it,- is the perpendicular wall
front of. Table Mountain,' with extensions
on either side-on& ending in Devil's Peak,
which presents a-veryundesirable " screen"
between city and southern suburbs ; and

of the country-features a great deal in

but these obstacles hive also now

overcome by
earthing, and radiation

it is at one end of a sweeping curve of 'Oast line bordering the famous Table Bay.

any B.B.C.-station,-for the reason that its
repertoire of " straight turns " from the
studio is always limited, as 'already mentioned, due to the scarcity of artistes.
Afrikaanse-the second official language

was the screening effect

etc. ;

position of the city itself, tucked away as

realm of relay novelties probably more than

The wave -length of the Cape Town
station ie 375 metres, and in mentioning -this
it may be well to refer to a few of the factors

of nearby metal roofs,

Parf of the transmitter in use at the Cape Town broadcasting station.

numerous occasions for a variety of relay
experiments. The station has explored the

another tall building,
and is connected to

the transmitter by a

wire running over the intervening roofs.

The studio, which is suitably draped and

containing the famous " Round microphone and other up-to-date appliances
familiar to British listeners, needs little
description. Everything necessary for suc-

cessful working is in evidence, including a
number of spare' microphones which have
been utilised without standing -success on

more.

which reader the picking up of Cape Town
in England a very difficult task.
First of all, the wave -length is practically

British listener tuning in Cape Town when
Manchester is working.
Secondly, When it's summer in England
it's winter over here " (with apologies), and

there is exactly two hours' difference in t
Cape Town being two hours ahead
Greenwich.

of

As programmes in the two countries are
now arranged it seems that the only way to
arrange a test would be for Cape Town to
open up with a special transmission at midnight here -10 p.m. in England. There

would be a " dark route " the whole way
then, and the British stations would have
closed down.

Such a test may perhaps be arranged for

the next International tests though we
must hope for more success than was
achieved this year.

.
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AN7.-1' DUO Reflex
valve. handles

come unstable, so therefore one of these
components is of the aperiodie type with

and amplified

which no variable condenser is used.
Not a very great loss in efficiency results
if both H.F. transformers are aperiodic and
,variable condensers eliminated altogether,

weak H.F.,
L.F., 'and the

other amplified -FI.F. and

-

weak L. -F.,

with the exception of the one '0005 mfd.

and -thus a
much more

is made to make both valves, do double

work by amplifying bOth at high and low
frequencies. The set, therefore, although
it uses only these two valves, should be

equal to a 5.valve set, 2 H.F., Dot. (crystal),
2 L.F. Actually it is not, but nevertheless,

the result is excellent. There are certain
factors that prevent it, being possible to
get the full work of two valves performed

by one valve, but we can reach a point

approaching that. ideal.
The "P.W." Duo-Re&x is a most excellent
loudspeaker receiver, and provides volume

in which category can be included H.F.
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

PARTS REQUIRED.

After amplification at H.F. they
are transferred via the firstH.F. transformer to the grid of the second valve for
valve.

further H.F. amplification.

1 Panel, 14 x 10x. tin.
..
1 Box to lit (Pete -Scott)
..
E. 4 Valve holders (Bretwood)
1 Potentiometer, 500 ohms
(Burndept)
..
2 Filament rheostats (for bright
and dull emitters) (Cosmos)
1 .0003 mfd. variable condenser

Via the second

H.F. transformer they then pass to the

crystal dttector, which, of course, rectifies
them so that they can be dealt with by the

L.F. transformer and passed back to the
grid -of the second valve for L.F. amplification in the usual reflex manner.

..
(Wates " K ")
..
1 L.F. transformer (Energo) .. 1
L.F. transformer, Max. Amp.
(Pato-Scott) red base
..
(Bowyer -Lowe)

-

other L.F. trans-

HT

former which is in
the plate circuit, the
signals, which have

0

E 1 Crystal detector (Burndept)..
9 Terminals, W.O. type
. .0004 mfd. fixed condenser

1
1

now been twice amplified at H.F., rectified and once am-

IP)

another_ step to _the
grid of the firstvalve.

-o

From the plate of

LT.

0

Earth

R.tentiomefre7

IMP G I Al

r%eorelival

and clarity far. exceeding that obtainable
with any . other " hook-up " -employing,
It is not remarks

task) in respect of px qualities, nor is it

very selective, but for loud -speaker work
within moderate ranges of B.B.C: stations
it is undoubtedly the set.
Interesting Circuit.
The circuit employed

is particularly
interesting. It is known technically as an
inverse reflex. Both valVes are employed

as reflex amplifiers, but it is arranged so
that each handles a fair share of energy.
In many double reflex. circuits the first
valve first of all amplifies at H.F., pasSes
the amplified H.F. on to the second valve,
which still feather amplifies these H.F.
impulses.' The crystal then rectifies and

passes the rectified energy back to the first
valve for L.F. amplification, and finally the
first valve passes the energy on once more
to the second valVe for a concluding magnification at L.P.
The result -is that the first valve handles
weak H.F. and L.F.' and the second valve

Amplified H.F. and L.F. In the circuit
employed in the " P.W." duo -reflex, one

cam SY
see: N°

a._

.0

Alf

_A 447

this last theY_ are
finally -taken to the-

loud speaker or
telephone receivers.

Naturally, passing as they do in the

foregoing described manner from pOint to
point backwards and forwards, the Signals
lose a certain amount of energy that .would
not be lost if their path were more direct,

and that is why 5 -valve Strength is not

;-

7

6

E:

10

0

E.

10

0

10

6

1

0

.001 mfd. fixed condenser

(Lissen)

.

..

_=

194

6
0s

1

1' =

2

0

1

3

10

0

15

0

E 1 H.F. transformer No. 1 (300-

transferred back

r

0-

..

(Watmel)

..
E.'
600 m.) (Peto-Scott)
..
1 H.F. transformer (250-800
..
m.) aperiodic (Curtis)
;7. Wires, transfers, screws, etc.
..
..
..
E about ..

plified at L.F., are

006

s. d.
9 0
10 6
0

1 .0003 mid. ditto. with vernier

From the second
valve through an-

00

two valves and a crystal.

that the circuit prefers not _to_ have too

Many components of a " refining ." nature,

The energy is taken from the aerial in the
very first case and passed on in the form of
weak H.F. impulses to the grid of the first

0003

OA

The theo-

operation's involved are separately followed.

P

FJ

It will be noticed that only two fixed

condensers are employed. Others can lie
.used at various points, but we, have found
that little benefit obtains-, -in fact, it appears

retical circuit
can be followed quite easily if the various

0

;4

Reliable Apparatus Essential..

equitable distribution of
energy is obtained.

This receiver designed, constructed and described by the " P.W."
technical staff.
N this receiver two valves and a crystal
detector are employed, and an attempt

aerial tuning condenser.

FE

=
E*

g.
E-

3

0E

-

chokes and the like. It seems to operate to

a greater 'advantage with a minimum of
will appeal to .- the
point

economically minded constructor.
; At this junctiffe it must - be -pointed out

that aithodgh the circuit itself is really not
very complicated, the fact that both H.P.

and L.F.- impulses pass ;through or a -cross
Distortion does not occur, howevea,and this will no doubt-oceasion-slur= -- - practically; every component, in nnamplified
(Continued.on next page.)
prise.. Many. aeaders will Wonder, how the
achieved.

- signals accomplish their rathei

tortuotet journey without being

twisted -ahnost out of reek-nition. Nevertheless they clime

through, when the receiver is
working :properly, with great
yeti:me and with almost crystal
purity.
Reaction Control.

Reaction

by means

of the

well-Inow,ii,e.oif- coupling
method. is not included ; the
circuit is sufficiently " lively "
to introduce reaction effects

without, ancl 'such are eon.;
trolled by the potentiometer.
Were both H.F. transformers
tuned the circuit would be -

A clear idea of the "'works " of the "Duo Reflex can be obtained
from this photograph.
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THE
.P.W." DUO -REFLEX.

-

(Continued from previous page.)
-

and amplified forms, it is necessary, if
successful results are to be achieved, that
everything used in the construction of the
set should be electrically efficient. But
then this Applies to any wireless set,
,although to some more strongly,than others,

and conscientious . and wise constructors
will always give cheap unbranded components a miss.
A Useful Series.

.

A list of the components required is

given separately, and calls for little comment.
Having Collected all the necessary Material,

the panel can be marked off and drilled in
accordance with the measurements given

in the panel drilling diagram. In this
connection readers will discover that the
new series feature incorporated in " Radio-

torial" under the heading " For the Constructor" will prove useful. It may as
well _he pointed out here that the series
consists of about six or eight different

This view of the set will be found
of assistance When the wiring -up
process has been commenced:

struetor should commence operations until

items which will be repeated from time to
time. They can, of course, be cut out and
pasted up in a little book and will form an
invaluable Source of referenCe during the
building of any " P. W." set.
Mounting. the components is quite a
business, and if the lay

.he liar thoroughly read the article from

which he intends to work, otherwise he is
apt to come up against morn difficult pro-

positions than a glance at diagrams and
photographs would lead him to believe

of this receiver is not a task that can, evn
iii the case of an exp.ert, he. polished, elf, in
an odd half an hour or so; lout: a few hoqrs
Of iritateiting Work --Mr it really is interest-

ing if one's heart is

the_ :job --will see its
satisfactory completion: -

After a clean up to remove traces of

existed.
.

_

fiuxite, etc., and fixing the transfers,, the

.

Testing the Set.

given s follOwed, compactness compatible

receiver is ready for its first test.

However, having reached that Stage when
wiring can commence, the constructor will

witri'atifficient spacing to prevent those bad
effeCes WhiCh, might be caused by under
" crow ding " will be obtained. Naturally,

Now as was stated at the beginning of
this article, both valves will not be able

_

have at his service not only photographs

if components ether than those actually

to operate with full efficiency at both
and L.F. simultaneously-there is no valve
made that could -do so. At H.F. voltage

and diagrams, but also a check listof 'pointto-point connections. He, therefore, should
not. be dismayedat the rather large number
of leads he will have to fashion. The wiring

specified are used, due allowance must be
made for, jiny modifications in the drilling
Of the panel that may be necessary.

It will be noticed that
the fixed condensers are
supported by their con-

(Continued on next page.)

/4.

necting leads, and are not

-

t

I.

ltds6t

actually mounted on the

fixingt Screws

24.

panel.

+

The Wiring.

Heavy gauge (18) tinned copper wire is used
for wiring up this receiver.
Square 'section Wire is not
advised owing to its
larger surface and the
possibility of it introducing undesired capacity. We do not wish to

Valve Ho/der

iCang_5crew

-1-1-7*14

226.

I

/2kT
_iffr

3"

3
(r (e)

give the impression -that

we are rushing through

Rheost6i%

Rheas/at

-A,- -

10.

E," !Hi

A(S)

of getting to the end of
the

article.

A double -

4-

reflex should not be

tackled by a constructor
who has not built at least
one fairly advanced re-

Rtenlionseler

Loud

Viriable
Condenses-

details such as are connected with straightfor-

I.

Variable

Condenser
FRONT OF PANEL

ward component mounting and straightforwarc:

'

5;
.5%*

Spkr

fairly well acquainted with

Also, to divert for one
further moment, no con-

4

pi

Earth

ceiver, and who is not

wiring.

I

Cato/L64n67

I

the constructional detail,
of this set with the object

Pi

1,-4'4- -

I"
1,

SY
UAW: Or

P.D.

Etir 141 64a

fDA

/cane/ Layout
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THE
" PAT." DUO -REFLEX.

E

E

(Conlinued from previous page.)

POINT-TO-POINT CONNECTIONS.

=
One filament contact on the 1st and 1.-

3rd valve holders to one side of each
respective filament rheostat.
Remaining sides of tin

filament

rheostats joined together and connected E
to the + L.T. and -- H.T. terminals.
Remaining filament contacts of the E
E 1st and 3rd valve holders joined together,
connected to the - L.T. terminal and to E
F the left-hand contact on the potentiometer. E

amplification is required, and at L.F. current
amplification, and this makes it impossible
to obtain a valve 100 per cent efficient for
the work.
Now our duo -reflex is primarily a loudspeaker receiver for moderate rangessay up to between 30 and 50 miles for a main
station. Therefore purity and volume
are the desired facters, so therefore we can

Right-hand contact on the potentiometer at: to the -E. L.T. lead.
E
Centre contact on potentiometer to the .==
a earth terminal, to the socket of the aerial E
= coil holder (A.T.I.) and to one side

afford to drop points on the H.F. side

E of the 2nd valve holder (H.F. trans- E
- former).
E Grid contact of the 1st valve holder to

have been obtained. Fairly high H.T.
voltages are required, 75

E across the I.S. and O.S. of the Energo

L.F.

transformer

then completes the

Fill111111111111111111111 11111 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111147

trol by the potentiometer will not be critical.
The crystal adjustment follows ordinary

Excellent Volume.

tends to make it necessary to alter the
potentiometer setting slightly at times.

There is little in the set that can cause
ti cubic once built, and it can be handled
quite successfully by anyone who knows
how valves are switched on and hoW
crystal detectors are adjusted.
Excellent volume and exceptional purity
will result if the " P.W.'! Duo -Reflex acts

the remaining primary contact on the

category, power valves for preference.
We have found D.E. 4's, D.E. 5's (Osram),
B.T.H. B.4's and P.V..5 D.E.'s (Ediswan) to
be very suitable in both positions, although
with several other types, too, good results

E transformer.
E
A .001 mfd. fixed condenser connected F.

condenser, to the aerial parallel terminal, E
= aerial coil plug and to the remaining side E.
E of the .0004 mfd. fixei condenser.

= condenser.
Moving vanes of the same condenser to

fairly low impedance types in the L.F.

= valve holder to I.P. of the Energo L.F.

crystal adjustment practice except that it

Moving vanes of the .0005 mfd. variable E.

valves should therefore be limited to the

= to the O.P. of the Max. Amp. L.F. trans E former.
E
I.P. to the remaining secondary contact E
on the 4th valve holder.
=E Remaining primary contact of the 4th 1.-

and to the O.S. of the Max. -Amp. L.P. E
transformer.
E I.S. of the same transformer to the
fixed vanes of the .0005 mfd. variable

condenser to the aerial series terminal.
Plate contact of the 1st valve holder to
E- one primary contact of the 2nd valve
T.-. holder (H.F. transformer) and to the
E fixed vanes of the 0003 mfd. variable

rather than on the L.F. The choice of

14 crystal side of the crystal detector.
E.:
Catswhisker side of the crystal detector
E- to one secondary contact of the 4th valve 7=E holder (2nd H.F. transformer).
= Plate contact of the 3rd valve holder P.

E wiring.

one side of the .0004 mfd. fixed condenser, E.

A photograph of the complete receiver showing
the arrangement of controls.

O.S. of the same L.F. transformer to E.
F the grid contact of the 3rd valve holder.
O.P. of the Energo L.F. transformer to E
E

E

in every reader's case (as we fervently

!I 2nd valve holder and to one " phones "
P terminal.
E.'
Remaining " phones " terminal to the

hope it will) up to the original model.

contact of the 4th valve holder (2nd H.F.
transformer).
E

when an attempt to control oscillation is
made. The fault will make itself felt by
either continuous or intermittent crackling

NI1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111117.

poor contact between the windings of the
potentiometer and its slider.

A final word about the potentiometer.

This must be of good design and possess a

H.T. terminal and to one primary

smooth action, or trouble will be experienced

Remaining secondary contact of the 2nd
E valve holder (1st H.F. transformer) to I.S.
of the Energo L.F. transformer.

of great intensity and will be traced to

volts being almost a mini-

mum, except in the case
of B.4's, which operated

well at GO and even lower.

L.T. varies in accordance
with the type of valve.
Transformers and Coils.

For the first stage or

so
T
03

position an- ordinary H.F.

transformer covering the
range of wave -length dc -

sired is used, and for the

5 S

p

0 R.rr

0

second an aperiodic

transformer of the nature
of Peto-Scott's Resistaformer. With different

makes it may be found

that reversals of primary
or secondary connections
will improve results. Re-

versing the L.T. leads is

also another thing that

0

p

0
lIT

C7y.sid/
Defect -0'

0

may better reception in

individual circumstances.

The aerial coil will, of
course, be chosen in accordance with the desired

to

o

01

Phones

wave -band.

For main stations a
75 -turn ordinary plug-in
with series tuning and a

O

with parallel for
5 X N, are quite suitable.
200,

Tuning will not be sharp,

in fact, it will he fairly

flat, and the reaction con-

PkliWri:81

7aln,

Cak0:01'
SER N

N. 0

n 644
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plification, and giving all critical values of condensers,
resistanceS;valVe impedance valpes and otheresrentials.

Articles of this description are well calculated to
do a real service to the community in that they lift
wireless telephony from the Mere hobby stage to the
Rue sign
;reitim
true
Yours 'faithfully; M. GIBSON.

01, Bideford Gardens, Monkseaton,
Northumberland.

FURTHER
CHITO3 IMPROVEMENTS.
.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sirliaving read With interest the letter of
re Chitos receiver, in a recent issue, I tried this
Mr. G. T. Mullin, 5, Cowley Road, Walton, Liverpool,

improvement on the original, and I fail to find where
.any improvement comes in, only to find a great loss .
of volume. I have the Chitos working L.S. with
three Stages of L.F., transformer, and two resistances,

.and the only trouble I experienced was howling
whenever I touched L.S. But I cured this trouble
by earthing the casing of -1,.S. direct to earth.

E. J. SIMMONDS, M.I.R.E., writes weekly under this heading.
THE past week has been notable for the
great change in the strength of
40 -metre American signals, which can

be heard as early as 21.30 G.M.T. and by
22.30 G.M.T.; the strength especially of

1st and 2nd district stations is in many
cases up to R.8. This is a remarkable

change, when the receiving conditions in
evidence three weeks ago are considered,
when it will be remembered all signals on

the daily contact been missed (usual time
15.90 to 16.00 G.M.T.).:. :
Long Distance Telephony.

An interesting series of tests have also

been in operation during the last week
between EGEH (Egypt) , operating on
35 metres, and a British amateur station

working on 23 metres. Using an input of
45 watts at this end, the received telegraphy
in Egypt exceeded
R.9 (that is, maximum
strength) and perfectly intelligible speech

was transmitted,
using a 30 -waits input.

As a check on the

Egyptian_ reception of

this telephony, difficult combinations of

input powers and
other readings were

transmitted .by. speech
and perfectly 'received

in Egypt, being repeated back by the
Cairo station in detail.

It is of importance to

the 40-thetre band from U.S.A. were weak
and scarce, and even commercial stations

only reached an average strength of R.6
on an ordinary two -valve set (1 Det. and

R.7 to R.8. In this connection it is of

importance to note that short-wave signals
from South Africa, principally on waves
around 35 metres, which were so good a
fortnight ago, are now entirely absent, and
the writer having a special test for South
Africa, spent much time on Sunday evening
endeavouring to effect communication, but
in vain.
One -remarkable faet stands out, however,
which is difficult to explain. Experimental

stations situated in the Philippine Islands
have been received with absolute regularity
clay by,day since la,st.Novernber,.particularly

P I 1 H.R. (P I is ,the intermediate used by
Philippne stations). A British experimental
station has maintained a daily schedule with
P I 1 Ii R for many months and seldom has

earthed,'" and so the grid of second valve, which I
belieVe accounts for so much capacity in the original
Chiters.

Trusting this may be of interest to the readers of

your valuable POPULAR WIRELESS.

I would finally like to add my thanks for the

Trinadyne Circuit. This alSoiworks L.S. as clear as
a bell.
Yours faithfully, T. MORRIS.
Gwernaffield, Mold, Flints.
LIMITATION OF DX RECEPTION.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-The letter from Lietd.,Colonel Lang is
very much to the point, and,rmbst certainly agree.
I have an S -valve Super Het"' -Cif well-known make.

On,it I am able to receive juOver fifty stations, but
unless one is prepared to gnu in another station
every few minutes when Mall appears, no pleasure
at all cad be gained. No saltier does one commence
to enjoy. a foreign programpie than it is ruined. Your
correspondent is decidedly,hIckY irf he can obtain ten
minutes without interriip0on. My experience is
about half this time. Personally:I am greatly disappointed,._ and shall be far more sceptical in future
when reading the claims of many of the advertisements,",The one and great advantage of my Set is
that I,can cut out the local station, which is within a
mflg apd a half of my set, and that is in my opinion
the greatest charm of the Super Het.
Yours truly, L..N. GROVER.
Waverley House, Woodthorpe, Nottingham.

the Sam) time on a

set (omitting the L.F. stages), ih Whin, as you will see,
I have made use -of dipuble reaction -in what is to me a
novel arrangement. The reaction coil is split into two
coils CONNECTED' IN' PARALLEL, each section being

45 -metre wave, was
insufficient to render

the speech intelligible
in Cairo, and also that
the speech from the 23 -metre transmitter is
quite unreadable 20 miles from the- transmitting station, although very loud at
distances over 1,500 miles.

A Remarkable Fact.

last, 20th inst., every U.S.A. district, except
6th and 7th, being logged by 23.50 G.M.T.,
some of the 3rd district stations being quite

with no loss of volume, and fully under control
without any choke in circuit, only the primary of
transforther. All I have done is to disconnect the
'0003 condenser from earth and to earth the filament.
With this change the secondary of transformer is

SPLIT REACTION COUPLING.
The Editor, POPULAR. WIRELESS.

L.F.).

An evening representative of the fine
conditions now prevailing was Saturday

earth the filament instead of plate, which works well,

note that an input

of 100 watts, used at
Mr. George Graves, the famous comedian, who has broadcast from 2 L 0 on
several occasions.

This week I tried an improvement whereby I could

Dear Sir, -I eifoldae a circuit diagram of my own

arranged to be variably coupled With the' anode and
aerial secondary coils' respectively. This has the effect

of considerably Increasing signal strength without
introducing distortion. It also acts admirably with a
crystal detector, as might be expected. The reaction
coil is not, of course, essentially tuned by a variable
condenser, which is optional. The' values of the two
sectional coils are best found by experiment. I have
myself 'found that the best results are obtained from
a smaller coil in the aerial reaction circuit than that
eniployed for the anode circuit.
I 'should be glad if you will kindly publish this
circuit in your paper, as it may interest your readers;
that is, if yOu think it worth.Pablishing.
Yours faithfully,

Letters from readers discussing interesting and
topical wireless events or recording unusual experiences
are always welcomed, but it must be clearly understood

NOEL BONATIA HUNT,

96, Broadhurst Gardens, Hampstead,
London, N.W.6.

(Continued on page 90.)

that the publication of such does in no way indicate
that we associate ourselves
with the views expressed by
04.0Y A
our correspondents, and we
"en 1,
"tfr' A.
cannot accept any respon4

r

3

sibility for information given.

-Editor.

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

CUTTING OUT NOISE.

c."

I

---°c4's

_

006

_J

Dear Sir,-I think many

of your readers will consider

you are to be heartily con=
undulated on the two splendid articles from the pen of
B. Honri (E.B.C. Engineer-

pet

ing Staff).
For nearly eighteen months

NT

I have religiously searched

the pages of all wireless pub 1 ications,weekly and monthly,

for the typeof mformation so
admirably given by Mr.

Henri and dealing with the
subject of circuits embodying resistance -capacity am-

Circuit embcdym9 sp// P ra//e/ Reachon Cou,o/er.

,
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Experience must count
Seven differPntHrown

FOR more than 15 years the name

"J1 Loud Speakers are
aaallablerangingfrorn
30,- to £15 15 0.

Vrown has been recognised throughout the electrical industry as a name to
conjure with. First the famous Itown

Aak your dealer for full

particulars.

Relay-used by Cable Companies through-

out the world-then the superb A -type
The Brown Cabinet
Loud Speaker.
In Mahogany or Oak.
2000 Of good ohms

£6 6 0

Headphone, setting entirely new standards
for sensitiveness.
Afterwards there followed the marvellous

Vtowll Gyro Compass- a wonderful instrument capable of pointing true North under all
conditions without the aid of magnetism.

And then, finally, the Vrown Loud Speakerthe first British Loud Speaker ever used for
Sponsored by such supreme
Wireless.
technical skill and daring originality, it is small

wonder that i6rowit Loud Speakers have won

The Brown 11.1.

for themselves in all corners of the globe a

Height zf inches
120 ohms £5 5 0
2000 ohms £5 8 0
4000 ohms £5 10 0

Brown New
A -Type

Headphones.
4000 ohms 30! -

The Brown Q.
A de luxe Loud Speaker

The Brown H.3.
Height 15 inches.

MO ohms £3 0 0

of superb tore. In all

resistances £15 15 0

reputation for sensitiveness and mellowness of
tone as yet without equal.
Time and again the insistent demand for Vrown
Wireless apparatus has necessitated expansions
of factory space. Invariably the demand for
Vrowit products is far ahead of available
supply. But at no time has the standard of
workmanship been relaxed. In spite of
the ever-growing demand for :(Grown Loud
Speakers not a hair's breadth deviation from
the recognised Xrowit standards of performance would be tolerated.
grg If the Trade have difficulty in obtaining supplies they
-JJ are invited to send their -orders direct to Head Office.

S. G. BROWN, LTD., NORTH ACTON, LONDON, W3.
Retail Showrooms: 19 Mortimer Street, W.T. 15 Moorfields, Liverpool.
u7 High Street, Southampton. Depots (Wholesale only): 2 Lansdown Place
West, Bath. Cross House, Westgate Road, Newcastle. 120 Wellington
Street, Glasgow.

Gi:beit Ad. 4714.
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BROADCAST NOTES.

ProgrammM Being Starved.

Music

are exercised

to know

whether Dame Nellie Melba will be heard
" on the air " before she finally retires.
Some kind things she said recently about
.broadcasting have given rise to hopes that
-it ;may be possible either to bring her to

it can, both in front and behind the

seems, to get the Budget Speech
broadcast. :A large body of aapinion has
been enlisted in support Of the proposal to
,

place a microphone on the dispitch 'ebox

the ,studio or to induce her to allow the

before Mr. Winston. Churchill on April 3rd.

A striking example- 01 the universality of
the goodwill in this regard is found in the
fact that Mr. Philip Snowden has _ been
induced to plead for the broadcasting of his
opponent's.. speech. It will be interesting to

lovers

microphone to be installed when she gives
-

sec what a,ctiori, if any, the Government will
take. When the. matter was raised _hist

,

services abroad, it is as yet merely a skeleton
of What it should be when it attains to greater

0.44-04-4-4.-44444

HEAR that the B.B.C. is doing all that

.

All who have made it their business to
study our broadcasting affairs know full
well that however excellent the present
service may be in comparison with other

The Budget Speech --Search for Radio Humorists --Boundaries of
Broadcasting-Programmes Being Starved --Coming Events.

.... .

parativelY trifling assistance to the Treasury

is to be allowed to cripple and bring into
disrepute the whole broadcastirr, service.

By 0. H. M.
f

basic point seems tp be _whether com-

maturity.

It is common knowledge that,

even before alternate programmes are
established, there is severe financial

stringency, and the programmes are being

An adequate budget allowing
for alternative programmes on the new
starved.

regional scheme of distriubution would .

require £950,000 a year.

Compare this

her grand, farewell at the Albert Hall.

with the £500,000 that the B.B.C. is allowed

From my knowledge of the financial intrica-

56,000 hours are paid fo-r at all !

ciee of the concert business, I would say
that it is extremely unlikely that Melba's
Albert Hall farewell will be broadcast.
sin confident, however, that listeners will

Session, Commander Kenworthy was in- -. hear the great prima donna during her
operatic season at Covent 'Garden, which
formed that broadcasting "of the proceedings of Parliament would. be one of the will follow her farewell.

this year. The wonder really is low the
Coming Events.

Mr. R. A. Roberts, the eminent protean
actor, will emerge from retirement to do a
special " Dick Turpin " show from

the

London Station on Saturday, April 3rd.

subjects to-- bedealt 'With by Lord Craw ford's Committee.. The same answer may
still apply but ()Pinion is a good deal more
emphatically dispoSed now tlian it was a
few months ago. It- might, indeed, he a
good opportunity to experiment with
parliamentary broadcasting.
.

.

Search for Radio

Listeners to 5 X X are to have a special
treat on March 28th, when part of the St.
Matthew Passion will be broadcast from
York Minster. York Minster is fammis

partly for this festival, which has been
celebrated for nearly a thousand years with
1;ttle variation.
*

The search for broadeast humorists
continues, but without much success.

Apart from irony, and mild cynidism,
believe that there is not much future for
broadcast humour. John Henry's personality is the reason for his success. But
personalities do not " grow on trees." In
this connection I am rather looking forward

to hearing Wee Georgie Wood on March
31st. It will be very interesting to oberve
whether Wee Georgieean " get away with "

Capt. P. P. Eekersley selling his autograph for 1: - a time. The proceeds were given to a hospital
wireless fund.

his patter without the advantage of his

insignificant proportions being visible. 1
am inclined to think that he will get away
with it.
Boundaries of Broadcasting.

I think the B.B.C. did extremely well to
arrange to transmit two speeches from the
ceremonial connected with the handing over

of Easton Lodge by Lady Warwick to the
Labour Party.
There was, of course, the usual adverse
criticism from those who see the cloven
hoof of red revolution in every effort or
activity of His Majesty Ls Opposition. With

the Easton Lodge broadcast on record,
and with a .possibility of the microphone'
being installed for Mn Churchill's, speech,
we shall be developing the beanidaries of
broadcasting. We might, indeed, secure

some more novel entertainment by in-

stalling a micrOphone at the next Liberal
Party Land Conference.

It is good news that the Annual Festival
of the National Union of Children's Orches-

tras will be broadcast from the Crystal

Palace on June 19th. This was particularly

good last year, and it premises to be even
better this year.
This is the " open season " for " raiding,"

and it is only natural that a harried Can-

cellor of the Exchequer should cast a covetous eye on the rapidly accumulating

balance of licence money in the hands of
the Post Office.

My own impression is that the Broadcasting Committee itself is divided on the

question of the rights and wrongs of a
Treasury raid on licence money as a
regular annual event. I .do not expect
that the -Broadcasting Committee will give
way clear lead on this particular issue. It
will, therefore, rest with Parliament. The

" Kitege,", the Rimsky-Korsalsov opera,
which will be performed for the first time
in Great Britain on March 29th, should be
a feather in the cap of the'B.B.C. Albert
Coates wilt conduct and will have the same
company under his baton as at Barcelona
recently. The artistes are being assembled
from Moscow, Belgrade, Vienna, Milan, and
Paris. There has been a feeling that this

year the B.B.0 has chine too few outside
shows. Last year music lovers generally

appreciated the special international season
of monthly concerts organised by the B.B.C.

at Covent Garden. This year there has
been nothing of the kind, largely, I gather,
for reasons of economy ; but next year, if
only funds are released by the Post Office,

the B.B.C. will be able to make ample .

amends for the shortcomings of last season.
I have already heard of the idea of a musical

festival and a big competition for young
composers for next autumn.
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for ever circuit

FOR many years wireless research has been slowly evolving

the perfect transformer. Much intensive experimental work,

many years of apparently fruitless endeavour, have been
decidedly leading to the ultimate goal ; and it has fallen to
R.I., Ltd., with their " infinite capacity for taking pains," to
produce that instrument.
R.I. are now able to market a multi -ratio transformer which, while

still retaining all the features of their original model, has a larger

number of turns on the primary and secondary, and by tapping certain
points in the primary and secondary, and bringing them to a terminal
block, seven different ratios can be selected as desired. The impedance
value covers approximately the wide range of from 6,000 to 60,000 ohms.

Ratio

Approx. Primary
Impedance
in ohms.

-1
-1
2 - 1
3 - 1
41 - 1
6 - 1
9 - 1

60,000
28,000
60,000
7,001
28,000
60,000
28,000
7,000
7.000

Thus, whatever the circuit or valve in use, a winding of an impedance
suitable for that particular circuit or valve can be chosen at will.

The tapping points of both windings have been selected so as to

1

provide the best ratio for the various circuits and valves at present in use.

11

In addition to the seven ratios available it is possible to obtain the
main one by three alternative methods, allowing a different value of

impedance to be selected for the same ratio.
The self capacity of the transformer is greatly reduced by the patented
system of winding the coil, giving a greater degree of amplification on
the higher frequencies, up to the useful point of audibility.

This new model is totally encased with a steel shroud. The coil is
treated in such a way as to render it suitable for any climate in the
world, and the celluloid enamel is practically rust -proof. The terminal
block is a bakelite moulding.
A year's guarantee is given with each instrument, and in addition a

011111110

.

\\\\Nr.

book of circuits showing the best method of using a transformer as a
standard intervalve coupling.

Write now for special booklet P.W.

THE MARK OF BETTER. RADIO
Advt. ILI., Ltd.. 12. Ho& St., Nero Oxford St., London, I5.C.1.

e
imixsio

P.C.
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Take the SHORTPATH

is
K'

to Better Reception

"Cosmos" S.P. 18 Valves, by reason of the unique construc-

RED SPOT

tion of their electrodes whereby the path-filament-grid
anode is reduced to an absolute minimum, provide a-

GREEN SPOT

MORE POWER
SHORTPATH TO -I, FAITHFUL REPRODUCTION
t GREATER ECONOMY
Obtainable from most Wireless Dealers.

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES, LTD.
(Proprietors : Metropolitan -Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.),

4, Central Buildings, Westminster, LONDON.

9

`S.P.18 Valves consume 0'3 Amp.
at from 1'6 to 1'8 volts and require
only a single cell 2 volt. ACCUMULATOR. Made in two forms.

CI (6 111 0 (9

Green Spot
Red Spot

RADIO VALVES

Get a copy of " A Talk to Valve Users."

eV'

to/

Nothing

How loud it is!

111111111111111111111111

cause trouble

ts,

I

That's what everyone says
when they first listen -in with

eienaglitc;.ushsAA,'

a " Brownie Wireless" receiver.

in the J.B.

And it doesn't matter how long you

have one-how often you use it-

I

what
a

*00075

.0005
0003
.00025

'0002

0001
Vernier

*coos

000t

able to 5XX.

5/3

including

5/9
5/9
4/9

..

4/.

Vernier..

J.8. SQUARE
LAW WITH
VERNIER.
oor
.. 14f.,
.0005
.. 12/6
.0003
.. 11/3

00025

.. 11/3

Post, One, 60.;
Two, gd.;
Three, r/-

j/

makes the
set adapt.

"Brownie.'

7/-

..

2,9 extra)
Complete,

can't better
The
-BrownieWireless"
Model No. 2
embodies all
the features
you

8/.

'00025 ..

which, with the aid
of a special coil (price

miles from 5 X X

4/6

.

socket coil attachment is provided,

6/9

,8/6

.

receiver you

give

tion (15 miles relay
stations) or 120

STANDARD.

'00075
'0005
'0003

to

hydraulically

tons, forming a
pleasing and
substantially designed piece of
apparatus. The receiver has a
natural wave -length up to 600
metres and a standard plug and

miles from the local sta-

.. 5/6

ooz

crystal

set

is

moulded under a pressure of 60

At a distance of 25-30

.. 9/6
..
.. 8!.. 6/9
. .

crystal

better results.

SQUARE LAW.

ooi

other

compare it with-you'll neve: find

outer casing

Simplicity is a distinctive feature of
the J.B. There is nothing excessive,
nothing to work loose or get out of
adjustment-no intricate parts or com-

The J.B.

Con-

rnadium Catwhisker.

o r

dard " Brownie " Receiver.
It
capable

famous

D.L.5 Crystal and Pall-

of the Stan-

Pat. No. 241,805.

plicated assembly.

the

is

PRICE

of

10/6

resisting

e,ctreme climatic
conditions. The

COMPLETE

denser is rugged, free from play and
remarkably smooth in action. Further,
it is positively low loss.
The utmost care has been taken in the design
and construction of the J.I3. Condenser. As

a result, the perfecting of details has made

it the nearest approach to condenser per.
lection. Try the J.B. in that new circuit.

ACM

Bwnvbnoniiete. 'b'
base

as good as ever,

5 X X Loading Coil for the Standard

7/6
2/.

THE BROWNIE WIRELESS CO. (of Great Britain) LTD.
(Incorporating the J. W. B. Wireless Co.),

8. POLAND ST -OXFORD ST

Uefephone:-

LONDON - W.I.

GERRARD 7414

(First Floor)

ThebSuttnatonse dcoamrd
It'e'

310a -312a, Euston Road, London, N.W.1.
'Phone a Museum 3717
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By J. F. CORRIGAN, IVI.Se., A.I.C.

I

which it contains, considerably affects its
tuning range.

used in conjunc-

valve set.
Given this receiving
equipment in the first
place, however, a
properly designed and
frame
constructed
aerial will afford
wonderfully good and

very many points in its favour. In the
first place, it is light and portable. Secondly,
the use of a frame aerial does away with the
outdoor aerial, a device which many
excellent individuals who regard the

development of wireless science in a very
conservative manner look upon as being in

the nature of a disfigurement of house

property more than anything else.
Thirdly, a good frame aerial provides an

extremely selective means of picking up
broadcast. Its careful employment will

not only result in a reduction of the amount

of interference received from static disturbances, but, in nearly every- instance,

electrical disturbances due to neighbouring
tramways, power lines, generating stations,
and so forth, can be entirely cut out when
the reception is obtained on a frame aerial.
Reducing Interference.
The chief point of disadvantage about the

frame aerial is, of course, the considerably
reduced amount of radio energy which it is
capable of picking up. Even a frame

aerial of the highest efficiency can only
pick up about a third of the amount of

wave -lengths tunable) is increased. However, if the spacing of the wire is very close,
.the resistance of the frame circuit is
increased_ Thus, under these conditions the
electrical efficiency, of the frame decreases.
In other wOrds, its sensitivity diminishes.
In designing a frame aerial, therefore, an

endeavour should be made to reach a

by its use all ordinary
static and neighbouring electrical interfer-

the spacing of the wire turns should be

compromise between these two factors, and.

adjusted so that the inductance value of the

frame reaches a maximum whilst the re-

sistance is kept as low as possible. Generally,
a spacing of or 2- in. will effect the end in

in this article to enter
into an explanation of
the theoretical nature

view With a frame which is only to be

aerial constructor will

of course, not be too thin, otherwise the

be well aware of the
mode of functioning
of that device. There
are, however, in the

H.F.- resistance of the frame circuit would
be increased. No. 20 S.W.G. wire, suitably
insulated-, is quite suitable for any ordinary

of the frame aerial's
action, for the frame

coming into a great deal of prominence.
An efficiently designed frame aerial has

If the spacing of the turns of wire is

close, the inductance value of the frame
(and consequently the upper range of

pure reception, and

ence can be at once
cut out.
If is not proposed

of nearly every type of valve circuit,
and the increasing popularity of the
portable valve receiving set, the frame
aerial as a receiver of broadcast energy is

-4-4-4.4. 4.....-*

aerial when the device

tion with a multi -

IN consequence of the improving efficiency

0
0

(Staff C,m,,a7 'ant )

properties of a frame
is

:

*

THINGS TO CONSIDER IN
FRAME AERIAL DESIGN. i,

4 -.--4----- 4-4-----

Not a frame, but a reliable outdoor aerial Part of the huge aeria belonging
to the super station now operating at Rugby.

77

construction

of

a

frame aerial, many
details which affect

the resulting efficiency of the aerial, and as
the influence of these constructional details
upon the frame's efficiency may not be so
well known to the amateur, this article will
concern itself entirely with a discussion of
the many efficiency factors which enter into
the making of these aerials.

employed on broadcast wave -lengths.

A Common Fault.
The wire used for winding the frame should

purpose, whilst, of course, many constructors

may prefer to use thin flex, which haS a
loWer resistance and, on account of its
nature, is especially suitable for use With
folding frathe aerials.

The most useful tuning condenser to
use in parallel with a frame aerial is one
which has a maximum capacity of .001 mfd.

Constructional Details.

Now, it has been shown that for reception

on any particular wave -length there is a

definite size of loop, or frame, and, likewise,
a definite number of turns of wire which go

to produce the most effective reception on
that wave -length. In brief, it may be
stated that for comparatively short -wave-

lengths, such as those upon which all
British broadcast transmissions are received,

*are

Diamond7);/)e
Aar

s

large frames containing a small number of
turns are the most suitable.
On the other hand, for the reception of
wave -lengths above 600 metres, a smaller
frame is better, and this frame Should have
a larger number of turns on it. Generally
speaking, a three or three and a half foot
frame containing six turns of wire is

This gives sufficient tuning range for most
purposes, but the capacity of the condenser
should not exceed this value, otherwise a
clamping effect on the received current
will be set up.
Tapped frames are all very well in their
way, but fop average purposes it is doubtful

reception.

such frames, tappings which are not
included in the circuit set up dead-end

the most efficient of any for broadcast

A three-foot frame containing half a

dozen turns of wire will, other things being
equal, tune from 230 to 700 metres, whilst,
by increasing the size of the frame to four
feet, and decreasing the number of turns of

-

if their use brings any advantage. - With

losses, and. these, by absorbing energy
reduce the sensitivity and all-round

efficiency of the frame aerial. ,Therefore,
it is better to rely on the condenser for the
tuning of the frame, and to have the frame
wound with one continuous length of wire.

energy which would be ordinarily received

wire to 4, a frame is obtained which will
tithe 'from, approximately, 190 metres to

consequence of this fact, it is, of course, only
possible efficiently to utilise the many good

somewhere about 600' metres.
Thus it will be seen that the actual size of

A common faith which frame. aerial
enthusiasts make is to have the frame

the frame, and the number of turns of wire

(Continued on next page.)

by a good type of outdoor aerial, and, in
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THINGS TO CONSIDER IN
FRAME AERIAL DESIGN.
(Continued from previous page.)

a .the .turns,. -the fundamental 'wave:length- --

for any definite length of wire will be
independent of the size of the frame on

which it is wound._ Some interesting data

can be gathered by testing a receiver on
various frames, and it will be found that the
care taken in constructing a really efficient
aerial is fully repaid.

Induc- Capacity
of Side No. of Spacing tance (microofFrame Turns. (inches). (micro- micro(feet.)
henries). farads).

Length

4
6

6

4

1
1

150
124

8

3

-1

96

Fartdamental

-

IN ave.

length
(metres)

. 55

175
170
160

66
75

situated close to a wall and parallel to it.
This position of a frame aerial should be,
avoided, for the influence of neighbourinab
masses of matter, such as walls, causes the
resistance of the frame winding to- go up:

A SERVICEABLE
TELEPHONE
TERMINAL BOARD.

If, of course, the frame is placed at right
angles to a near -by wall, this effect is not
evident. Nevertheless, it is always best to

have the frame situated at least two feet
from a wall.

-4-:-N.--;-41.-4,4-----11L

Various Types of Frames.
Insulated wire is not

necessary for

effectively insulate the turns of wire at the

Attach the terminals to the upper side
of the board, and screw them well down,

cutting off any projecting shafts of the
terminals if they protrude too far below

*

THE telephone terminal board here described inay not,' perhaps, be- to the
liking of every amateur, especially

frame aerial winding, but, of course, if it is

not used, great care must be taken to

wood which has been cut away to a depth
of half aninch.

the more fastidions person;but, never-

theless. this little instrument is an:extremely
efficient and serviceable one. It is sturdy,
and it can 'be knocked about to almost ahy
extent Without any injury being done to it.
is

The 'construction of the terminal board
of the simplest nature.
The actual

the under surface of the wood.

Next, solder 'strips of square -sectioned
wire to the undersides of the terminals in
the manner shown in Fig. 1, and to the
ends of the wire connecting the rows of
terminals, carefidly solder the leads of a
length of twin flex. Having done this, take

a small staple, and fasten the covered
flex down to the wood, as shown in the
diagram.

Filling in the Base.

Finally, having made sure that all connections are perfect, fill up the cavity in
the base of the terminal board with molten

paraffin wax, and then allow the instrument to remain undisturbed for half an
hour in order that the wax may become
thoroughly hard.

If, subsequently, the surface of the wax
is found to be a little uneven, thin shavings

of was may be taken off by means of a.
. sharp knife.

points where they touch the arms of the
frame. For essentially portable frames,
and for those of the collapsible or folding
type, insulated wire should be used. In the
case of folding frame aerials, it is, in fact,
essential or almost so, at any rate.
In estimating the distance between the

turns of wire in the frame, the distance should not be calculated from the outer
insulative covering of the wires, but from
the metallic surfaces themselves. Thus, in

using flex wire for portable or folding frame

aerials, the turns of wire may be almost
touching when they are wound on the

The competed te:ephone board m3y be seen above.

dimensions, of course, will be dependent
upon the number of terminals which it is
desired to include on the board. Generally

set may be allowed to remain in one perma-

speaking, however, three pairs of terminals
are sufficient for the average needs of most
amateurs, and, therefore, the measurements given in this description apply to a
board equipped with

terminal board may be placed on the floor,
table, or in any other convenient position,
the telephone. leads, of course, being taken
from it.

to be seen between the square type of

frame, the " diamond " type, and the
" lozenge " frame. These types of frames

are illustrated in the figs, as also is the

" octagonal " frame, a type which is now

being seen in large numbers. If anything,
however, the diamond type of frame is to
be slightly more preferred on account of the
lessened chances of its sides being placed
in a position parallel to any closely neighbouring wall or other large object.

terminals.
Hard Wood.

In order to con-

struct the board,
obtain a small piece

of wood-the harder

and

the

more

Flex
Connections

2vi

thoroughly seasoned,
the better-a bout
four inches long, two
and a half inches
wide, and approximately one inch thick.
Plane, or otherwise

trim all the surfaces

the wood, and
finally sand -paper off
so as to impart a
smooth surface to the object.
Of

Constructional Data.

A table giving data of frame aerials of
3, 4, and 6 -feet side length will he 'seen
below.

This will be of interest to the

frame aerial constructor. The " fundamental wave -length " is, of course, the

wave -length to which the frame will tune

without a condenser being employed in
conjunction with it. This fundamental
wave -length of the frame is the same for
any particular length of wire, and provided

that the inductance value of the frame is

not increased by excessively close -spacing.

nent situation in the room, whilst the

three sets of 'phone

frame.

In ordinary use very little difference is

The telephone, terminal board will now
be ready for use. At least twelve feet of
flex should be attached to it, for, by having
a good length of this material, the receiving

Flex

Coppei 23ple
hoknodown

instibred

Rex
Rounded
Comers

Now mark out on the upper surface of
the board the positions for the terminals,
and then cut away the underside of the
board to a depth of half an inch, leaving a
border of uncut wood all round to a width'
of about a quarter of an inch.

This constructional work will be made
plainer by a study of the diagram Fig. 1,

which represents the underside of the
-terminal -board, the inner portion. being -the

uare -5eclioned
Wire

001wc
COO: BY

SER:N?

0,

fga.

5, 6./.

The finished terminal board is shown in .
the photograph. It will be noticed from the
diagiam, 'Fig. I, 'that- the terminals are
connected in parallel. Therefore, the 'phone
connections must be made to any opposite
pair of terminals on the board.
Other types of boards can easily be constructed on similar lines. These can have

arrangements for either series or parallel
connections and can contain a larger number
of terminals. if _desired...
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EDISWAN VALVES ARE ENTIRELY BRITISH MADE.

THE PERFECT PAIR II __
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USE them together. It is the only way to get the real
Ediswan quality of reproduction. Individually,

Ediswan Valves are always better-very robust ; very
long in life; very reliable in service. But it is in cooperation that Ediswan Valves give the most remarkable
results.

You can test this on your own set.

Ediswan A.R.D.E. is made to
function as a H.F. amplifier (red line),

or as a

L.F. amplifier or detector
(green line). P.V.6.D.E. is specially

designed for use when A.R.D.E. is
used in the preliminary stages, when

ample and undistorted volume
required.

is

The following table indicates the combinations
of Ediswan Valves that give the best re. ilts :Receiving.

AR
ARDE

Accumulator or

lower.

Batter(' Volts.
6
2

Pri
PV6

3
PV8
AR 05
With these groups and Ediswan H.T. and L.T.

Accumulators the ideal is attained.

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
123-5, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.

ISWAN VES
The PIONEER

VALVE

:: -;S,
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apparatus will he installed. It will use
25 kilowatts and have an effective transmission radius of about 1,800 miles. This

FOREIGN RADIO NEWS

station is intended as a connecting link
between Novo Nikoktiew, in Siberia, and the
American stations.
At Jenissei, in Siberia, a 4 -kilowatt station

FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENTS
/4(

A Radio Conference at Geneva.

INVITATIONS have been issued to -all
broadcasting concerns in Europe to
attend an International Conference in
Geneva beginning on March 25th. The
organising body is the Office International
de Radiophonie.

The main question to be settled is the

definite repartition of wave -lengths among
European stations.
Esperanto Lessons.

So far, 82 broadcasting stations belonging

to 22 different countries are broadcasting
talks or courses in Esperanto. Pride of

place is taken by Great Britain with 16
stations ; then come the United States

with 13, Germany with 11, France with 5,
Canada and Soviet Russia with 4 apiece,
Holland and
Australia with 3 each, Mexico and Austria

Denmark,

Switzerland,

with 2, - Brazil, Finland, Italy, Norway,

Rumania, Uruguay, Hungary and CzechoSlovakia with one apiece.

Radio. Stimulates Reading.

The association of librarians of France,
in the course of its report for 1925, states
that radio broadcasting has a very distinct
stimulating effect on reading. It has been
noticed that the opening of a broadcasting
station in a particular district is followed
within a few weeks by an increased demand

for books alluded to or recommended in the
course of broadcast talks.

Apart from this direct answer to radio
appeal, there is also a noticeable increase
in the reading of books dealing with music
and the history of music. People are
developing an interest in music beyond the

mere pleasure of listening to it, and are
eager to know something about the composers and the different styles of musical
composition.

will be erected, with a relay station at the
mouth of the Jenissei River at Turuschank.
Swerdlovt-sk will have a 10 -kilowatt
station, and Orenburg, in the Ural Mountains,
one of 4 kilowatts.

It is further planned to set up a station

at Chiwa, in Turkestan, with a relay station

at Tashkend. These will be the first outposts of radio in Central Asia.
New Austrian Station.

In the great salt mine at Kalicz, a receiv

The new station at Brucnn, in Austria,
after its preliminary tests, has now started
regular broadcasting, using 2;4 kilowatts

listen to Vienna, Prague, and other stations

broadcast from 8 to 9 p.m., Central European
time.

earth's surface.

French Chamber Rejects Radio Tax.

Wireless in a Mine.

ing set and a loud speaker have been
installed in the deepest gallery of the
workings, and the men are thus able to
while working nearly a mile under the

Russian Radio Developments.
The Commissary for Posts and Telegraphs

announces the conclusion of an agreement

with the Electric State Combine for the
erection of a number of radio stations

throughout the far -lying parts of the Soviet
dominions, in extension of the system which
has covered European Russia with a well organised group of stations.

At Peter -Paul, on the Island of Kamt-

schatka, in the Far East, a new station
provided with Professor Wolodin's latest

and a wave -length of 521 metres.

The main musical programme will be

The French Chamber, after a heated
debate, rejected the proposal to inflict a
flat -rate tax on all receiving sets in France.
The tax was condemned as undemocratic.
A Tax Reduction.
The Czecho-Slovak Minister of Posts and

Telegraphs announced in connection with
the opening of the new Prague station that,
beginning on April 1st, the yearly tax
payable on all receiving sets used in the
country would be reduced from 15 to 10
crowns.

DIO

BUY BRITISH GOODS

THE EDISON BELL "MUSICALLY

PERFECT" SPEAKER

NO METAL HORN
NO

METAL DIAPHRAGM
NO METALLIC NOISE
JUST MUSIC

PRICE 42/Stocked by all " Live " Dealers. If unable to

TESTED 500 VOLTS
FLAT TYPE

obtain, write direct-

J. E. HOUGH, Ltd., Edison Bell Works,

TESTED 500 VOLTS
I

UPRIGHT TYPE

LONDON, S.E.15, and HUNTINGDON.

INSIST ON EDISON BELL CONDENSERS
THEY ARE BRITISH MADE AND GUARANTEED BYA NAME WITH 30 YEARS REPUTATION BEHIND IT
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"Ifs the Valves that

make the difference
" Don't claim to be much of an expert, old boy,
but I'll tell you this : you can pay 50 guineas for
a nickel -plated, low -loss, super -super set, and if
you aren't using the right valves you

aren't getting half the pleasure out
of wireless. It's like looking at the
lights o' London when there's a fog
on, or being in charming company
when you've got the ear -ache.
" Now MY set isn't much to look at ;
junk, you'd call it. But I have three

NEUTRON Valves, and I'll back
it against the best. Get everything
that's going, and my loud -speaker
reproduction is as clear as a bell.
" Red Spot Neutron for H.F.-

and Detector ; Green Spot for
L.F. And they're as good as any
BRIGHT Valves-and that's saying a lot when

MATCHED TONE

HEADPHONES
IF you're fond of sitting up in the

1. wee sma' hours to stretch a hand
across the world, " Matched Tone "
are extremely able confederates.
With radio you span continents and
with " Matched Tone " it becomes
easier, " comfier " and much more
efficacious. Distant signals stand out
clearly ; " Matched Tone " grope in

the ether with unfailing accuracy.
The specially matched receivers make
them super -sensitive and tone perfect. You are logging a new call -sign
every day with " Matched Tone."

20f -

you're speaking of Dull -Emitters."
Table -Talker

30/-

Ei3TRL/IN

ALVE

H.F.-Red Spot.

Audio Transformer

90/-

17/6

Brandes
Brandes Limited, 296, Regent Street, W.1

L.F.-Green Spot.

From any good Dealer

In both 4 -volt and 2 -volt types.
Sold by Radio dealers everyDistributors, Sentinel House,
where. In case of difficulty
London, W.C.1.

send P.O. 12/6 for sample
valve, post free. Address
" Valve Dept. A," Neutron

Brandola

I

British made and guaran-

teed by Neutron, Ltd.

Point -O -Six for 12/6

43. 563 B.

SfIRVICO ADVCRTIS/NG
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The arrangements entered into between
the Igranic people. and' Pacents of America

are rapidly having an effect on the output
of the former. 'This is all to the good, for
Igra.nics now have access to the designs
and the use of the patents covering some of

the leading U.S. components, and, with

British labour producing them, are able to
offer them to constructors in this country
at reasonable prices.

An excellent example

the Igranic-

is

Pacent True -straight -Line -Frequency variable condenser. There has been nothing

on the English market before,
although it is well known to the U.S. fan.
like it

Traders and manufacturers are invited to submit wireless' pis and component parts to the
" P.W." Technical Dept. for test. All tests are carried out with strict impartiality in the
" P.W." Test Room under the supervision of the Technical Editor, and the general reader
is asked to note that this weekly article is also intended to provide a reliable and unbiased
guide as to what to buy and what to avoid.-EDITOR.

HITHERTO, " low -loss " condensers of
modern design have been rather

expensive, and amateurs with not -

too -deep pockets have been debarred from
their use owing to high initial outlay. In
order to meet a popular demand, P. Sherman, of 12, River Street, London, E.C.1,
has produced a series of good instruments

of this nature at very reasonable prices.

For instance, a Sherman Low -loss Square
Law Variable Condenser with vernier, of
.0005 mfd. maximum capacity, costs but
8s. 6d. This is a decidedly attractive price,
the more so as the component is well made
and of a high order of electrical efficiency.

Solid brass end strips " earthing " the
moving vanes, minimum insulation con-

sistent with strength and an absence of
friction or spring washer's are commendable
features in the design. The action is smooth

and free from anything but an excellent

It is made of hard brass practically throughout, and only two small pieces of insulating
material are used. Both fixed and moving
vanes are riveted together. It is compact,

although the vanes being long the area
covered by them in movement is rather

even resistance. A low minimum capacity
and a maximum, as stated, are given. We
can recommend this variable condenser to
the attention of our readers.

large.

We have received some samples of the
new Radion inductance tubes which the

a smooth, silky movement. In fact, it is a
" low -loss " component very modern in
design and construction and; of "course,
very " American " in appearance: -Two

American Hard Rubber people are producing. These tubes are made in 6 -in. lengths,
and are 3 in. in diameter. The special

feature, is, however, that they are ribbed
so that the wire does not touch the whole
surface, but is held away by moulded pro

In addition to single -hole fixing three

holes and the necessary screws are provided
for those who prefer multiple point mounting. A special dust -proof bearing permits

values are available, -00035 mfd. at 14s. 6d.

and .0005 mfd. at 18s. 6d., without dials.
Readers should note, however, that them
are circuits popular in this country, the
-

jections. Therefore the former is particularly
suitable for winding short-wave coils on.

Chaos- is one, with which it would be

tremely laigh standard, and they are always
" clean and " finished " in appearance,
so these tubes are not dear at 3s. 6d. each.

stops (maximum`) is

Radion-products are always of an ex-

inadvisable to employ this variable, for
the simple reason that one
moving to fixed vanes.

metal and shorts
This, of course,

(Continued on page 84.)

FILAMENT RHEOSTATS and
POTENTIOMETERS
With the windings carried on a porcelain bobbin and having

the contact arm moving on its inner side, the "-Cosmos
Filament_ Rheostat takes up remarkably little 'space, is
strong in construction and has a very smooth and reliable
movement. It is fixed by ONE HOLE and is provided
Made in four types, two
with a handsome knob and dial.
of which are double wound for Dull OR Bright Valves and
one a Potentiometer. Prices and particulars are given in an
adjacent panel.

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES,

LTD.

(Proprietors : Metropolitan -Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.),

4, Central Buildings, Westminster, LONDON.

Description

Ohms

Carrying

PO amp
Single Wound 6'0
18+2 4-1.5
Double
30+4 '2-1'0
Double
300
Potentiometer

--

PRICE

4/6
5/0
5/0
6/0
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Unevualled

for Tone

CHARLEY'S AUNT
The remembrance of sheer enjoyment.

UNLESS you have
heard

the

Sheer enjoyment for the wireless enthusiast is born of perfect reception.
You can be sure of perfect reception
and know that each and every evening
will be full of real pleasure if you use

Kone_

Loud Speaker you cannot realise the wonderful

Six Sixty Valves.
Our new range embod:ying the lat,est
improvements of modern research
marks a real advance in scientific Valve

advance that has been

achieved in Loud

design. We have studied the needs of
every section of the Radio Public, and
the most exacting wireless enthusiast
can get a Six Sixty Valve to suit his

Speaker production.
KONE SPEAKER.

PRICE £6

-6-0

own special requirements.
Here's one particular type-the
S.S.7, a wonderful Dull Emitter Power

The tone is quite different to the older type, in
fact it cannot be realised

Amplifier capable of handling output

sufficient to work the largest Loud
Speaker without distortion. The design

that a Loud Speaker is

such that prolific
low that the filament does not glow
when operating under its rated conditions ; in short, practically a " cold"
valve. Just consider for a moment
of

being used and you
might actually be listening to organ recitals,

Grand Operas, etc., given

by great artistes in your
own home.

KONE CABINET
AMPLIFIER.

The Kone Loud Speaker
will operate successfully
on any amplifier having
an output impedance of

2,000 to 5,000 ohms.

-

_

what this means. The destroying influence of high temperature and the alternate expansion and contraction of the
filament are almost eliminated, with the
result -that the life -of the valve is proportionately. increased.
Remember;
too, this valve is entirely non -micro phonic, and owing to the low filament
current consumption can be satis4 -volt accumulator.

S.S.7.
Voltage
Consumption

3-7 volts.
.5 amps.

PRICE 22/6

For long life, good service and

perfect tone insist on 669 Valves.

ELF

N:
of

aowau"noa_uuoauunomour

dance is 2,000 ohms as in

VIulickrd ielephofies and Cables Limited

is

factorily operated from dry cells or a

The ideal output impethe " Kone " Amplifier.

this Valve

emission is obtained at temperatures so

git

Ask your Dealer

for Leaflet S.S.1.7
for full particulars
of complete range.

SIxY

( formerly Western Electric)

Connaught House, Aldvvyeh, London, W.C.2.
'Phone : Central 7343 (so Lines).
Works: NORTH WOOLWICH, NEW SOUTHGATE, AND HENDON,
Branches : Glasgow, Leeds, BirminghaM, Manchester, Newcastle,

Cardiff, Southampton, Liverpool and Dublin.

BETTER BY SIX TIMES
The Electron Co., Ltd., Triumph House, 189, Regent Street, London, W.1

3
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Another Igranic component well worth
mentioning is the grid leak. As an example

well made, they should meet with the, most
critical amateur's approval.

*

goods." It is sold at 2s. 3d. complete with
various attachments, screws, - etc., which

would cause trouble in eases where H.T.
is led round to aerial and isolated from

or connected in any possible manner.
Electrically it is as efficient as it is mechanic-

Some few weeks ago we received an H.T.
accumulator battery for test from the
Cattley Accumulator Co., of Llandaff,
Cardiff. Its speCial feature is its compact-

* .1.---411.1.- a- 1-.1,,

4

APPARATUS TESTED.

*

I

*

(Continued from page 82.)
4. 4. 4-4-4. 4-4-4.

of forethought it' is 100 per cent. " the

*

permit it to be mounted on or to anything

ness. For its A.H. capacity it is unusually

ally adaptable. Messrs. Igranics evidently
know the way to make themselves popular
among " fans " and constructor amateurs.

grid or filament by means of a tuning

In most cases it would merely
cause very loud noises', but it might, be
worth Messrs. Igranics' while to consider
whether an insulated end stop would riot
variable.

small. The cells, which are tubular in shape,
are contained in a polished cabinet. On the
front are situated a five -point -switch and

They 'deserve the reward of the big sales

two sockets for plugging in puiposes. A
neat handle on the top of the case enables
one to carry the battery in- one hand quite

we are sure they command.

be better, even although such might absorb
an odd electron or so now and then.
A very interesting new line due to Messrs.

*

*

Messrs. S.

*

A. Lamplugh, Ltd., King's

' easily.

' After having given the battery a " refresher " charge, we first of- all tested its

Read, Tyseley, Birmingham, recently sent

us several of their new 6 -ohm filament

lgranies is the " XLLOS " coil. It is an
"extra low -loss," to quote from the leaflet
before us, that can he used as an ordinary
plug-in coil. A special arrangement permits either one socket and one plug to be

The components are designed
rheostats.

capacity. It delivered 5 milliamps. through
a calibrated resistance element for a period
of 200 hours without showing an appreciable

for single -hole mount-

used or two plugs or two sockets,
spaced in standard manner or widely
separated. The coil is completely enclosed

in moulded bakelite, although very little

ing; and are provided
with pleasing black
and white dials. Their
design is rather out

drop in voltage, and it was not until 300
hours was reached that it began to show

of

after a day or two's rest it again registered
nearly full voltage. It can safely be stated
that its capacity exceeds 2 ampere hours,
although 1.6 is all that is claimed for it by
the makers.
A short-circuiting test followed by a
week or so of idleness in a more 'Or less
completely discharged state did not appear

signs of tiring. At 430 it gave indications

that recharging was necessary, although

the ordinary, as

the accompanying illustration shows, .but
it is none the less

material trespasses in the allinaportant " field." The whole structure is
very rigid. The coils couple well, and give
of this

sharp tuning as proof of their low H.F.

effective.

The con-

tact is a sprung buffer
which moves around

resistance and' low self capacity. They are
sure to prove popular among both amateurs

The Lamplugh Filament
Rheostat.

the inner side of the resistance element.

and experimenters owing to their adaptability. We believe Messrs. Igranics are
going to produce a low -loss coil holder
especially to take " XLLOS " coils, although it must again be pointed out, they
can be used with any standard type of coil
holder. Prices of the XLLOS's are very
reasonable, ranging :from 5s. 2d. for the

to harm the battery, for a further charge
brought it up again into an apparently

A smooth, even movement is thus assured.
Two stout terminals with soldering tags are
provided. On test the Lamplugh Filament
Rheostat gave excellent results. One used
as -a master control on an -eight-valve
Super Het., taking about 21 amps., showed

perfect condition.

We understand that the Battery High

Tension Accumulator is sold at a price

equalling Is. per volt, and that it can be

no sign of heating up, and gave regular,
positive adjustments.

50 upwards.

sills

supplied -in various. voltages
upwards in steps of 20.

Well designed and

This Igranic-Pacent Rheostat

But is a precision

You know it's
good becausP of
the name' LOTUS'
Don't have your valves
The
spoiled by shock.
LotuS Valve Holder has

in-

strument in every way.

been specially. designed to counter-

act the microphonic elements that

accuracy 'of adjustment, A porcelain base is used, and the wire. is widely
Wound to give maximum cooling effect, It is suitable for two -hole mounting,
for which purpose the dial acts as drilling template, and the mounting holes
are clongated"to allow spacing of from r in. to if in, It gives an ideal finish to
the panel, having a moulded knob and gold or silver finished dial, as desired.
Supplied with 6, so, 20, 30,. or 5o ohms resistance, or as a Potentiometer with
400 ohms at the same prices. 6d, each, Ask your dealer.
The range of Igranic-Pacent Radio Essentials consists of : The Super " Audio former," Porcelain -and Bakelite Rheostats and Potentiometers, The True Straight
Line Frequency Variable Condense'', The Elegant Microvern Dial, The Balcon, the
most complete line of Plugs, Jacks and Switches in the world, jack Nameplates,
The Radiodyle The Radiofile, etc.

are so injurious to the delicate
Valve sockets and
springs arc locked

-

together by a
mechanical

manent

149, Queen Victoria St.,
London.

connec-

Bakelite

tion.

mouldings, nickel
silver springs and
phosphor bronze
valve sockets.
Nickel plated.

PACENT
Radio
Essentials

"MITEP

valve filaments.
The unique and original springs of the
Lotus Valve Holder absorb any -shock
and eliminate all microphonic noises.
Protect YOUR valves by fitting' the
Lotus Holder.

foirriurs
VALVE- 110-LPER

.

From alt Reliable -Radio Dealers.

.

Works : Elstow Road,
Bedford.

6\iikikA/AAAAAAAAALAAAAAV\A/
\/ \C \AV \TV \\A/

pro-

cess, ma -king a
definite and per-

Write For the Igranic Pacent List P 50

Licensees of

60

rasmatcnama

Its special construction greatly facilitates mounting and preserves the original

Exclusive

from

shock - protecis the valves

at

2/6!

Manufacturing

*

With
T e RNLI

GARNETT, WHITELEY & Co. Ltd.,
Road, Liverpool.

Broadgreen
2

Makers of the famous LOTUS Coil Holder.
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SCRAP YOUR H.T. BATTERY!
if your Electric Supply is
by DIRECT CURRENT -

obtain H.T. through the

"EKCO
H.T. UNIT

35

(PEZtv.')

by just attaching adaptor
to lamp -holder or wall plug.

3"

ENSURES PERFECT RECEPTION.
LASTS A LIFETIME.
RUNNING EXPENSES NEGLIGIBLE.
SAVES COST IN A FEW MONTHS.

-USERS' OPINIONS:.

If the Bowyer -Lowe Popular
Condenser does not give you
thoroughly good service for
twelve months after purchase,

'' The ' EI;To' No. 3 Unit work; very well, and has considerably improved
reception.'
Sir T. W. E., Et., Fife.

" Unit to hand, and I am very pleased with same. It justifies all you claim
and is ideal for loud speaker work."
C. W., Bury.
" The Unit we had from you is very satisfactory. It is quite as silent as the
H.T. Batteries were."
cf. W. & Sons (Electricians). sines Lynn.

it will be exchanged free. Such
a guarantee could only be given

0005 M.F

or
0005

M.F

through which it gives you rich, pure, undistorted

"I tested Unit and hare pleasure in stating that it works yery satisfactorily.
I was especially pleased at the complete absence of ' sing' from the Mains."B. 4., Prescot.
Your N.T. Unit is in every way as good, if not better, than the ordinary
battery type of H.T. H.T. worries should be over for everyone who possesses

signals and a surprisingly great wave -length range.
Ample supplies are ready. Order direct if your

.

dealer cannot deliver from stock.

E. J., Newcastle

one."

"I may add that under test your Unit was very silent in use-in fact, better
than any I hare yet tried of these Units."
J. H. (Wireless Dealer), Chester.
"I hove tested your 'Ekco' H.T. Unit for the past week, and am very pleasecl
with it indeed. In fact, it is altogether superior to my 120-e. accumulator.'

J. S. (Wireless Dealer), Lowestoft.

UNITS TO S
ALL

SETSUI T} From 29/6

SEND FOR PARTICULARS FREE!

E. K. COLE

with an instrument whose efficiency is beyond ques-,
tion. Try this condenser in your sets. No better
instrument has ever been produced at the price.
Ball bearing -control, compensated square law tuning
and low -loss design are the three characteristics

yBowyer-Lowe
VOPULAICCONDINSER
BALL BEARINGLOW LOSSSQUARE LAW
Bowyer Lowe C° 0° Letchworth

(Dept.A.) 505, London Road,

WESTCLIFF - ON - SEA.

h

PARNGO

PANELS & CONDENSERS
ARE

GUARANTEED
Then Why be Content with Inferior Substitutes?

Ask your dealer or write to us direct
PARAGON RUBBER MANUFACTURING CG. LTD.
HULL
SCULCOATES
DON'T be forced to listen to your
local station. The remarkable
Ormsby Long Range Selective Circuit
will

bring in most of the foreign

stations because you can

CUT OUT YOUR LOCAL STATION
and tune in others. You can receive
most of them on three valves

PARAGON
11=1111=1=m1116...PAR
_ 4=111111.1111101=1

THE LATEST ACHIEVEMENT !
3 to

Complete
Amplifier
Price

(Prov. Patent No. 8574/25)

LOUD -SPEAKER RESULTS from
CRYSTAL RECEPTION of average

charts, tuning data, template, and full

strength.

instructions. Price 2,6 post free.

Not a Microphone Button. Entirely free from
distortion and microphonic noises. No valves.
No accumulators. No H.T. batteries. No fragile,
parts.
Nothing to get out of order. A child can
operate it. 3 -volt .Dry Battery only required in
-dchtton to Amplifier

Please stale if three el four valves reauired.

M. ORMSBY & Co.
28, Page Street, Westminster,
1937.

fold AMPLIFICATION WITHOUT

MAGNETIC MICROPHONE BAR

500 MILES AWAY ON L. SPEAKER.
Circuit includes two simple wiring

London,
'Phone: Victoria

10

VALVES from any Crystal or Valve Set at small,
cost, by the NEW

Further particulars ltd. stamp,

SEPARATE PARTS
ALSO
SUPPLIED.

Phone:
Musennt 2703.

Order direct from Sole Manufacturers & Patentees

and BEWARE OF INFRINGEMENTS!

NEW WILSON
ELECTRICAL
MANUFACTURING COMPANY, LTD.,
18, Fitzroy Street, Euston Road, London, W.1
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For every question asked a fee of 6d. should be
A copy of the numbered questions should
be kept, so that the replies may be given under the
enclosed.

numbers. (It is not possible to reproduce the question
in the answer.)
IMPORTANT.-If a wiring diagram, panel lay -out
or list of point-to-point wiring is required, an add.tional
fee of 1'- must be enclosed.
Wiring diagrams of commercial apparatus, such as

sets of any particular manufacture, etc., cannot be
supplied. (Such particulars can only be obtained
from the makers.)
Readers may submit their own diagrams, etc., for
per diagram.
correction or for criticism. The fee is
and these should be large, and as clear as possible.
No questions can be answered by 'phone.
Remittances should be in the form of Postal Orders,

All Editorial Communications to be addressei to The Editor, POPULAR
,WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
NORMAN EDWARtia",1117.Inst.R.E., F.R.S.A.,
F.R.G.S.

The Editor desires to direct the attention of his
,readers to the fact that, as much of the information
given in the columns of this paper is of a technical

Technical Editor :
G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.
Assistant Technical Editors :
P. R. BIRD.
K. D. ROGERS.

Patent, and the amateur and trader would be well

Scientific Adviser :
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.
Staff Consultants

Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P. , J.

nature and concerns the most recent developments in
the Radio world, some of the arrangements and
specialities described May be the subject of Letters

F.

Foreign Correspondents

The Editor cannot accept responsibility
for manuscripts and photos. Every care will be taken

stamped and addressed envelope must be Sent with
every article. All contributions to be addressed to
The Editor, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street,

London, E.C.4. All inquiries concerning advertising
rates, etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs.
John H. Lile, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.

S. (London, W ).-Is there a loss of

efficiency by using an iron mast to support an
aerial, instead of a wooden pole ?

to our own patent advisers, where every facility and

the aerial is well insulated, and it possesses the advan-

patent questions, if sent to the Editor, will be forwarded
help will be afforded to readers.

Iron is quite as efficient s wood, provided that
tage of durability. Although dry wood is a fair
insulator the average mast has no insulating properties.

TECHNICAL QUERIES.

SIZES OF WIRES.

Letters should be addressed to :
Technical Query Dept.,
" Popular Wireless,"
The Fleetway House,
Farringdon Street,
London, E.C.4.

:wireless work.

A

F.

invention to patent, or who desire advice on potent
questions, to our patent agent. Letters dealing with

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and
photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to

return MSS. not accepted for

_
IRON MAST FOR AERIAL.

the patents before doing so.

PATENT ADVICE FOR READERS.

F.
M. DELANO, Paris
Dr. ALFRED
GRADENWITZ, Berlin L. W. CORBETT,
New York ; P. F. MARTIN, Italy ; W.
PETERS, Holland.

to

\and Abiswery/

advised to obtain permission of the patentees ro use

The Editor will be very pleased to recommend
readers of POPULAR WIRELESS who have any wireless

CORRIGAN, M.Sc., A.I.C.; C. E. FIELD,B.Sc.

publication.

uest ony

T. M. I. (Barnstaple).-How many turns to
the inch are there of the following wires :
Enamelled insulation -38, 44, 46, 48 S.W.G. ?

They should be written on one side of the paper
only, and MUST be accompanied by a stamped
addressed envelope.
Queries should be asked in the form of the numbered
questions : (1), (2), (3), etc.. but may be accompanied
by a short letter giving any necessary additional
Particulars as briefly as possible.

There are 143 turns of 38 enamelled, to the inch,

253 of 44, 371 of 46, 509 of 48 (approx.)

MATTING EBONITE.
(St. Helen's,

" CONSTRUC.TOR "

Lanes).-

What are the advantages of a " matt "_surface
(Continued on page 83.)

and self-contained
Loud

HERE is a NEW
"MELLOWTONE"

5178/Lthym

PRODUCT

-A real Low Loss
Valve Holder

THIS is a scientifically designed
component that meets a real
need and is far superior to any
other. The base is made from
turned pure grade" A Post Office

quality ebonite-TERMINALS

are fixed as standard-its self
capacity is negligible-the di-

electric losses are virtually zero

PRICE

3/3

-ensures perfect contact without any necessity for soldering
-and is absolutely vibrationless.

Fit this Holder-it is guaranteed to give entire

SATISFACTION. Obtainable from all
reputable dealers,
Write for illustrated list of this and other
"specialities.
"

4.-7MIDLAND RADIOTELEPHONE M FPS L
BRETTELL LANE WORKS

na,,Co Ade

Speaker. Set

illustrated below.

..

Clearly and concisely
written and containing
many illustrations, in
the Radion Book are'
also particulars fcr
building three other
high grade sets. Every

enthusiast will want

About a book
you'll want.

In the new Radion
Book you will find

complete working instructions for building
the unique portable

thiS book. From your
dealer, or send 6d. in
stamps to
AMERICAN HARD

RUBBER Co.
(Britain), LTD.

13a' Fore St..
London,E. C.2

RADION

DISTINCTIVE PANELS

d.
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TWO TYPES :
outside panel
mounting :
Two-way ..
7/ -

THE CRYSTAL SENSATION OF 1926!

For

Three -way

87

10/6

For inside baseboard
mounting, with 6 in.
handle:

.,-,The All -British

D.

.. 8/ Three -way .. 12/6

2
:,1t ni,:
CRYSTAL

The Moving Block
Cannot fall back

210°

INCIA DING

AL

CATSWHISKER

Wireless Crystal

,k1;SHTs KFR

and TWEEZERS

Fully Guaranteed

acd TWEEZERS

'Y"!°!! -.,r! qr-4?,7r.129 4?

7PZLtrzT 4?

Lnpve Crysta

Do away with that irritating, time wasting fading
away of volume caused by the falling of your

lAt f77.11 4? F.:17g V

Fit a Lotus Geared Vernier Coil Holder and get
ment which reduces the speed by eight times, and

4(77.1.7tai4?

moving block !

4

'EMPIRE,

Two-way

ri-40

;° 0 EIrt.? 1 7F72771

7.fr:as 41l,pimi:?ti V

!797': T1

really accurate tuning. Has an easy Vernier move-

stays where it's put-exactly !
Fit in any position, with any weight of coilyou'll be satisfied with the results.

l'.'1 '"'!`!=7' 4

lomurs

Blakelite

moulding;
for the side plates,

coil blocks and

VERNIER

knobs; heavy Nickel

Plating for the

r1

Front all. reliable Radio Dealers

Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd., Lotus Works,
Broadgreen Road, Liverpool.

POSITIVE GRIP PLUGS & SOCKETS
Pat. No. 245586.

Trade Discount.
Sole Manufacturers and Patentees:-

THE

la,

LISENIN WIRELESS CO.,
Edgware Road. London, W.2

'Phone:

Paddington 2711.

Tel. Address:
" Posgrip, Padd., London."

is

It is

Free from

Ebonite

Leakage.

substitute.

not a
Registered Trade Mark.

Do not be put off with imitations-look for the Brand.
THE BRITISH EBONITE Co. Ltd., Hanwell, LONDON,W.7,

4';' 1P2Z!7°7'144
m. Empire

1

?

tvi- En==rial V F777T1

11,r;1141°'

01127771'
4? 4iliFii381

-"'4;fT!..i..)?A4?

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS:

GILRAY TRADING CORPORATION LTD. Sicilian*` House. W.C.I

OBTAINABLE EVERYWHERE.

in .ease of difficulty send 41d. in stamps and
name of dealer to the Sole Distributors.

BROADCAST

SATISFACTION

FLUXITE
SOLDERING

Not until you have
your

soldered

set

with FLUXITE will

you discover the
secret

of

faultless

reception.

For

FLUXITE soldered
joints always provide

perfect contact, they
never come undone.

Soldering the FLUXITE way is so simplea minute's practice and you are an expert.
Ask your Ironmonger or Hardware Dealer to show you the neat little

It is perfectly simple to use, and
will last for years in constant use.

The Hall Mark of " Quality " Ebonite

Surface

0 W,;

1

FLUXITE

STOP !
Guaranteed

4;-

471)

Empire71"

SIMPLIFIES

THERE can be few amateurs who have not
been troubled with broken leads, or said
hard things about faulty connections. Of
the whole set there is probably no part which is"
so often abused as the connections. " Lisenin "
Positive Grip Plugs alleviate this evil. They
are designed to take the smallest Ilex up to
5 mina cable. Sleeves and indication discs red
and black. N. Plated.
PRICE 6d.
Plug and socket complete, or Spade End
Terminal. Obtainable of all dealers. Liberal

Plug and Socket or
Spade End, 6d. each.

'7';r:g:K

Empire Cr

Empire

[4; 17tg741e7: NT 7:,17.--pim -41117!..=.47,1 v.--Er7;v:-.;ti,

Mothers of the New LOTUS BUOYANCY VALVE HOLDER

faSIEMilk

17'..4 ......

44

4', j -77.7:72M 4;'ilT.V2c1V117777.7.7711;°

Ern" CY.

4i

COIL hOLDERS

metal parts.

-CA V 4tPlIgl4i°

Empire

ql

SOLDERING
SET

It contains a special small space "
Soldering Iron with non -heating
metal handle, a pocket Blow -lamp.
FLUXITE, solder, etc., and full in-

structions. Price 7/6. Write to us
should you be unable to obtain it.

FLUXITE
SIMPLIFIES SOLDERING
All Hardware and Ironmongery Stores sell

FLUXITE in tins, price 8d., 1 /4, & 2r3.

Buy a Tin To -day.
ANOTHER USE FOR FLUXITE.
FLUXITE LTD. (Dept. 324), West Hardening Tools S. Case gardening.
Lane Works, Rotherhithc, S.E.16. ASK FOB LEAFLET on Unproved methods.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
PERMANENT DETECTOR

(Continued from page 86.)

The Original One -Hole Fixing. Detecto,

Stops Fiddling with Oatswhisker
Every "Liberty all from
tested on actual ordealers
direct
broadcasting and

on 'an ebonite panel, as compared with a glossy
surface ?
" Matting " removes all trace of tinfoil or other

Is to Ily roarer, teed

metals (used by some manufacturers) which impair
the insulation of the ebonite.

Testedand Unanimom
mously
mended by the
Wireless Press

PRICE

316

It. N. E. (Wanstead, E.). -Is it an advantage to employ fairly large cells for the H.T.
battery, instead of using small dry cells ?
Theoretically, a large cell is preferable, but in

Refuse infeCior imitations

practice the small cell is very satisfactory, and its
cheapness and convenience have led to its general

Insist on seeina name " LIBERTY
Fixing In panel (1.1ffile axing) brackets2

adoption.

or to existing detector terminals by
pieces copper wire
THE " Liberty " Detector gives more
sensitive reception Permanently k
than a catswhieker gives Temporarily. kv
No hunting for that special spot lost by
the slightest vibration. The " Liberty
is entirely unaffected by vibration. sense.
Live all over, and that loud spot cannot /.

AUTOMATIC EARTH SWITCH.
" NERVOUS "

(Preston).-What

is

an

" automatic earth -switch " or " earth -arrester " ?
An arrangement of metal plates connected to

lost. RADI-ARC Electrical Co..
Ltd.. Bennett Street. London. W.4.
be

THE RECEIVING
MIRACLEMET

is the world's greatest Wireless Bargain Stations over
400 miles distant clearly beard on the Loud Speaker.
Easy Payments. List frWORLD'S WIRELESS

---..STORES. WALLINGTON

aerial and earth, but separated by a very small air gap. It is placed at the point where the aerial enters
the house, and the earth wire goes straight from it to
the grown'. If the aerial became charged during
a thunderstorm the electricity would spark directly

across the small gap to earth, instead of passing
through the receiving instruments in the ordinary
way.

cp

La 0o

Cr, : IL 4 :-.1-11 voc

" A NEW READER " (London, S.W.7). What is the difference between a grid condenser and a fixed condenser ?

Z

I.. -a 4 e

e'E
7' a
n4

Eecival
W h y'

pay

1 4/-

for SpDll
TRIOTRON VALVES mitter V al es?
14 -day offer of the wonderful Triotron Dull Emitter
5/6.
amp
4
volts.
6/6.
-06
Valves. .2 amp 2 volts,

Power Valves, 10/6. Post free. Cash refunded if not
satisfied -H. E. NICHOLLS, 29-30, Trinity

Square,' London, E.C.3.

AMATEURS!

Buy YOUR wireless component. and sundries at
KEENEST PRICES. American and Continental
equipment also stocked. List Post Free.
MARSTON RADIO SERVICE (Mail Order Dept.),
4-5, Honey Lane Market, Cheapside, London, E.C.2

2 -VALVE AMPLIFIER, 35/-

20/-, bath perfect as new;
Valves, 4/6 each, smart. Headphones, 8/6 pair;
new 4 Volt -Accumulator, celluloid case, 131.; new
66 -Volt H.T. Battery, guaranteed, 7/-; 2 -Valve
All -Station Set,. £4. Approval willingly.
P. TAYLOR
57. Studley goad, Stockwell LONDON.
i- s al ve

Ainiffifier,

BROADCASTING BLST CABINETS
MODEL to
No. 1

aa

t, WIRELESS 44 ins, high
CABINET

30/

20
8

wide
deep

Carr. Paid

Gt. Britain.

Top compartment inside measure
15 ins high, 184 ins wide, 8 ins.
deep, enclosed with two doors.
Under divisions 8 ins and 12 ins.
high. Made of choice timber,
;Mined light, medium or dark oak,
Keeps your set and all accessories
together

LARGER SIZES
23" wide 0 /. 23" wide A n
10" deep OW 13" deep `FLII

c.me

height.

Two doors to 418
bottom shelves, extra

W. RIGBY & SON, 4, Kendal Rt., PRESTON

Let our valve making plot repair your broken

or burnt out valves efficient ly & promptly (most
makes). Guaranteed equal to new. Bright

A fixed condenser means one that is permanently
made up or sealed, and has its capacity fixed at a
certain value. It can be employed in any.Part of a
circuit where the capacity need not. be varied. A
grid condenser is the one that is connected next to
the grid of a valve in order to assist the rectifying
action, or to stop the grid from receiving an unwanted potential which is present in the other parts
of the circuit. Small fixed condensers are quite suitable for the purpose, and they are then called " grid "
condensers.

TAKING' OFF THE EARTH -LEAD.
T. P. (Cardiff).-I have just built a two -valve

set from diagram enclosed (it is a straight
Pet., L.F. with reaction-TECH. En.) and
although I can hear 5 W -A quite well I can

only do so with the earth connection removed.
I cannot hear any other station. Why is this ?
There is little doubt but that yqur tropble is merely
due to tuning. You have an aerial -tuning condenser
in parallel with the aerial coil. Try a slightly larger
coil, say, 50 or 75 instead of the 35 you are using, with
series-condensef tuning. You could' try 'the effect of
a *0002 mid. fixed condenser in series with £he earth
terminal and earth lead, leaving the variable
condenser in parallel. In this case, however, it is

probable that a No. 50 -coil will be required. It is
impossible to give definite values, as a great deal
depends upon the inductance and capacity of your
aerial, which, in the circumstances, would appear to
be rather on the large side. We do not expect you
will heir many other stations, as you are so close to
5 W A and the circuit you are employing is not
particularly selective.

CRACKLING NOISES.

not know the difference between an H.F. valve
and au L.F. valve. What distinguishes them,
and which is the better method ?
You should consider carefully whether it is range
or loudness of signals that is required, for there are
two distinctly different methods of amplification.
The received signals can be amplified before they
are passed to the crystal set for detecting purposes.
or they can be amplified after they have been detected

by the crystal set. The former is known as H.F.
amplification and the latter as L.F. amplification
(or magnification).
L.F. amplification will not appreciably increase
range of reception. That is, should it be desired to
receive signals from a station which is entirely
inaudible on the crystal set alone, then L.F. amplification would be useless.

On the other hand, should it be desired to work
loud speaker by amplifying the signals of a near -by
broadcasting station whose signals are comfortably
would be useless, and L.F. Magnification or funplification (either word can be used) is the method, to adopt.

H.F. for range and L.F. for loudness are therefore
the two alternatives in the use of valves, Both, of
course, can be employed, if necessary.

GROWTH ON ACCUMULATOR PLATES.
" PUZZLED " (Daventry).-I have diScovered and removed a kind of growth on one of
the negative plates of my accumulator. Was
this caused by defective material used' in the
manufacture ?
It was probably only a piece of the positive plate
setting up a local action.
When the cell is charged, a flake of tlfh: kind
becomes spiangy, and increases in size when the cell
is Olive, finally sTrort-eircuiting theyates.
-

TUNING A FRAME AERIAL.

P. E. J. (Petersfield, Hants).-Is a tuning

inductance necessary with a frame aerial.?

'Not when a limited wave-lengifi is to be covered.

The frame aerial can be wound to within a close

value of the total required inductance; and a variable
condenser of, say, '0005 mfd. value, placed in parallel
for purposes of tuning. When it is required to in-

crease the wave -length range of a frame aerial a
loading inductance can be placed in series for the
purpose. Sometimes in order to provide facilities
for reaction the frame aerial Is wound with kiss
turns than are actually required, and a loading
inductance is employed, and to this the rNiction
coil is coupled.

70i, the 460;toth4;
No. 8.-WORKING EBONITE.
(a) Don't use pencil to mark a panel.
niess thoroughly cleaned off with a slightly
oily cloth, there is a tendency for leaks to
that the drill starts properly.

soon developed a loud crackling sound, which

rapidly grow worse, and finally drowned all
broadcasting in a sort of continuous roar. A
friend tells we I ought to have separate H.T.
to the last valve. How can this be done ?
The set employs two R.I. low -frequency
transformers, and has two terminals on the
front of the panel which are marked G.B., but
are shorted together. Even when going at its
best signals were slightly harsh, but now the
The continuous roar is probably due to a burnt -out
winding in one of the transformers. To test this, try

Largest.valve-repairing firm in
List Free.
the world.

of adding a valve to my crystal set, but do

bright emitter valves and a 6 -volt accumulator. At first the set went fairly well, but it

1 RAMON RADIONS Ltd., Roninston.
Nr. MACCLESFIELD; Ches.

ADDING A VALVE TO CRYSTAL SET.

S. J. A. (Brentwood, Essex).-I am thinking

occur along the pencil -marks.

purchased a four -valve set, employing Cossor

crackling noise has drowned everything. What
is likely to be the cause of the trouble P

Power valves sliehtly nprie , see lie . No' renal,
able,
WECO v.24. Coser D.E,'s.
_

a fee of 1/-.

.1. L. N. (Cranlirook Park, Ilford).-I have

emitters 5.; "D E's" 2 nod 3v types), 7;6.
ReffuMerpsirs

. Probably an improvement would be effected by
using a low -ratio transformer for the second stage,
the usual ratio for the purpose being between 21 and
1 to 1.
When the crackling is cured; remove the shorting
bar between the G.B. terminals, and try connecting
there a grid bias battery (9 or 44 volts, tapped for li
volts). This will probably clarify the reception.
One or two separate H.T.'s to the different valves
would undoubtedly be an improvement. If you send
in another Query, enclosing a Sketch Of the back of
panel wiring and marking the various components,
the necessary alteration can be sketehed for you, for

audible on a crystal set, then H.F. amplification
GRID CONDENSERS.

715t1

I I' >.c
44 e. 4

primary.

LARGE CELLS FOR H.T.

50% More Efficiency
00"/, Lower Price
!The 100 D tilTECTOR

kr.

is still noisy, ..try the 'phones in place of the fit's

placing a pair of 'phones in circuit in place of the
second primary. If no crackling is apparent the
trouble lies in the second transformer, but if the cc)

(b) When the marking has been done.

light tap with a

a

centre -punch will ensure

(c) Ebonite can be cut perfectly square if
(d) If a hacksaw or (for big panels) a ripsaw is used, the " cut" should not be along
a tenon saw is employed.

the line marked, but just outside it. Oths.rwise
the panel will be too small.

(e) Use a coarse file to trim panel edges.

Fine files become choked.
(f) " Metal -working " drills should be chosen,
and only -a light pressure eniplOyed.

(g) Keep the bench clear whilst workiinz
(h) When " breaking through 7, with the
drill, relax the pressure, or the panel surface
may chip.
(i) When withdrawing the drill, do not
reverse, but continue turning slowly.
(j) Ebonite melts under heat, so terminals
will need tightening after they have been
or the panel will be disfigured by scratches.

soldered.
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Where there's a child there should be cocoa
CHILDREN are brain -workers and manual workers too, and many overgrow their
strength at school and play. Now Cocoa is food, and gives the children extra
strength to keep pace with their growing bodies. It is the children's idea of a really
delicious drink for breakfast and supper.

"Keep fit

on cocoa",

OURNYILLE
By test the best

See the nametadbury"

on every piece of chocolate

CAXTON 4 -VALVE CABINET

They cost
less now !

Made for Editor of Wireless Magazine
I or Set " As good as money can buy"

described in issue February, 1925.

Watmel-the better fixed condensers are now sold at
reduced prices, made possible by the great demand.
Wherever a fixed condenser is needed you should

specify Watmel and make sure of trouble -free results.
Mica sheets securely clamped between the plates

render it impossible for the capacity to vary. No
wax whatsoever is used in their construction. One
hole fixing is provided, and remember that every.
Watmel is guaranteed to be correct within 5% of
its marked capacity.
NOTE THE NEW PRICES.

Cash with Order. Fumed Oak

£1

5

0

or Real Mahogany polished

C1 14

0

...

Wit detachable recess fitted Base Board to mount 21 in. by 7 in.

panel

to slide out of Cabinet fruit.

Extra 10/- with two beaded front doors totally enclosing fitted panel.
Heigh; 9 ins.
Width 8 ins.
Cabinet overall length 22 ins.

osoo5 to .002
reduced from 2/6.
0025 to '006
..
reduced from 3/6.

2/-

Combined grid leak and
condenser ..
..
reduced from 3/,
Combined variable Grid

2/6

'Sine 'oo6 is the ideal condense,
with choke & resistance coupling.)

Leak and Condenser,
New Model

2'6
3/6

Other Watmel products worth buying
Grid Leak (Black Knob) '5 to 5 megohms
Anode Resistance (Red Knob) 5o,odo to roo,000 ohms

...

2/6
3/6

THE

the new enamel that gives a glass
hard surface that cannot be soiled or scratched.
Polished with

SENT FREE.-Catalogue of standard Wireless Cabinets in various
Special Cabinets made to customer's orders.
sizes and woods.

PACKED AND DELIVERED FREE IN U.K.

CAXTON WOOD TURNERY CO., Market Harborough

The

WIRELESS CO. LTD.,

332a,

Goswell Rd., London. E.C.1.
Telephone : 7990 Clerhenwell.

Lawashlre and Cheshire Representative:-Mr. J. B. Levee,
Hartley Street, Levenshulnie, Manchester.

INVENTION

of 1926

reception, guaranteed
stability, unaffected by vibration;
exceptionally selective. No holes
to be drilled, no crystals to
replace. SECURE YOURS NOW!
Clearer

EMITTERS
(except Weco, Low -Capacity, and 4-Eeetrode Types)
Minimum D.E. current 0'15 amps. when repaired.

ALL TYPES OF BRIGHT & DULL EMITTERS.
HALF THE PUBLISHED LIST PRICE OF THE

Of all Dealers and front :-

3/9

TUNGST ALITE LTD.,
47, Farringdon Rd., E.C.1.

TUNGSTALITE
DETECTOR
and 41

Valves repaired

by

.patent proce,

MINIMUM 5/ -

VALVE WHEN NEW
a

incor-

porating beet material and skilled workmanship
TRANSMITTING VALVES REPAIRED
Up to 3 valves. Cheapest method is by letter

CALL LANE, LEEDS.

off t'Isl
rOct$

pest. Remittonce should be enclosed with valves.

VALCO

1J11-1

fic,71Mironar,e/Pt.

(Contractors to H.N. Government.)

23,
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The FAMOUS

THE .ONE -VALVE L.S. CIRCUIT.
(The following is a copy of a letter addressed to one
of our Contributors concerning .his popular circuit.)

CORRESPONDENCE.

GENERAL

Dear Mr. Gaillard,-I have been very interested

(Continued front Tagc 72.)

in your article on your " one -valve loud speaker ".

WIOPHONES
(4010Y

circuit, published in POPULAR WIRELESS No. 187,

V

WINDING HONEYCOMB COILS.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

OU PSfor

Dear Sir,-In " P.W. " No. 186 was an article on
" Winding Coils," in which the writer stated that,
" The familiar honeycomb type coil is made upon a

Latest Standard Model

General Radiophones

former carrying. a double row of spokes, but its construction is too complicated to be described here."

(made by the well-known

.General Radio Co . , Ltd. ) ,8 taper

Sensitive and Highly Efficient.

Receivers matched in tone. Magnets of
highly expensive Cobalt steel. Diaphragms
triple tested. Beautifully comfortable.

weight 7 ozs. Fully
guaranteed. Sent on receipt of 6d. deposit. If satisfied, send 2/6 on receipt and balance by instalments
of 3/- monthly Until only 21/- is paid. Price. full
highly

finished,

cash with order (or within 7 days of receipt), LI.
SIMPSON'S (BRIGHTON) LTD.
(Dept. 1623), 94, Queen's Road, Brighton, Sussex.

"..HEADPHONES REPAIRED
guaranteed and tested before delivery.

Write for Trade Prices.
Phone:' Clerk. 1795.
MASON & CO., 44, East Road, City Road, N.1.

SPINK'S
8, 2/8
12, 5/3

10 a

8 x

9,2/11
5, 1/5

8,3/2'14 x 10,

4/4

9, 4/6
8x 8, 2/2
8x 7, 1/10 12 x 9,3!7
Any size cut. Above panels aro made of best pure
Ebonite, 3/16, thick; if i^ is wanted, add Id. for every'
sq. inch. State if blasted or polished is required. Send

stamp for sample, all post free from Makers,
Jacobean Factory, Somerton, Som. Vernier and
geared coil holders and headphones, and all ebonite
goods. Solid oak cabinets from 1/6 each. Stamps taken

for orders up to 2/.. On all orders of 101- or more we
allow 2/- in £ discount. Also-

SPINK'S Transformers 7/6 net.

Shrouded, 1-3 and 1-5, post free. You can have one on
seven days' free trial. Money back if not satisfied. The
finest finished transformer offered at double the price.
Write us for free advice and information. Made-up sets
cheapest

on

the

market.

Somerton, SOMERSET.

Jacobean Factory,

H.T. Accumulators
60 Volts
3 Actual Amp -hour

Hoping it will be useful to other readers, I enclose
description of making same.
Obtain two " Easi-wind " coil formers (hod. each),
also a piece of wood about 2 in. or 2/3 in. in diameter
and about 1 in: --thick. Screw one of the formers. to
one side of wood and the other on the opposite side
so that thedegs are staggered.
and so on ; _this makes seven turns to a layer. Using
28 D.C.C. Wire a 200 -turn coil comes about 1 -in.
thick. Reflex coil mounts I find are best.
Hoping shortly to see a Readers' Hint Page.
I remain, yours faithfully,
H. C. STEER.

410, Seaside; Eastbourne.

GENUINE
EBONITE
Passed severe tests. No leakage.
16 x

-

Wind from first spoke to fifth on opposite side,

Re-sround & re -magnetised 5/- per pair, Loud Speakers
repaired 5/-, Transformers re -wound 5/- each. All work

7
5, 1/4 7x 6,1/8 10x
11 x 9, 3/3 12 x 10, 3/10 14 x
9 x 6, 1/9 11x 8. 2/10 12 x

In view of this I should like to point out that I

have made a set -25, 35, 50, 75, 120, 200-which act

extremely well..

-

Dear Sir,-It may interest you to know of the

results I have obtained from the " P.W.", 2 -valve
set Det. and L.F., as described by Messrs. P. R. Bird

know whether they might be classified as good, but
they certainly seem -to be so to me judging by many
reports of 2 -valve reception I have heard. In order
of wave -length I have received the following stations :
Radio -Paris, loud on 'phones ; Daventry, loud on
Amplion A.R.19 loud speaker ; Hilversum, fair to loud
on 'phones ; Swansea, weak to fair ; Birmingham,
local station, loud on loud speaker ; Belfast, fair on
'phones ; Toulouse (Rad' du
;
New-

Yours faithfully,

C. C. MORELAND.

Summary of reply to Mr. C. C. Moreland.
My own made-up set acts differently on each of
several aerials it has been tried on. In some cases a
*0001 fixed condenser is needed in the aerial lead to
make the set oscillate.

Fig. 1 (see article in No. 187, " P.W.") was my

original circuit, but I consider Fig. 3 a distinct
The adjustment of the crystal has a very great
effect on the oscillation of the set, and the variable
condenser (0005) between the L.T. and the earth

gives a fine control of the reaction.
The coils I use are " Quality Coils," made by the

Ll.

L2.

Paper with great interest, and I feel sure that your

readers feel grateful to Mr. J. English for his valuable
contribution.

Telephone: 1304.

For eight months I have been In quest of good

WHEN replying to advertisements

loud -speaker reception, and I find that my conclusions
are closely allied to those of Mr. English. I enclose a
diagram of my circuit. Should you consider this of

please mention " Popular

0

RADIO - MICRO. Special D.E. VALVES gig

4 volt. 0.6 amps
..
..
RADIO - MICRO. POWER VALVES 12/6

For Low Wave -lengths ..
For Daventry

50

100
150

200

L3.

(choke)
150
175

Honeycomb coils will work, but basket coils are.
better.
F. GAILLARD.

" P.M." ONE -VALVE REFLEX.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I read the article entitled " Distortion less Reception " in the November 21st issue of your

PAULL'S Wireless Stores, 43, Caroline St., CARDIFF.

circuit,

W. G. JORISSON.

DISTORTIONLESS RECEPTION.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

-

be very grateful of any reply you may find time to
send me.
Thanking you for much pleasure derived from this

Goswell Engineering Co.

Many other stations not identified have been

OPM.OISSmOoloas

...

I may say that I have been unable to obtain the
back No. 154 of " P.W." in which the set was first

very loud on 'phones-speech can be heard outside
the room on the loud speaker with the door closed ;
Bremen, fair ;
Sheffield, weak ; Hanover, fair ;
300-200 metres.
These results are not exaggerated, and can be
verified by a member of the family. I might mention
that by far the best results are obtained by using an
Ediswan P.V.6 D.E. as Det. valve.
Yours truly;

ACCUMULATORS ELITE,
Street, HALIFAX.

.

wound solenoid style with 32 S.W.G. enamelled wire
on a lb -inch primer.
Perhaps yod would kindly tell me which is the best
type of choke coil to use for this set, also what, size of
coils fin. Daventry. My aerial is the full 100 feet.

castle, fair; Hamburg, loud , Bournemouth, loud;
Oslo, fair ; Manchester, very loud ; Madrid (Union
Radio), fair ; London, very loud ; Cardiff, loud ;
Hull,
Marseilles, weak ; San Sebastian, loud ;

heard, including German relays

MONEY dETURNED IF NOT SATISFIED.

4 volt. POSTAGE 6c1.

denser would be an improvement and no doubt I
can improve on the choke coil, which I have only

Brussels, fair.

Obtainable only from:

i

Dublin, Manchester (loud), Belfast, Bournemouth,
London, Newcastle, Aberdeen (fair strength). This is
also the only set I have had which will tune in Cardiff
when London is working.
Of foreign stations, I have heard telephony from
San Sebastian. Madrid, Toulouse, Prague, Hamburg
and three others not recognised.
I Tresurne a variable anode resistance with con-

improvement.

West Smethwick.

Wireless and Wireless Review " to ensure
prompt attention.
THANKS !

others. I have during this week tuned in on 'phones :

and K. D. Rogers in " P.W." No. 178. I do not

Parkholca, Park Road,

31, Waterhouse
Trade Supplied.

and earth, though
between H.T. + or L.T.
according to diagram No. 1 it should do so without.
However, I find that the set is the best " one
valve " I have yet made-and I have made three

published.
I enclose a stamped addressed envelope and should

THE " P.M." 2 -VALVE SET.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

weak ; Dundee, weak ; Edinburgh, weak ; Nottingham, loud ; Leeds, fair ; Liverpool, weak ; Stoke,

37/6

Dec. 28th, 1925, and have made up-roughly-a set
from diagram No. 3 ; that is, with crystal resistance
in plate circuit.
I find,. however, that I cannot get the set to
oscillate without placing a *0003 fixed condenser

value and interest to your readers I trust you will
niche use of it at your own discretion.
Yours faithfully,

Q. W. ALEXANDER.

" Rhodanthe," Cobham Road, Rochester.
[Mr. Alexander's Circuit is reproduced below.-ED.)

Dear Sir,-Having recently made up the. " One Valve " Reflex, described in " P.W.," Oct. 3rd,
1925, I cannot help letting you know what splendid
results I have obtained. I have had practically no
trouble with it, although I find it necessary to keep
the H.T. between' 48.60, using an Ediswan' A.R.
valve. I have an outdoor T twin aerial, 38 ft. in
length, with an average height of 28 ft.
The following stations have been received at good
'phone strength : Nottingham, Birmingham, Stokeon-Trent, 'London and Bournemouth, with 100 in
reaction and 75 in the aerial ; Daventry coming in
very loud with 200 and 150. One feature of the set
is

Its very fine tuning, but this makes it snore
Wishing your paper and staff every

selective.

success in the future.
Yours faithfully,

LEONARD SCOTT.

101. Empress Road,
Derby.

4-10 X,,e1C9L,Ft4003DE Mr1L1.7.FES

Reduction in price of the superb
ECONOMIST D.E. 4 -ELECTRODE 06. Still the best
that money can buy. 4 -pin or

NIP
Co

5 -pin fitting. 1St-.
OTHER 4 -ELECTRODE TYPES:
Thorpe K4, 10/6. Mullard, 1616.
11.0.4, 10/6..
(1.C.5, 10/6.

006

Coup/tug

Cr

Op4,Orkei
"

-

Repair to N.E., 7/6; D.E. 10/6.
As usual. 3 days' approval and
post free at. our risk

0ANE

LOY PRODUCTS,
36. CAMOMILE STREET, LONDON. E.C.3.
r

VOIR ELESS

OS

Z,nrole

Sarnite

O

/PCs

O
O

O

C,

0005

R3

SMALL PARTS TO THE TRADE.
r

u

11

1 - -4111

,11 11/4P CO ,2116.Gt LisWSt. ,Birminqham.

57
CI L5."m.

0003

13000tste

47;

Popular Wireless and Wireless Review, March 6th, 1926.

A 4 -VALVE UNIDYNE

-

DISTRIBUTOR of the manufactures of Edison Bell. Jackson's (J B), POlar, Igranic,
Peerless, Eureka, Magnum,
Phone: Gerrard 4637
Burndept, Lotus, Dubilier,
Marconi, Dorwood, Sterling, TWO SHOPS -so you will ALWAYS find- ONE OPEN
Success; B.T.H.. McMichael,
Lissen, Woodhall, Utility,
R.I., Bowyer -Lowe, Amplion, 27 & 28a, LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.Z.
Forms, Brunet,
Ormond,
Newey, P. and M., and every- Opposite DALY'S GALLERY DOOR (BACK OF DALY'S THEATRE)
thing that is worth stocking.
Every endeavour made to 1W SURE IT'S RAYMOND'S OPEN- 9 to 8 DAILY.

(Continued from page 55.)

where special fixing screws (such as are
provided on the rheostats) can be employed.
The whole operation of the receiver depends
upon the efficiency of its connections, and
dirty connections, dry joints, etc., can only
spell failure.

obtain goods not listed.
tIsAPRAVY.
WONDERFUL LOW LOSS
IMPORTANT.
Retail customers spending STRAIGHT LINE FREQUENCY
£10 own goods given 37/6
loud speaker free. If spending £5, a pair of Nesper,
Post Orders Elsewhere. Nett Prices,
Brunet, or N. & K. 'phones.
Supreme SELECTIVITY Callers: The neat items are for you only
If spending 301-, can buy a
Each
station
has
a
ACCUMULATORS. -2v. 40, 7/11;
1216 pair of 'phones for 4!..
CLEAR TUNING SPACE.

When the wiring is completed it should
be checked over both by the diagram in

CONDENSERS

Fig. 3, which shows the actual positions of

the leads, and by means of the point-topoint list. The photographs can also be
pressed into service for this purpose, so

TESTIMONIAL.

78, Copenhagen Road,
Gillingham, KENT.
19/2/26.
Messrs. Raymond, -Whilst
in town a short time ago, I
parchated 3 of your Low Loss Straight Line, etc., condensers -viz., -0003, 0005,
and 0005 with vernier. I
did not have an opportunity
for testing these until Wednesday evening last, when I
banked up a straight one vetoer, incorporating
the
0005 without vernier. The
results were absolutely astonishing, because I got a
station with almost every
degree of e dial.
(Signed) A. BOWER.

that there should be no cause for any error.
The set should now be given a final over-

hauling to see that everything is
condensers working smoothly, etc., and
especially that all screws, nuts and terminals

are tight, while it need hardly be said that
no traces of flux or loose beads of solder
should remain. This latter can quite easily
be prevented i,n the first place if the constructor makes a point of going over each
joint with a clean rag immediately after it is
soldered. Whilst the metal is hot the flux
can be removed easily, though it is a much
more difficult task if this operation is left
until the flux is cooled.

48/, Teletunken Model, usually
35/- few only at 18/11. Foth,
11/11. Nesper Model, 12/6. Your
old Speaker accepted in part exchange for any other goods. Post
customers write first please.
HEADPHONES. - All 4,000

those being the

which in the ordinary type of H.T. valve

would correspond to the filament legs, and
it is important that the external connections

should be correctly made, otherwise the
positions of these grids in the circuit may
be reversed, when the set will fail to function.

Leak."

Finally, a word must be said concerning

wasted.

L.F. TRANSPORMERS.-Fer- sen's 60v., 14/6. Various 1.5 D.E Bat.

teries, 11- to 2/6. ZARA 66V H.T.tested 5/9,

EBONITE.-" Grade A," cut while

ou wait, 3/16 at halfpenny per sq. inch.
inch at three farthings. Scrap ebonite

on sale.

NEUTRON Flash Lamp Batteries. DETECTOR VALVES from 2/9.

4.5, 43d. each; 2)- for 6.
Hard

valves from 2/10. PHILLIPS

genuine " ', type, 4v., 3/9. PHILLIPS 06 D.E., 7/8. EMMA 06, 7/6.
FARM Power, 3/-; D.E. Power 7/6.
Switch Spade Terminals for H.T., L.T.,
tc., 1/6 pr. Spade tags, 6 a 1d. Spade
screws, 2 for 14d. Red or Black. 3d.
r. Ins, staples, 5 a 1d. Ormond screws
and
nuts, 2 a ld. Switch arms and
studs, 1/-. Nickel, 1/4. Wander Plugs.
2d., 3d., 4d. pr. Plug and socket, red
and black, 3d. to 1/- pr. Twin Flex, red
and black, 12 yds., 1/6. Miniature silk.
6 yds., 6d. Ins. hooks or egg insulators,
2 for 1-/d. Aerial wire, 7/22, 100 ft..
1/11. Extra heavy weight, 2/3. Stranded
aerial, 100 feet (49 strands), 1/8. Also
" Wonder" aerial multiple strands phosphor bronze, 110 feet, 2/11.
D.C.C. wife per 9 lb. reel 20 S.. 111d.:
22 g., 10d.; 24 g.,
26 g., 1/-:
28 g., 3/1. Tinned copper, .1/16 sq. Bus

21/,

EBONITE VARIOMETERS.

2/-; 100, 2/3; 130, 2/6; .175,

2/9; 250, 3/- 300, 316. -GRAM(Patent
206233),
air - spaced,
mounted, 25, 1)6; 35, 1/6: 50.
1/8 75, 1/11; 100, 2/3; 150,

ar, 12 feet, '6d. Empire tape..J.2 yds.

6d.. Earth - Tubes, Copper, good value,
2/8. Climax, 213, 5/-. Sete of 5 Coils
(DickensonPaterit), air spaced, 25/301501
75/100, 1/9 set. Mounted Coils, very
fficient, all snakes lowest prices.
7d.with

Thorpe K.4 and the U.C.5, which have five
pin bases, for which the sockets employed
in the receiver have been specially designed.
It will be noted that these valves have two
grids, these being connected to the two legs

remembered that the switch controlling the
last valve has nothing to do with its filament
circuit, so that when this valve is switched
off the fourth rheostat must also be turned
off, otherwise signals may be diminished
and, in any case, filament "juice" will be

makes,varioumakes,

British Sterling, 22/6. B.T.H.,
-COIL PLUGS, Ebonite shaped, brass
20!-. Brandes' Watched, 20/, STaN.35; 37/6; gO, IN; 75; side.,
6d. ea.; 6 for 2)9. Low Loss
W.E.' 20/.. Brown's adjimtahlc 2/-; 100, 2/6; 150, 2/9; 200, ditto, nickel, 9d. Plain coil plugs, 6d.;
reed, 30/, Featherweight, 20/-. 3/6; 250, 3)9; 300, 4/-.
Lead-in, good
N. aud K. " Standard Pattern," VALVE HOLDERS. -BENJA- quality, 6 In., 8d.; 9 in. 9d.; 12 in.,

There are only two types of valves suit-

with the L.F. valve switched on, it being
left set at the position in which maximum
amplification is obtained. It must be

SIMPLIFIED tuning.
DISTINCT and DEFI- extra on each of alcove.
TERMINALS, SPECIAL PRICES.
NITE Radio reception,
PRECISION workman- -Nickel W.O. or Phone, with nut and
washer, good quality, 3 for 4d. Brass,
ship.
HEAVY BRASS VANES, Id. each. No rubbish sold.
AMERICAN Type boxes, covered
BRITISH MADE.
-CLOTH, with lid and base.
Pigtail connection to LEATHER
-12 x 8 x 8, 7/11; 16 x 8 x 8.
rotor gives silent work- board.
10/11;
18 x 8 x 8, 11/9. Open boxes,
ing. Special Spring top 1/6 upwards.
Polished from 2/4.

2/6 200, 2/11; 250; 3/3; 300.
3/6 400, 3/9.
IGRANIC (HoneYcombl. - 25,
ohms. Ericsson E.V. Continental, 35,
50, 4)6; 75, 4110; 100,
10/, Dr. Nesper new light- 6/3;4/3,
7/-' 200, 8)- 250; 816;
weight adjustable, 12/11. Tele- 300, 150,
400, 10/-; 500,. 10/3;
2unken ditto, 14/11. Brunet, 600, 9)-:.
750, 12 6; 1,250,
12/6 and 14/11 (De -Luxe). The 1516; 11/1,5100,
LESSEN.new N. & K. lightweight, a per- 25, 35, 4/10; 17/8.
60. 75.
fectly wonderful 'phone, 12/. pair. 5/4; 100, 6/9;50,150_,5/-;7)-:
(Name in full on back of cases). 8/5. LESSEN X.-50. 13/..; 200,
60,

make.

amplification, and the condenser should be
of the value stated. The variable resistance
must be adjusted while the set is in operation

60, 9/6; 2v. 80, 12/6; 2v. 100,
17/11;
4v. 80, 23/6; 6v. 60, 26/6; 6v. 80.
35/8. ALSO another good stake 1/6
2v.

entirely 14/8; 4v. 40, 13/11; 4v. 60,

LOUD
SPEAKERS. - All 'Ball Rotor, 4/6. Standard, 3/11.
makes. A.J.S., the wonder speaker, Duplek for 5XX and 19.B.C., 7/6.
Brown finish, large size, 37/6. Tanned Variable Coupler, 200/800
Amplions, all models, 251- up. metres, fine instrument, 8)11.
Brown's latest, 30/-, 60/-, 120/-- Marconi series -parallel, 16/, Edison
N. and IC.' solid mahogany dome Dell, 10/6.
centre, £4. Brandes' Table Talker, MOUNTED COILS: STAR. 30/, Sterling Mellowvon, 25. 173 , 35, 1/6; 50, 1)9; 75.

good manufacture, those successfully tried
in the 4 -valve receiver being of Bowyer Lowe, McMichael, Magnum and .Peto-Scott

in series with the secondary of the L.F.
transformer. This has been found to be
essential for distortianless and efficient

ELIMINATED.

LOW LOSS
Bush gives a Arm but H.T. BATTERIES.-ADICO, 60v.,
easy movement.
100v. 12/6. B.B.C. generous
Including knob and Including knob and 6/11size, 60P., 8/11; 36v.. 513. 15 If-B.C..
dial as sketch, With dial. No vernier 2/3. Grid Bias, 9v., Tapped every Ilv.
vernier.
'0003 ..
6/11
119, 2/.. 213.
'0003 .. 7/11 '0005
.. 6/6 EVER -READY 66v., 12/6; 108v.,
'0005 .. 6/6
POST 6d. PER SET 21.-; L.T,3, for D.E. Valves, 716.
SIEMENS H.T. 60v.' 12)6. Relies-

exchanged.

to make his own coils he should keep to
the basket type.
The H.F. transformers must also be of

the -variable resistance and condenser placed

.

VALVES. - Cleartron 0.08 or

When finished the set can be connected
up to a 6 -volt accumulator and is ready for
use. As regards tuning coils, it is essential
that these be of efficient construction with
the low self -capacity, those shown in the
photographs being of Atlas make, though
Lissen and Tangent coils have been found
to be suitable. If the constructor desires

The L.F.

CROWDING
11111

CALLERS COLUMN

A.F.3, 25/; A.F.4, 17/6;
0.15, 12/6. Power, 6v. C25, rantl
Concert, 25/ ; 2nd Stage.,
15/.. Cosmos, S.P.tB, Rqd or Eureka
Baby let or 2nd, 15)-.
Green, 1218. Neutron 06. H.F. 21/,
15/, Fenno shrouded,
or-L.P., 12/6; Ditto, 2v., 12/6. Reflex,
Success
(Black), 211-.
All 'dullard, Ediswan, Osram, 10/6. 20/...
Ormond 'fewest odel,
Marconi, Cossor stocked. Bright, Royal,
15/6.
Wates'
Supra, 10/6. Croix
D.E., and Power, 8/-, 14,-, 15/6, (newest model),
5/11,
Marconi
16/6, 18;6, 22/6 2416. 301-,
,£2. Bullard P.M.4, 22/6; Do., Ideal," all Pie, 22/6. Cornball
P.M.3, 16/6. 1 burnt -out valve 2 stages, 25/6. Ideal junior, 20/-.
taken in part exchange for any of Lissen T3, 12/6. T2, 15/., T1,
above. Useable valves bought or

Low -capacity Coils.

able for this receiver,

YMOND

RECOGNISED WEST END

RECEIVER.

-

1/-; 13 in., 1/6. Ehonhe 2 -way coil
4,000 ohms, extra value, 8/11 pr. MIN, 2/9; Lotus, 213; Apex, 1/6; stands,
geared, 2/11, 3/11.
3 -way,
1/3; Sterling Non Pong,
SUNDRIES. - Newey 2 -way Excelsior,
5/11. 2 -way, with extension
/3; Burndept, 51.; Magnum, 5).. 4)11,
geared roil stand. 6/6. 4 -point con 12/6;
handles,
1/11
and
216
on
base.
Bowyer
-Lowe,
3/.;
Athol,
1)3;
denser, 17/6, 15/-. " R.I." New H.T.C., 1/6, 1/9; Aeromonic, 1/3; VALVE nor.DERs.-Standard turned
type aerial tuner, 39/6. Gambrell Bretwood, 1/9.
bonite, 1/-. Excelsior anticaparity, 1/-.
Neutrovernia, 5/6. Seamark FIXED CONDENSERS. -Du - Apex,
1/6. LOTUS BUOYANT, 2)3.
Connode, 19/6. U.S. Super biller -0001, 2, 3, 4, 5, each 2/6. H.T.C.,
1;6 and 1/9. Various at 9d.,
L.F., 18/6.
Voltmeters. d' ble
10d.'
V-.
makes stocked.
001,
2,
3,
4,
5,
6,
each
3/..
()rid
rdg., 7/11. B.F. Transformers. Leak. 2/8. Edison Bell, 001, PANELAll
BRACKETS, 6 in., 10d.
all wave -lengths: Magnum, 7/-.
Magnum, 21- and 3/- pair.
2, 3, 4, 5, 1/-. -002, 3, pair.
Stradia, 6/6. Bowyer -Lowe, -000/,
RADIO
MICRO
SPECIAL LOUD0003 and grid leak,
7/-. McMichael,
10/- (A.7, 4, 5, 6, 1/6.
2d.) Therla, 1/6 and 2/ - SPEAKER 8/6.VALVE, 12/6. 06
12/6). Var. Grid Leaks: Bret - 2/- (Post
Dorwood 0003 with grid SPECIAL,
wood, 3/-. Watmel, 2/6. Anodes each.
HEADPHONES (all 4,000 ohms). clip, 2/8. McMichael with
B., 3/-. W., 3/6. Woodhall L.F., leak
latest model N. & K. absolutely
clips, 0001 to 0005, 2/6 each; The
2/6.
.3
Valve Holder, 2/6.
genuine not pattern or imitation). Beauto 006, 3/- earl).
Chokes, RI, 10/-; Success, 10/. -001
tifully
finished, very comfortable to wear,
VARIABLE CONDENSERS. at the simply
Lissen H.F. or L.F., 10/.; Geared -Polar
absurd price of 11/8 pair,
Standard, 1016. Junior,
Dials, Pelican Univernier, latest
DR.
NESPER ADJUSTABLE. 5/6
each.
Bowyer
-Lowe
Popular.
type, W.; Combine, 5/6. Manz Igranic, 24/-, 21/-. Collin - Genuine new lightweight model. The
bridge TOO, 2 mfd., 4/7; 1 nifd.. 10/6.
'phone.
Per pair,
perfect
12/11.
Low Loss, 21/-, 20/-.
3/10;
.25, 3/-; 5, 3/-:
2/-; eon's
8/6, 10)9. Vernier. 216 extra. ERICSSON (EV) Continental, exquisite
-02, 21-.
Low Loss, stocked -0003 tone, pair 10/-.--N. .k K. Standard patPOLAR. - Complete Detector, Utility
tern,
comfortable,
leather
headbands,
0005. J.B. (Jackson Bros.); /11 pair.
316; Junior Variable, 0003. and
Law, .001, 9/6; .0005.
0005 5/6 each; Coil Unit, 7/6; Square
.0003, 7/-; with vernier 41- VAREOMETERS.-Ebonite Ball Rotor
R.C.C. Unit, 15/.; Neutrodyne 8/-;
each
Geared 0005. 15/-;
former wound D.S.- full- waveCondenser,
5/6; 2 -way Cam 0003,extra.
13/Low Loss, 10/6. 9/-. Ebonite
length, 3/11. Model No, 2,
Vernier, 6/-; 3 -way, 9/6,
Ormond- new' geared friction drive, value, Ebonite wound D.S., excellent
RADION PANELS. -1d. sq. -0005, 15/-; .0003, 13/6. Lbw Duplex (Series Parallel) for 5XX2/11.
and
inch; postage 6d. piece.
Loss, .0005, 51-, 0003, 7/6; with B.B.C. No coils required, 6/11. rapped
1/6 each extra. Ebonite mupler, 200/800 metres, 7;11. B.G.C.
COIL STANDS. -Lotus 2 -way. vernier
ends
same
price.
Npwey
4
point,
Also for B.B.C. and 5XX. 10/11.
7/-; 3 -way, 10/6 (extension handles 15)- 17/6.
extra). Polar 2 -way, 6/ -' 3 -way, FILAMENT RHEOSTATS. CRYSTAL DETECTORS lencloszd/.
9d. - 1/-, 1/3; 1/6, 119.
9/6.
21/.. - Kay
6 or 30 ohms, 2/6. Fin- -High-class,
MICROMETER, Nickel, 119. PerBay geared 2 -way, 3/11. Back of -Ormond
6 ohms, 2)3; 30 ohms. 2/6. manent,
2/8. Mic-Met, 4/6. All w,11 panel, with knob and dial. 2111. ston,
Wates'
-Microstat.
Limn
2/9.
stocked. Crystals
Panel 2 -way, 2/..
Criswell 3/,
7 or 35 ohms,
4/, .Do. known makesHE/LT/CITE
Standard, 2/9. All makes stocked. Wire,
in a sealed
4/6. Burnilept., GENUINE
Ebonite coil plugs, shaped brass Potentiometer,
box with signature, 8d.
4/6
to
716.
MeMiehael,
4/8to
sides 6 for 3/6. Standard, 3 for 7/6. Peerless, 60r 30 ohms, 2/6. SPECIAL PRICES given over the
2/... New Low Loss type, 2 for 2/-. Peerless. Dual, 3/9.
counter far sets of parts for various
LESSEN PARTS. - Anode or SETS OF PARTS (weffiknown ircuits; usable valves bought or taken
Variable Grid Leak, 2/6 each; L.P. circuits),-ST.100, 84/-. Twin - n exchange for new ones. Any parts you
or H.F. Choke, 10/-; Switches, valve, loud speaker, 804, P.O.V.2, have no use for entertained in exchange
D.P.D.T., 5 point Reversing, 4/ - 30)-. One -valve Reflex, 471-. r purchased. Goods may be bought witheach; 2 -way series Par., 2/9 each; Efficient valve set, 30/-. All -Concert out obligation either side. If you purMinor, 3/6; Major, 7/6; Universal De Luxe, 1181, .Simplicity 3, chase new British 'valves I will buy a
10/8. Potentiometer or -Wire Rheo- 621-. Less Box Panel and Valves. . burnt -out one tore each valve you take.
stat, 41- each. Neutrodyne Con. LI uenola Loudspeaker Unit, 13/6 Right reserved,eancel this list without

Sterling

'

denser. 416.

Pleated paper, reeds, etc., all stocke

.

otice.
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TECHNICAL NOTES.

NEls

ckrfr

r x 5", 1/-

8" x b",1/2

7' x 6", 1
10"x8", 2/1

9" x 0", 117
11" x 8", 2/3

10"x 9", 2/4

12'x 8",2/6

11' x6., 2/7
12' x 10'A/-

14" x 10",3/5

12' x 9",2/10

A" thick
Post Free.

14" x12'

Money back guarantee that each and all Panels are
free from surface leakage, Megger test Inanity
Callers, cut ally size, & quote by post, or Phone Clerk =well 7853. Sample & Prices, post tree to the Trade.
CRORSON1A CO., 10, South St., MOORGATE, E.C.

REPAIRS

SETS
PHONES
TRANSFORMERS

Officially Approved by Radio Association.

ALLWORICGUARANTEEDLOTTESTRATE8 -29HOURSERVICE

(Continued from page 56.)

metal beryllium, which is claimed to give a
large emission at very low -temperatures.
The melting -point of beryllium is about
1,280 to 1,300 degrees centigrade, which is

much higher than the melting -point of

-certain other dull -emitter metals, anti
consequently the filament can be raised to a
The
comparatively high temperature.

beryllium, moreover, is ductile, and can
easily be drawn into a wire of the required

diameter, such a filament requiring no oxide
coating.
New Four -Electrode Valve Circuit.

JOHN W. MILLER, 68, Farringdon St., E.C.4.
'Pliant: Central 1950.

USE

WIRELESS WARE
THE SMALL ADVER-

TISEMENT WITH 011 furl,
A WONDERFUL
11

Ill' firma

SERVICE.
Write for Free List.

11111 rum
um

32 Swan St' eet, Manches
THE

BROWN 'A' at'A2'2at 61 slr-

are the best for use with the 1'.W. Paper Dia-

phragm, Loudspeaker, Frames, etc. .5!(/ MP for List.

GOODMANS, 68, Farringdon Street, E.C.4

An interesting recent patent in connection

vanized Steel Telescope

WIRELESS MAST
35 ft. HIGH.

filament battery and the second grid (that

is, the one nearest the anode). The first grid
( the one nearest the filament) is connected
through. a reaction coil to the headphones

and then to the plate of the valve, the

connection being carried on from the plate
to the H.T. battery.

ing screws, pulley and cleat. Price
no.o.e Carriage

25 ft. Rigid Masts, 20/HILDICK & HILDICK, Pleck Rd., Walsall.

.06 HEW 10/6.

Our Valves are admitted to be /the best

llf

The well-known Neon lamps. (such as are
used for advertising purposes) have, in their
smaller " night -light edition, many useful
purposes in connection with wireless. They
refuse to carry any appreciable current until
.

obviously ina,kes-them of value as lightning"
arresters in connection with the aerial
circuit.

plate,

British made valves on the market. 3 Volt
el66 L F. or H.F. only 10/6 2 Volt .34 only
10/6. Power Valves irotn 12/6. Write at once for
our FREE HOOK and get full particulars. II
your dealer is "tied" we supply
dilect. RA MONS LTD. Radian
Mimics,

ROLLIN GTON.

Macclesfield.

England.

CRYSTAL'
SETS COMPLETE £1
blew/hue 1 pair 15'. 'phones, 7/6 set, and full aerial

Best _British 'phones 10/. and
and earth equipment.
Law Condensers: 0005, 7/6; 0003.
.12/6 Ebonite
pair. Square
ends, k'noR, and dial. 'All post tree. Agent
7i.,
for Breton Accumulators. List on request.
E. D. PIMBLE, 18, West St., Penkhull,Stoke-on-Trent.

Although the Neon lamp will not- flash
o'er before the critical voltage is reached,
t he arc or discharge will continue when the

voltage across the electrodes is reduced
considerably below the critical flaSh-oVer
voltage.

In other words, the tube has a

negative resistance characteristic similar to

ADVERTISEMENTS.
As far as possible all advertiiements appearing in " P.W." are
subjected to careful scrutiny before publication, but should any
reader experience delay or difficulty in geitinig orders fulfilled,' or

should the goods supplied not be
as advertised, information should
be sent to the Advertisement
Manager, " Popular Wireless," 4,
Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.

are claimed to be extremely good. It is

claimed that this is the first radio frequency

transformer that combines a very limited
magnetic field with exceedingly high amplification. It has also very low resistance,

due to the almost complete absence of dielectric in the field of the coil. The price
of the coils is $9 per set of three matched
coils, or $3 each, and fuller information may

address given above.
Worth Knowing.

I am frequently asked by readers for the

rather

out-of-the-way

apparatus

and

materials, such as alkaline earth metals;

photo -sensitive apparatus, neon -filled tubes,

pyrex or quartz, etc., etc. For the benefit
of any experimenters who may have difficulty in obtaining anything very special of
this kind, if difficulty is experienced in

obtaining the same in this country, it i3
worth while trying the Radio Electrical
Works, Research Division, 23, Union Square,
New York, U.S.A.
A "Dry '.' Rectifier.
A remarkable discovery has been made by

a well-known American physicist, Samuel
Ruben, in connection with electrolytic

As this subject is one of great
importance, and as it happens to be one in
which I personally am greatly interested;
I propose to give an account of this new
discovery in more detail at an early date.
In the meantirne, however, I may say that
it is known.
" dry " rectifier.
It is claimed that it 'does not employ any
rectifiers.

liquids, that' it tloes not discharge any
corrosive gases or vapours, and that it is

that of the arc.

consequently eminently adapted for use in
self-contained wireless cabinets.

circuit the lamp may be used as an oscillation generator, -and by suitable adjust-

Ingenious " Lead-in " Tube.

By supplying the tube
with direct current (through a choke coil)
and by connecting it into an oscillatory

nients of the circuit may be made to generate
oscillations of a comparatively low frequency.

Economical Accumulator H.T.
----THE 'PHONE REPAIR SERVICE
'Phones Rewound and Remagnetized
...
4/6
Apropos some remarks I made in these
... ... 21'Phones Remagnelized and Readjusted
notes recently on the subject of Edison -type
Loud Speakers and Transformers Ren'ound.
Forceps, Leads. Diaphra ell , . Postage extra.
The H.R.P. Co., 413, St. Mary's Road, Leyton, E.10

tirely self-supporting. The method of
winding is a little difficult to explain without the aid of an illustration, but the results

address of suppliers of various kinds of

Complete .XIU. L . U Forward

base

This is a double type of coil wound in the
shape of a figure 8 with the support in the
centre, the two coils being otherwise en-

is connected' between the centre point of the

a certain critical voltage is reached, when
a flesh -over occurs, and this property

with

eight," manufactured by the Bodine Electric.
Co., 2260 W. Ohio Street, Chicago, Ill.

be obtained; by those interested, front the

ground pegs, stay wires, strain-

Complete

Something more or less novel in the way

of H.F. coils is the new " Bodine twin

with a receiving circuit is No. 223,580, in
which a -Single valve is used ; this valve is
of the four -electrode type. An ordinary
aerial system is employed, and this is
inductivelreoupled to a tuned circuit which

Uses for Neon Lamps.

H & H Patent Tubular Gat-

A Novel Coil.

accumulators for low-tension and high-

tension work, 'I have had an interesting
lettei from one of my correspondents,

I notice anew type of lead-in tube which
has many points in its favour. It consists
essentially of an ebonite tube, within which
is niounted axially a brass rod, the latter
being supported within collars at the two
ends of the ebonite tube -so that, for the

major part of its length, the brass rod is

not in contact with the ebonite tube at. all:
this makes for the redUction of losses.

!

-At-the two ends of the tube are provided

Mr. G. W. Hall (G 6 L F), which may be of
interest to other readers. He says " It
may interest you to know that I have been
using these accumulators for high tension
for over two 3 -ears, and have found them
remarkably efficient, giving an absolutely

brass sockets, so that connection may be

crackling noises or mush of any kind. It is
surprising that they are not better known in

earth connection _in its, place in the lead-in
tube, the aerial may be connected directly.
to earth.

silent background in reception with no
this country, as they deserve to be, and I
personally would not be without them.

made to the lead-in by means of spring pins.

An additional advantage is that a flexible

connection from the earth lead may be

brought up to the lead-in and provided with
a spring contact pin, sa that by withdrawing

the " set " connection and inserting the

11111111MMEI.

They may be made up from genuine Edison

plates complete with test tubes and racks
at about 6(1. per volt, which includes payment for time spent in construction."

WHEN

replying to advertisements
please mention " Popular
Wireless and Wireless Review " to ensure
prompt attention.
THANKS

March 6th, 1926.
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HE wonderful "N" filament valves
are so economical that no sign of
glow can be discerned. They
require only ONE -TENTH

AMPERE from a 4 -volt accumulator (or
3 dry cells). This means SEVEN TIMES
THE LIFE of each accumulator charge ;
a distinct saving of your time and money.

ASK FOR THE P.M.3

16/6

The general purpose Valve, suitable for every
circuit. Gives clear strong signals free from
microphonic disturbance.

ASK FOR THE P.M.4

22/6

A power valve for majestic Loud Speaker
volume. The finest Loud Speaker Valve
ever produced.

GET THEM FROM YOUR RADIO DEALER

These Valves only require

the same H.T. current as
for equivalent types.

Mullard
THE MASTER.- VALVE

ADVT. THE IOW-LARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO:, LTD., BALHAM, LONDON, S.W. 12

March 6th, 1026.
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A CONVINCING TEST

-now

build your own loud speaker

1-4
sk,

When we first offered the public a full -powered loud speaking unit
for -1316 people were frankly incredulous. "No doubt it's
ex.cellent value for the money," they said, .f! but you can't expect it
to equal an instrument costing several pounds."

la

So we invited four entirely disinterested judges to sit behind a screen while
we carried out a simple test. We put on a well-known and expensive
loqd speaker and carefully noted the quality and volume of reproduction.

a

pC

z

0

Then the horn was removed from it and attached to the " Lissenola "

This was repeated with half-a:dozen
popular makes of Jou-d speakers. It was found impossible to say which
. gave the better result-the original loud speaker bases or the "Lissenola."
' The result of our test has, of course, been confirmed since by thousands of
"Lissenola", converts-for the sales of the "Lissenola " have broken all records
and the result again carefully noted.

0
-

4.4

0)

in the wireless trade.

Briefly, the " Lis encla" is the essential load

speaking base that only needs the -addition of a

horn to yield results equal to an instrument
many times the price. And for
a' few pence -you can make
efficient horn yoillisilf
from the very simple directions
and full-sized exact- patterns
given with every instrument.
really

The "-Lissenola'; can also be
attached to the tone arm of any

gramophone, turning the gramophone into a radio loud speaker,

There is also the Lissen Reed (if- extra) which
adapts the Ltssenola to take a cone or any other
diaphragm working on the reed principle.

1:4
-

We challenge comparison. Before
buying go to your dealer and make
the same test 3 ours*.

The "Lissenola" is obtainable

from all Nireless Dealers

throughout the countryor in
case of difficulty . by sending

remittance dire& to the makers.
Price 13/6. Post Free.

i.

0

-BUY THE LISSENOLA

0.

and ,build your own Loud Speaker
Lissen -Limited, 8-16, Friars Lane, Richmond, Surrey
L .20

'Phone: Richmond 2285 (4 lines).

'Grams:

" Lissenium, Phone, London.",
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